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Abstract
The challenge of coherently combining general relativity and quantum field theory into
a quantum theory of gravity is one of the main outstanding tasks in theoretical physics.
In several related approaches towards this goal, such as group field theory, spin-foam
models, loop quantum gravity and simplicial quantum gravity, quantum states and
histories of the geometric degrees of freedom turn out to be based on discrete space
and spacetime. The most pressing issue is then how the smooth classical geometries of
general relativity arise from such discrete quantum geometries in some semiclassical and
continuum limit. This has to be expressed in terms of suitable geometric observables
which should demonstrate that the desired features of smooth spacetime are recovered.
In this thesis I tackle the question of suitable observables focusing on the e↵ective
dimension of discrete quantum geometries, more specifically, the spectral, Hausdor↵ and
walk dimension. These are also the relevant indicators of a possible fractal structure.
For this purpose I give an extensive and exhaustive, purely combinatorial description
of the discrete structures which these geometries have support on. As a side topic, this
allows to present an extension of group field theory to cover the combinatorially larger
kinematical state space of loop quantum gravity. This can be realized with a particularly
e↵ective construction using the tensor model technique of a dual-weighting mechanism.
Then, I introduce a discrete calculus for arbitrary (p-form) fields on such fundamentally
discrete geometries with a particular focus on the Laplacian. This permits to define the
e↵ective-dimension observables for quantum geometries. Preliminary, I study classical
e↵ects of topology, geometry and discreteness in a systematic way. This sets the stage
to check whether quantum geometries reproduce the e↵ective dimensions of classical
geometries in an appropriate semiclassical regime and to identify quantum e↵ects in
a quantum regime. I analyse the e↵ective dimensions for various classes of quantum
geometries, in particular (a) I develop and apply numerical techniques to be able to
compute the spectral dimension of combinatorially large geometries in the precise setting
of (2+1)-dimensional loop quantum gravity; (b) I use analytic solutions for a particular
model to analyse quantum geometries of arbitrary spatial dimension d.
As a general result I find that the spectral dimension is more sensitive to the underlying
combinatorial structure than to the details of the additional geometric data thereon.
Semiclassical (coherent) states (a) on a given complex turn out to approximate the clas-
sical geometries they are peaking on rather well and there are no indications for stronger
quantum e↵ects. On the other hand (b), I do find such e↵ects for states which are super-
position over a large number of complexes: there is a flow of the spectral dimension from
the topological dimension d on low energy (IR) scales to a real number 0 < ↵ < d on
high energy (UV) scales for power function superposition coe cients which is related to
their exponent. The Hausdor↵ and walk dimension do not exhibit any particular quan-
tum e↵ect. In the special case of ↵ = 1 these results allow to understand the quantum
geometry as e↵ectively fractal. Moreover, in this case the spectral dimension indicates a
flow of the spacetime dimension D to a UV dimension Duv = 2, in accordance with the
findings in other approaches. These results apply in particular to special superpositions
of spin-network states providing more solid indications for a dimensional flow in this
context. Quantum-geometry properties like a fractal structure or a dimensional flow
may have phenomenological consequences, for example in the early universe.
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Zusammenfassung
Allgemeine Relativita¨tstheorie und Quantenfeldtheorie in koha¨renter Weise zu einer
Quantentheorie der Gravitation zu verbinden, ist eine der gro¨ßten o↵enen Aufgaben in
der theoretischen Physik. In mehreren miteinander in Beziehung stehenden Ansa¨tzen,
die dieses Ziel verfolgen, na¨mlich Gruppenfeldtheorie, Spinschaum-Modellen, Schleifen-
quantengravitation und simplizialer Quantengravitation, stellt sich heraus, dass Quan-
tenzusta¨nde und Quantenentwicklungen der geometrischen Freiheitsgrade auf einem dis-
kreten Raum beziehungsweise einer diskreten Raumzeit basieren. Die dringendste Frage
ist dann, wie die glatten klassischen Geometrien der Allgemeinen Relativita¨tstheorie
aus solch diskreten Quantengeometrien im semiklassischen und Kontinuums-Limes her-
vorgehen. Dies muss durch geeignete geometrische Beobachtungsgro¨ßen beschrieben
werden, welche zeigen sollten, dass die gewu¨nschten Merkmale einer glatten Raumzeit
wiedergewonnen werden.
In der vorliegenden Dissertation nehme ich die Frage geeigneter Beobachtungsgro¨ßen mit
einem Fokus auf die e↵ektive Dimension diskreter Quantengeometrien, genauer gesagt,
spektrale, Hausdor↵- und (Random-)Walk-Dimension, in Angri↵. Dies sind auch die
relevanten Indikatoren fu¨r eine mo¨gliche fraktale Geometrie. Zu diesem Zweck gebe ich
eine ausfu¨hrliche und erscho¨pfende, rein kombinatorische Beschreibung der diskreten
Strukturen, auf denen solche Geometrien basieren. Als ein Nebenthema erlaubt dies
die Darlegung einer Erweiterung der Gruppenfeldtheorie, so dass diese den kombina-
torisch gro¨ßeren kinematischen Zustandsraum der Schleifenquantengravitation abdeckt,
was sich mit einer besonders wirkungsvollen Konstruktion durch die Tensor-Modell-
Methode eines Mechanismus dualer Gewichtung realisieren la¨sst.
Daraufhin fu¨hre ich einen diskreten Di↵erentialrechnungskalku¨l fu¨r beliebige (p-Form-)
Felder auf solch fundamental diskreten Geometrien mit einem speziellen Augenmerk
auf dem Laplace-Operator ein. Dadurch wird die Definition der Observablen der ef-
fektiven Dimensionen fu¨r Quantengeometrien mo¨glich. Als Voruntersuchung betrachte
ich systematisch klassische E↵ekte von Topologie, Geometrie und Diskretheit. Dies ist
die Voraussetzung fu¨r die U¨berpru¨fung, ob Quantengeometrien die e↵ektiven Dimensio-
nen klassischer Geometrien in einem geeigneten semiklassischen Bereich reproduzieren,
und, um Quantene↵ekte in einem Quantenregime zu identifizieren. Ich analysiere die
e↵ektiven Dimensionen verschiedener Klassen von Quantengeometrien. Insbesondere
entwickele ich (a) numerische Techniken, um die spektrale Dimension von kombina-
torisch großen Geometrien in der pra¨zisen Situation (2 + 1)-dimensionaler Schleifen-
quantengravitation berechnen zu ko¨nnen, und wende sie an; und ich verwende (b)
analytische Lo¨sungen eines speziellen Modells, um Quantengeometrien in beliebiger
ra¨umlicher Dimension d zu untersuchen.
Als ein allgemeines Resultat finde ich heraus, dass die spektrale Dimension sta¨rker von
der zugrunde liegenden kombinatorischen Struktur als von den Details der zusa¨tzlichen
geometrischen Daten darauf abha¨ngt. Es stellt sich heraus, dass (a) semiklassische
(koha¨rente) Zusta¨nde auf einem gegebenen Komplex die entsprechenden klassischen
Geometrien ziemlich genau approximieren, und es gibt keine Anzeichen fu¨r sta¨rkere
Quantene↵ekte. Andererseits entdecke ich solche E↵ekte fu¨r (b) Zusta¨nde, die aus
U¨berlagerungen einer großen Anzahl von Komplexen bestehen: Ich finde einen Fluss
der spektralen Dimension von der topologischen Dimension d bei kleinen Energieskalen
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(IR) hin zu einem reellen Wert 0 < ↵ < d bei hohen Energien (UV) fu¨r Potenzfunktions-
U¨berlagerungskoe zienten, der von deren Exponent abha¨ngt. Hausdor↵- und Walk-
Dimension zeigen keine besonderen Quantene↵ekte. Im Spezialfall ↵ = 1 erlauben diese
Resultate, die Quantengeometrie als e↵ektiv fraktal aufzufassen. Des Weiteren deutet
die spektrale Dimension in diesem Fall auf einen Fluss der Raumzeitdimension D zu
einer UV-Dimension Duv = 2 hin, im Einklang mit Ergebnissen in anderen Ansa¨tzen.
Die genannten Resultate lassen sich insbesondere auf spezielle U¨berlagerungen von Spin-
Netzwerk-Zusta¨nden u¨bertragen, womit sie solidere Hinweise auf einen Dimensionsfluss
in diesem Kontext darstellen. Quantengeometrische Eigenschaften von der Art einer
fraktalen Struktur oder eines Dimensionsflusses ko¨nnten pha¨nomenologische Auswirkun-
gen haben, beispielsweise im fru¨hen Universum.
iii
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Introduction
One of the biggest open challenges in theoretical physics is to bring together the two
fundamental theories describing phenomena on the macroscopic scales of large masses,
that is general relativity (GR), and on microscopic scales governed by high energies,
that is quantum (field) theory. By now several approaches towards such a quantum
theory of gravity have developed into sophisticated active research programs [1].
Indications for a breakdown of theory at very small length scales are present both
in general relativity and in the relativistic quantum field theories describing elementary
particles and their interactions: general relativity is challenged by the generic presence of
spacetime singularities in black hole and cosmological solutions of the gravitational field
equations, while divergences at large frequencies and momenta render relevant quantum
field theories mathematically not well defined. As a consequence, almost all approaches
to quantum gravity agree that at very small length scale continuum should e↵ectively
be replaced in favour for some kind of discretum [2]. There are two main strategies in
terms of which such a discretum may arise: one may either establish a quantum theory
of gravity based on a generalization of point particles to higher dimensional objects, or
based on discrete geometries of space and spacetime. This thesis focuses on the latter
alternative.
To sketch the challenge of quantum gravity a bit more explicitly, one expects such
a theory to provide expectation values of observables of the form (in a path integral
description)
hO⌃[g, ]i =
Z
M
@M=⌃
DgD O⌃[g, ] e i~ (Sgr[g]+Smatter[g, ]) (0.1)
where the observable O⌃[g, ] = O[g|⌃, |⌃] is a functional of the gravitational metric
field g and all kinds of matter fields  on a spatial slice ⌃ of spacetime. Thereby,
according to observation, space has d = 3 dimensions and spacetime D = d + 1 = 4.
The integral is a sum over all field configurations g, on a spacetime manifold M with
boundary @M = ⌃, with formal measures Dg and D and weighted by the exponential
of the action which divides into a pure gravitational part Sgr and a matter part Smatter.
Since GR places no restriction to spacetime other than being some pseudo-Riemannian
D-manifold, one might consider not only the gravitational field g onM but alsoM itself
as variable. In that case, according to the idea of the path integral as a sum over all
possible intermediate configurations [3,4], the path integral would contain an additional
integral over a class of manifolds, formally
hO⌃[g, ]i =
Z
@M=⌃
DM
Z
M
DgD O⌃[g, ] e i~ (Sgr[g]+Smatter[g, ]) . (0.2)
There are several main directions how to define the formal observable (0.1). One is
to treat the path integral perturbatively, as common in high energy physics. To this
1
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end, a partition of the gravitational action Sgr into kinetic and interaction part is only
possible upon splitting the metric g = g¯ + h where a background metric g¯ is fixed and
h are small disturbances around it treated as the degrees of freedom, their quantum
excitations called gravitons [5]. Thus, eventually the perturbative treatment is quite
di↵erent to the usual one in particle physics. There, perturbations result in a restriction
in the dynamics but not in the degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, in this way pure
gravity (neglecting Smatter) turns out to be non-renormalizable since at every finite order
of perturbation counterterms of higher order are needed to render divergencies finite,
leading to an infinite tower of counterterms [6] (though there are ideas how the structure
of its Schwinger-Dyson equations could entail renormalizability even so [7]). Still it could
be that inclusion of appropriate matter would render the theory finite. Particular strong
hopes in this direction are associated with maximal, N = 8 supergravity which have
been revived recently with the development of new e cient techniques for the calculation
of amplitudes in maximally supersymmetric theories [8, 9].
Another direction picks up the idea that gravitational and standard model interactions,
extended and unified in an appropriate way, might solve the UV divergence issue. String
theory [10–12] is the candidate which seems to accomplish this, replacing elementary
point particles by extended objects. Supersymmetric versions turn out to be anomaly
free in D = 10 dimensions of target space which is thus usually understood as a predic-
tion of string theory (though on the grounds of various dualities it is conjectured that
these theories describe only certain regimes of a theory in D = 11 dimensions). The
spectrum of the string contains an infinite tower of string excitations, in particular a
spin-2 particle which can be understood as the graviton since the corresponding part in
low-energy e↵ective actions are of the type of the Einstein-Hilbert action (with higher
curvature corrections).
Yet another direction is characterized by questioning the setup of quantum gravity
as a perturbative theory of metric disturbances around a fixed background metric, in
this sense emphasizing the property of background independence in general relativity.
One example, still in the usual smooth metric setting, is the idea of asymptotic safe
quantum gravity where a nontrivial renormalization group fixed point may render the
theory finite in a nonperturbative way [13, 14]. Complementary thereto are approaches
which are based on geometric degrees of freedom di↵erent but classically equivalent to
the full metric gµ⌫ and which have support on a certain kind of discrete structures. For
this reason, their quantum states of geometry can be referred to as discrete quantum
geometries, that is certain kind of combinatorial or cellular complexes with some kind
of geometric data attached to their cells. Most prominent examples of such approaches
are loop quantum gravity (LQG) [15–17], spin-foam (SF) models [18–20], group field
theory (GFT) [21–23] and simplicial quantum gravity, either as a quantization of Regge
calculus (QRC) [24–28] or in terms of causal dynamical triangulations (CDT) [29–31].
These discrete quantum gravity approaches turn out to be related in many ways, not
only with respect to their conceptual setup but also concerning the proposed dynamics.
This comes to a certain extent as a surprise since they originate from di↵erent ideas
and they are distinct theory proposals from a systematic perspective. Nevertheless, by
now most of them1 have evolved into a tightly connected web of theories, sometimes
1CDT plays to some extent a di↵erent role since therein discrete geometries are equilateral (up to the
distinction of time-like and space-like edges) and thus e↵ectively purely combinatorial.
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even regarded as a single theory which is then called “loop quantum gravity” as well,
though evidently in a generalized sense. At times, this development is considered as a
convergence of these theories. Apart from the pragmatic benefits of enabling to transfer
insights and techniques from one approach into the other, the question in what sense
one can speak of a genuine convergence process is interesting since theory convergence
increases the degree of (epistemological) justification of theories. I will use the opportu-
nity of introduction into the theoretical context of this thesis to discuss their relations
and address this question in a systematic way. This will show that strict relations
between the approaches occur mostly on the level of specific models. On this basis I
propose to understand the evolution into a web of theories rather as a crystallization
process (a notion recently discussed in the philosophy of science [32–34]) than theory
convergence in a stricter sense.
A condition for the possibility of dynamical relations between the approaches concerns
the compatibility of their discrete structures. For example, covariant approaches such
as SF models and GFT are originally defined most e ciently in the setting of simplicial
complexes involving (dual) boundary graphs with vertices of fixed valency, while LQG,
due to its formulation as a canonical quantization of continuum classical gravity, entails
kinematical states technically defined on arbitrary embedded closed graphs. While it has
been shown recently that SF models as a proposal for LQG dynamics can be extended
to combinatorially cover the whole kinematical LQG state space [35,36], it was not clear
how such an extension could be possible in GFT. Since GFT is a candidate both for a
completion of SF models and a second quantized reformulation of LQG [37], this is an
important question.
Here I will present how a generalization of GFT to combinatorially cover the kinematical
LQG space can be accomplished in di↵erent ways. First, there are neither mathematical
nor conceptual obstructions to extend GFT in exactly the same way as has been done for
SF models [35,36] introducing multiple quantum fields to account for the combinatorial
variety. However, such a theory is not expected to be of practical use since the large
(and possibly infinite) number of fields and interactions would be hard to control (the
same being true already in the SF case). The particular advantage of GFT comes to
the forefront in a second proposal: using field theoretical techniques one can reproduce
the same state space and amplitudes with a standard simplicial GFT equipped with a
dual weighting which is much more manageable and controllable.
Apart from such questions of the precise definition of kinematics and dynamics, in all
the discrete quantum gravity approaches the major challenge is to find a relation to
the continuum spacetime geometries of classical general relativity. That is, one has
to show that the latter emerge from the fundamental discrete quantum geometries of
the theory in some approximation. This emergence has to be expressed in terms of
suitable geometry observables, both classical and quantum, that should indicate that
the desired features of smooth spacetimes are recovered. The identification of at the
same time meaningful and tractable geometric observables is one of the main tasks in
this endeavour. In fact, it is a precondition for extracting physics from such quantum
gravity proposals.
E↵ective-dimension observables provide important information about the geometric
3
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properties of quantum states of space and spacetime histories in quantum gravity. In
particular, the spectral dimension ds, which depends on the spectral properties of a geo-
metry through its definition as the scaling of the heat-kernel trace, has attracted special
attention due to the observation of a dimensional flow (i.e. the change of spacetime di-
mension across a range of scales [38–40]) in various approaches including the mentioned
causal dynamical triangulations and the functional renormalization-group approach of
asymptotic safety, as well as Horˇava–Lifshitz gravity [41] among others.
In all these approaches, the spectral dimension of spacetime exhibits a scale dependence
itself, flowing from the topological spacetime dimension D in the infrared (IR) to Ds ' 2
in the ultraviolet (UV) [41–46].2 For smooth geometries, modified dispersion relations
provide an obvious reason for this behaviour [41, 42, 48–50]. In contrast, in the case
of discrete calculations as in the CDT approach [44–47] the dimensional flow remains
to be better understood. Causal dynamical triangulations provide a definition of the
continuum path integral for quantum gravity via a regularization in terms of a sum over
simplicial complexes weighted by the Regge action. While it is more di cult to identify
the underlying reason for the dimensional flow in this context, such a flow is obtained
in a very direct manner from the evaluation of the heat trace as a quantum geometric
observable inside the CDT partition function.
Here I choose a very similar direct approach for the evaluation of e↵ective-dimension
observables of quantum states of geometry as they appear in LQG, SF models and
GFT. Such quantum states can be expanded as superpositions of spin-network states,
which are graphs labelled by algebraic data from the representation theory of SU(2).
Accordingly, there is an interplay between two types of objects and their corresponding
discreteness: a combinatorial discreteness due to the underlying graph, as well as an
algebraic discreteness due to the fact that the labels are half-integers corresponding
to SU(2) irreducible representations. Quantum e↵ects in the evaluation of observables
are thus to be expected from both these sources, in particular from superpositions of
algebraic data as well as of graphs.
Perhaps surprisingly, superpositions of quantum states supported on di↵erent graphs
and complexes have not been considered much in the LQG literature so far. Instead,
most analyses have involved only states based on one and the same complex. A first
example of states based on superpositions of combinatorial structures are the simple
condensate states with a homogeneous cosmology interpretation introduced recently in
the GFT context [51–56] and their generalization to states based on connected complexes
in [57].
Technically, a particular challenge stems from the fact that the dimension observables
are only meaningful on discrete quantum geometries of su ciently large combinatorial
size. This challenge can be met in di↵erent ways. On the one hand, I use numerics
to directly evaluate the spectral dimension in the setup of semiclassical kinematical
LQG states in D = 2 + 1 dimensions were such computations are still feasible. On the
other hand, I set up a model of a special class of superpositions based on a number of
reasonable assumptions; this allows to use analytic solutions of the e↵ective dimensions
on the lattice for calculations on superpositions over a very large number (up to 106) of
complexes.
2More recent calculations in CDT hint at Ds ' 3/2 though [47].
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A fairly general results of these calculations is that the e↵ective-dimension observables
are considerably more sensitive to the combinatorial structures underlying the states
than to the algebraic data associated with them. Furthermore, semiclassical states such
as coherent LQG states on a single graph approximate well the discrete geometries they
are peaking on. More interesting quantum e↵ects are found for large superpositions.
In particular, I have found strong evidence for a dimensional flow for superpositions
with power function coe cients, where a value of spectral dimension in the UV below
the topological dimension d is found to depend on the exponent in the superposition
coe cients. Similarly, based on findings of analytic solutions for the walk dimension
and Hausdor↵ dimension of lattice geometries, I do not find any special properties in
these observables for superpositions as compared to states defined on fixed complexes.
The outline of this thesis is the following. I will start in chapter 1 with an introduc-
tion to the discrete quantum gravity proposals guided by the question of convergence
and their intertheoretical relations. To this end, I will first present the five propos-
als of quantum Regge calculus, causal dynamical triangulations, loop quantum gravity,
spin-foam models and group field theory in a brief but systematic manner as distinct
theories. Then I will discuss in more detail their di↵erences, conceptual similarities and
dynamical relations. This allows finally to argue that their example is an instance of a
crystallization process rather than theory convergence.
The purpose of chapter 2 is to present an extensive and exhaustive treatment of the
discrete space and spacetime structures entering in discrete quantum gravity. I will show
that the combinatorial and di↵erential structure of the relevant classes of complexes
can be defined without any reference to topological or analytic structure in the first
place, thus proposing combinatorial complexes as the most general common objects
in all the approaches. In particular, I will review in detail the 2-complex structure
underlying the amplitudes in SF models and GFT, coined spin-foam molecules because
of their structure as bondings of atomic building blocks. Furthermore, I will introduce
a di↵erential calculus on combinatorial complexes and discuss the properties of the
resulting Laplacian, necessary for the definition of e↵ective dimensions as quantum
observables.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the extension of GFT to cover discrete quantum geometries of
the most general combinatorial type in its state space. To this end I will first give a more
detailed introduction into SF models and GFT as proposals for quantum gravity with
a particular focus on the way the 2-complex structure of spin-foam molecules arises.
I will then show how the most general spin-foam molecules give rise to GFT with
multiple fields in a straightforward fashion. Finally I will introduce the dual-weighting
mechanism and demonstrate how it can be implemented on a standard simplicial GFT
to reproduce the same amplitudes for general spin-foam molecules as the multi-field
GFT. Furthermore this will open up the possibility to define new models which have
arguably a better geometric interpretation.
Eventually, in chapter 4, I will come to the main topic of the thesis of e↵ective di-
mensions. I will show how their definitions on smooth geometries naturally extend to
discrete geometries based on the discrete calculus, and how one can define them as ob-
servables for quantum states of geometry. Preliminary to the calculation of quantum
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states, I will systematically investigate e↵ects of topology, geometry and discreteness of
classical geometries in the e↵ective-dimension quantities. On these grounds, the results
for the spectral dimension of numerical calculations of semiclassical, coherent states can
be interpreted to agree well with their classical counterparts and exhibit only minor
quantum corrections. Significant quantum e↵ects consisting of a dimensional flow are
then presented for large superposition states. In a special case, such a discrete quantum
geometry can be understood as fractal.
***
This thesis is based on the publications [58–61]. However, the analysis of relations
between discrete quantum gravity approaches, chapter 1, as well as the various concepts
of combinatorial complexes in section 2.1 and some background material in section 4.1
and section 4.2 are new.
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1. Convergence in quantum gravity?
It is frequently stated in introductions to papers on results in quantum gravity ap-
proaches such as loop quantum gravity, spin-foam models, simplicial quantum gravity
or group field theories that there is convergence between these theories. Such a relation
between research programs is certainly interesting for practical purposes allowing to
transfer results and methods from one approach to the other. But there is also another
interesting, more philosophical aspect: if there is indeed convergence in one or the other
direction, this might raise the epistemological value of the emerging theory. This is of
particular interest in the case of quantum gravity where the standard criterion of predic-
tivity for theory assessment does not apply due to the lack of observational accessibility
of the quantum gravity regime. Other criteria such as uniformity and coherence become
then central for the evaluation of a theory’s epistemological status, i.e. the question on
which grounds one is justified in one’s conviction and belief in a theory.
In this chapter I want to use the opportunity to provide the research context for this
thesis to address the question in what sense one can talk about convergence in the
mentioned quantum gravity proposals. That is, this chapter is meant to serve a twofold
purpose. First of all, I will introduce the theoretical background for the presentation of
results in later chapters introducing the relevant quantum gravity theories. On the other
hand, I will do so from a particular perspective with the question of theory convergence
as a recurrent theme.
As a consequence, the presentation of theories will be slightly di↵erent from what one
is used to. To provide the basis for an analysis of intertheoretical relations between
proposals, I will introduce them in a particular manner as common in the philosophy
of science. This might seem a little artificial both in form and in choice of theory
definitions. But it sets the stage to address then the questions about the relation
between these theories: what are important relations, what kind of relations are these,
and finally, do they give rise to an interpretation of theory convergence? Based on
the result that the various equivalence and embedding relations are mostly between
particular models and not the general theories as a whole, the answer will be that the
notion of a crystallization process is more appropriate to account for the development
of these quantum gravity theories.
Accordingly, this chapter is naturally divided into two parts: in section 1.1 I will explain
the conceptual framework to then present five distinct theories which are quantum Regge
calculus, causal dynamical triangulations, loop quantum gravity, the theory of spin-foam
models and group field theories. This enables then, in section 1.2, the discussion of their
relations, both on a conceptual, kinematical as well as dynamical level, and how these
can be understood from the perspective of theory convergence. Finally I will conclude
with a brief remark on the epistemological relevance of this investigation.
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1.1. Proposals for a quantum theory of gravity
As a basis for an analysis of the relations between quantum gravity approaches I will
present the relevant theory proposals in a systematic manner. That is, I will explicate
the theories in a semiformal way motivated by a formal scheme of logical reconstructions
according to a model-theoretic account of theories, called structuralism in philosophy of
science [62–64]. An important aspect thereby is to consider the approaches as scientific,
i.e. empirical theories in contrast to mere formal, mathematical objects. For such an
investigation it is not necessary that the proposals already provide complete theories of
quantum gravity.
By now there is rather a continuum of theories under investigation and a particular
challenge here is to di↵erentiate between distinct approaches. This can be regarded as
an attempt to distinguish a certain historical version of each theory. In the end, theory
convergence and theory crystallization are processes demanding a diachronic view on
the theories. However, a detailed historical study is beyond the scope of this work which
is why I will focus on a systematic presentation.
Let me briefly sketch the most important aspects of the structure of a scientific theory.
These are components appearing in every more involved assessment of empirical theories
in the philosophy of science; however, they are explicated in a particularly obvious and
systematic via using the structuralist conception.
Structuralism is a set theoretic account to theory reconstruction, based on structures
in the sense of model theory [62]. This means that a theory is not understood as a
class of statements, but as structures defined by predicates. Therefore, by definition
it is independent of language. The crucial point here is that these structures should
be understood as actual physical systems described by the theory. That is, such a
structure usually consists of physical objects together with their relations and associated
quantities, possibly even depending on a specific gauge. I will base my analysis on this
formalism in a slightly informal, but more intuitive denomination in the following.
According to a structuralist reconstruction, more precisely, a scientific theory T consists
of four essential parts which are classes of structures (figure 1.1):
(Mtkin) The conceptual framework: elements ofM
t
kin consist of all objects of the theory
together with their typification and characterization. Loosely speaking, from
a physicist’s point of view, they capture the kinematics of a theory, hence
the intuitive name here (in the philosophical literature they are referred to as
potential models).
(Mtdyn) The actual physical systems: the subclass M
t
dyn ⇢Mtkin consists of those struc-
tures furthermore obeying the physical axioms and laws. While Mtkin is the
set of potential physical systems in the sense that they have the right concep-
tual structure, Mtdyn ⇢ Mtkin is the subset of those systems which follow the
dynamics of the theory T.
(Mtemp) The observable part: a restriction r : Mkin  ! Memp can be defined in terms
of a distinction of objects in Mtkin into theoretical and non-theoretical ones,
“projecting out” the theoretical components in the structures Mkin. For em-
pirical theories this is a crucial part, though the distinction is very subtle and
turns out to be possible only with reference to the theory T itself: roughly
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Mdyn
r
Mkin
MempMapp
Figure 1.1.: A sketch of the basic components of a theory according to the structuralist view on
scientific theories: on the upper level, a subclass Mdyn ⇢ Mkin of physical systems
is specified by the axioms and laws of a theory; restriction r to the non-theoretical,
“observable” domain allows to compare the empirical content of the theory with the
physical systems Mapp which the theory is intended to be applied to.
speaking, any quantity whose measurement presupposes the laws of the theory
is theoretical with respect to the theory T [62,65].
(Mtapp) The specification of a class of physical systems Mapp which the theory is in-
tended to be applied to, in this way providing the physical interpretation of its
concepts.
Structuralism provides an even finer resolution of the inner building of theories. For
example, there is furthermore a concept of constraints relating structures of a theory,
links relating structures of di↵erent theories and admissible blurs accounting for the
accuracy of theoretical descriptions [62]. Moreover, there is a finer notion of an empirical
theory as a tree-like net of so-called theory elements of di↵erent degree of specialization
[62]. In the following, I will explicate in detail only the roots of such trees, the basic
theory elements, sometimes also called theory cores. More specialized theory-elements
are what one usually calls a “model” in physics and I will use this denomination when
discussing specialized theory elements in an informal way. For the scope of this thesis,
a semiformal explication of the basic four parts Mkin, Mdyn, Memp and Mapp is enough
of formalities and, when relevant, I will discuss the other aspects in an intuitive way.
In this chapter I will use the scheme to, at the same time, introduce the theories in
a more physicist’s manner but also provide a model theoretic account for them in a
semiformal way. This is possible for the following reason. On the one hand, the definition
of the logical reconstruction of a theory should capture all relevant information also
from a physics’ point of view. On the other hand, an informal treatment of logical
reconstruction can nevertheless already capture most of the formalities lurking behind.
I will illustrate this account on scientific theories briefly with the example of general
relativity. This is also helpful in setting the stage for the discussion of candidates for a
quantum theory of gravity.
Theory explication 1.0. General relativity (GR)
Mgrkin : A structure of GR, i.e. a potential physical system of GR, consists of a repre-
sentative (M, gµ⌫) of a Lorentzian geometry, that is a smooth 4-manifold M
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and a pseudo-Riemannian metric gµ⌫ thereon1, together with various derived
quantities such as a Levi-Civita connection, notions of curvature (Riemann
tensor, Ricci tensor Rµ⌫ , Ricci scalar R), geodesics and their length. Matter is
described by a stress-energy tensor Tµ⌫ .
Mgrdyn : Actual physical systems are those obeying Einstein’s field equations
Rµ⌫   1
2
Rgµ⌫ + ⇤gµ⌫ = 8⇡GnTµ⌫ (1.1)
where the strength of the coupling between geometry and matter is governed by
the gravitational constantGn and ⇤ is the cosmological constant. Alternatively,
as for any classical system, other formulations of the dynamics can be used
such a Lagrangian, Hamiltonian, symplectic or least action formulation (among
others). The least action formulation, for example, is given by the generic least
action principle  S = 0 and the specific action S = Seh+Smatter of the theory,
i.e. the Einstein-Hilbert action
Seh =
1
16⇡Gn
Z
M
dx4
p
g(R  2⇤) , (1.2)
where
p
g denotes the square root of the metric determinant’s modulus, to-
gether with some matter action Smatter.
Mgremp : The basic notions of GR, M and gµ⌫ , are GR-theoretical, i.e. their determi-
nation presupposes the field equations (1.1). Only some derived geometric
quantities are GR-non-theoretical, most importantly geodesic distances and
trajectories of test particles and light on spacetime geometry.
Mgrapp : As the fundamental classical theory of gravitational interaction, GR is intended
to apply to all phenomena where gravitation plays a role. For the main part,
this concerns physics on large length scales, from celestial mechanics (Mercury
perihelion, gravitational lensing etc.) to cosmology. A phenomenon where the
peculiarities of GR become eminently obvious are black holes. Note that in all
these instances indeed the observations concern only the motion of light and
particles, not the gravitational metric field itself.
A remark is in order concerning the central notion of di↵eomorphism invariance. This
requires an explication in terms of the mentioned notion of constraints in structuralism
(not to be confused with constraints in the physics’ sense). More precisely, an equi-
valence constraint [62, II.2] identifies all structures in Mgrkin which are equivalent under
di↵eomorphism symmetry [66]. In the discrete quantum gravity approaches, di↵eomor-
phism invariance is a central notion and implemented more explicitly such that these
types of constraints will not be needed in their reconstruction.
Another important property of GR which might be overlooked on first sight in the
theory explication is background independence. While in any other physics theory space
or spacetime appear as a background structure, in GR the geometry described by the
metric gµ⌫ on a given smooth spacetime manifoldM is subject to the dynamics described
by the field equations (1.1).
1 In the structuralist reconstruction, single structures in Mgrkin correspond to specific metrics. Di↵eo-
morphism symmetry must be described by further constraints on the class of structures [66] which
I will further explain below.
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All the five approaches to be discussed in the following share a modest strategy for com-
bining GR with quantum theory: they aim to define a quantum theory of gravity using
some well established framework of quantum theory which is specified by observables,
states and dynamics capturing the content of GR, that is, which describe the geometric
degrees of freedom of GR and unveil their dynamics in a semiclassical limit. Moreover,
in all approaches GR’s crucial property of background independence is emphasized, in
some cases extended even further in the sense that also aspects of the manifold M are
considered as dynamical.
The description of Mapp, i.e. the physical systems a theory is meant to be applied to,
is a little subtle in the case of quantum gravity. Usually, a physics theory has a very
precise set of Mapp which are the concrete experiments and observations the theory is
meant to apply to, up to a certain degree of accuracy. For quantum gravity there are in
our days only ideas and plans what possible phenomena the theory might be relevant
for, e.g. signatures of early universe cosmology in the cosmic microwave background,
or theoretically expected phenomena related to black holes such as Hawking radiation
and their statistical physics [67], among others [68]. All approaches to quantum gravity
in principle intend to apply to all of these ideas; but strictly speaking there are no
explicit experimental or observational data which clearly indicate a need for quantum-
gravitational explanation. With these caveats, I will sketch under the label of Mapp
in the following only examples of possible applications which an approach already has
some more detailed results on.
1.1.1. Simplicial quantum gravity I: Quantum Regge calculus
Simplicial quantum gravity can be taken as a generic term for theories which are based
on triangulations T , that is simplicial decompositions, of the Riemannian spacetime D-
manifold M and which, more particularly, use an action as introduced by Regge [69]2:
SRegge[l
2
ij ; T ] =
1
8⇡Gn
X
h2T [D 2]
⇣
Vh h + ⇤V
(D)
h
⌘
(1.3)
This is simply a discretization of the Einstein-Hilbert action of GR depending on a
simplicial decomposition T as well as length variables lij assigned to all edges (ij) 2 T [1].
Taking all D-simplices as flat inside and on their bounding (D   1)-simplices, this
defines a piecewise flat manifold. The Regge action is then a sum over (D 2)-simplices
h 2 T [D 2] with volumes Vh, in terms of which the spacetime measure is given by
D-volumes V (D)h . This yields directly the term for the cosmological constant ⇤. The
discretization of the Ricci scalar part of the action is the reason for favouring (D   2)-
simplices to sum over since curvature is concentrated on the these (thus often called
hinges). It is expressed in terms of deficit angles
 h =
X
 >h
(2⇡   ✓h, ) (1.4)
2Apart from the original Regge action as a function of edge lengths which I focus on here, there are
various classically equivalent formulations (first order, area-angle variables etc. [70–75]; see appendix
A.1). Accordingly, approaches to quantum gravity related to those formulations could also be seen
as versions of simplicial quantum gravity.
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where ✓h,  is the angle between the two (D   1)-simplices in the D-simplex   meeting
at the hinge h.
All the quantities Vh, V
(D)
h and  h in the action (1.3) are understood as functions of
the squared edge length variables l2ij on the triangulation T . A particular advantage of
these variables is that there is no redundant coordinate dependence.
The idea of Quantum Regge calculus is to understand the variables l2ij on an appropriate
triangulation as the relevant geometric degrees of freedom and use the Regge action to
define dynamics in terms of a path integral [24–28]:
Theory explication 1.1. Quantum Regge calculus (QRC)
Mqrckin : A structure of QRC consists of piecewise flat Riemannian geometries based on
a (su ciently fine) fixed triangulation T of a spacetime 4-manifoldM specified
by edge length variables l2ij for all (ij) 2 T [1], as well as a measure µ(l2ij) on
the space of edge length configurations. Accordingly, states and observables
are functions of these variables on 3-dimensional slices of T .
Mqrcdyn : Dynamics is defined by the path integral
Zqrc(T ) =
Z
dµ(l2ij) e
  1~SRegge[l2ij ;T ] , (1.5)
i.e. the expectation value of an observable O(l2ij) is evaluated by insertion in
the path integral.
Mqrcemp : As usual in quantum theory, only correlations and expectation values of ob-
servables are non-theoretical with respect to QRC. The triangulation T and
edge length configurations {l2ij} thereon are QRC-theoretical.
Mqrcapp : There is a range of applications carried out to a certain degree. Among others,
these include analytic calculations of the graviton propagator in the weak field
limit via perturbations around a highly symmetric fixed background [76], vari-
ous numerical simulations to explore the phase structure of the theory [77–79],
and cosmological models [80].
The precise form of the measure is a central issue in QRC and an on-going topic of
debate [27]. For example, a class of models in QRC is specified by
dµ(l2ij) =
Y
 2T [4]
(V )
↵
Y
(ij)2T [1]
dl2ij ⇥(l
2
ij) (1.6)
where V  are 4-simplex volumes and ⇥ is a step function implementing all possible
triangle inequalities and their higher dimensional generalizations. The rational for this
measure is that it is the discrete version of the DeWitt measure (where ↵ 2 R is an
additional parameter) [81].
1.1.2. Simplicial quantum gravity II: Causal dynamical triangulations
A complementary way to define a quantum partition function based on the Regge ac-
tion is to sum over a class of triangulations with fixed edge lengths l2ij = a
2, thus coined
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dynamical triangulations [29–31]. To include the causal structure of Lorentzian space-
times, triangulations of foliated spacetime are chosen and a distinction is made between
the fixed length of time-like and space-like edges, at and as, related by a parameter ↵
such that a2t =  ↵a2s . It is then argued for an analytic continuation in ↵ to obtain the
Lorentzian theory from a Euclidean version in terms of a “Wick rotation” [82]
iSRegge[a
2
t =  ↵a2s , a2s ; T ] 7! SRegge[a2t = ↵a2s , a2s ; T ] . (1.7)
The main result of CDT is then that, contrary to purely Euclidean dynamical trian-
gulations, there is a regime in the phase space of parameters Gn,⇤,↵ which can be
understood as describing extended continuum geometries according to their properties
as captured by various observables [45].
The theory of CDT, as a candidate for quantum gravity, can thus be explicated in the
following way:
Theory explication 1.2. Causal dynamical triangulations (CDT)
Mcdtkin : A structure of CDT consists of an ensemble of abstract triangulations T with
fixed space-like and time-like edge lengths a2s and a
2
t =  ↵a2s of a rigidly foliated
spacetime M = [0, 1] ⇥ ⌃ with fixed spatial topology ⌃. Three-dimensional
slices in the triangulations are understood as spatial states [83].
Mcdtdyn : Correlations between spatial states are defined by a path integral over all in-
terpolating triangulations, defined by the partition function
Zcdt = lim
as!0
N [4]!1
X
T
N [4]
1
symTN [4]
e 
1
~SRegge[a
2
t=↵a
2
s ,a
2
s ;TN [4] ] , (1.8)
Nevertheless, according to the calculations (Monte-Carlo simulations) explicitly
done, for a given accuracy an ensemble of triangulations of a large enough fixed
size (number of 4-simplices N [4]) is su cient [31].
Mcdtemp : In this sense, the triangulations T are clearly CDT-theoretical. Non-theoretical
quantities with respect to CDT are geometric observables such as the volume
or e↵ective dimensions of spatial slices or the volume of the whole spacetime.
Mcdtapp : The continuum phase of the CDT state sum (1.8) shows an evolution of spatial
slices which can be interpreted cosmologically as a de-Sitter universe [45].
Note again that CDT is di↵erent from QRC since the dynamical degrees of freedom are
triangulations of fixed edge lengths while in QRC it is precisely the other way round
with the triangulation being fixed and the edge lengths dynamical.
One could understand simplicial quantum gravity even in a more general sense where
both, triangulations and edge length variables, are dynamical; furthermore, there are
also extensions of Regge calculus to other variables such as areas and angles [70–73],
among others [74,75]. Nevertheless, in a more specific sense QRC and CDT are under-
stood as explicated here and I will stick to these particular theory concepts.
1.1.3. Loop quantum gravity
Loop quantum gravity, understood in the traditional sense [15,16], is a canonical (Dirac)
quantization of GR as a gauge theory. On a spacetime manifold of fixed topology
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M = ⌃ ⇥ R an ADM splitting [84] allows for a formulation of GR as a constrained
Hamiltonian system. On each spatial slice ⌃, the constraints take a particularly con-
venient form in a formulation in terms of the Ashtekar-Barbero SU(2) connection
Aia = !
i
a +  biK
i
a, a linear combination of gauge-fixed spin connection !
i
a and extrinsic
curvature Kia governed by the Barbero-Immirzi parameter  bi. Its conjugate momentum
is Eai =
p
det e eai , the densitized version of the inverse triad e
a
i , according to the Poisson
algebra n
Eai (x), A
j
b(y)
o
= 8⇡ biGn 
a
b  
j
i  (x, y) . (1.9)
On these grounds a sensible quantum theory is obtained by the canonical quantization
description turning the Poisson algebra for the conjugate pair (Aia, E
b
j ) into an algebra of
quantum operators. However, before quantization one extends the connection variables
to the space A of generalized connections which associate with any curve   ⇢ ⌃ the
parallel transport
h  [A] = Pe 
R
  A 2 SU(2) , (1.10)
and thus with any embedded closed graph G ⇢ ⌃ a set of he¯[A] for each e¯ 2 G[1], where
G[1] is the set of graph edges. Then, one can define wave functions  =  G,f on the
generalized space of connections with support on such graphs G in terms of functions
f : SU(2)|G[1]| ! C as
 [A] = f(he¯[A]) , (1.11)
which are called cylindrical functions (with respect to the edge curves e¯). On a single
graph G, gauge invariant wave functions are thus simply obtained by an average over
SU(2) for each vertex v¯ 2 G[0] at which the gauge group acts on the parallel transports.
With the natural gauge invariant inner product
h G,f | 0G,f 0i =
Z Y
e¯2G[1]
dhe¯ f
⇤(he¯)f 0(he¯) (1.12)
in terms of the Haar measure dh on SU(2), these form a Hilbert space
HG = L2(SU(2)|G[1]|/SU(2)|G[0]|) (1.13)
upon completion with respect to the corresponding norm.
This construction can be extended to the space of functions cylindrical with respect to
any graph G ⇢ ⌃ yielding the kinematical Hilbert space Hlqgkin = L2(A, dµal) upon com-
pletion, based on the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure µal which is furthermore invariant
under di↵eomorphisms on ⌃. In fact, it turns out that under certain reasonable assump-
tions, there is a unique representation with a gauge- and di↵eomorphism invariant cyclic
state of the corresponding holonomy-flux algebra Ah,E ,
{he¯[A], he¯0 [A]} = 0 , {Ei(S), he¯[A]} / he¯1 [A]⌧ihe¯2 [A] , {Ei(S), Ej(S)} / ✏ijkEk(S)
(1.14)
of holonomies he¯[A] and fluxes E(S), i.e. a smeared version of densitized triads obtained
from integrating over embedded surfaces S ⇢ ⌃, which corresponds to the Hilbert space
L2(A, dµal) [85] (where in the commutation relation between E(S) and he¯[A], the Pauli
matrix ⌧i splits the parallel transport he¯ on the edge e¯ at the point of its intersection
with the surface S into a part he¯1 and he¯2).
LQG can thus be explicated in the following way:
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Theory explication 1.3. Loop quantum gravity (LQG)
Mlqgkin : A LQG structure consists of the holonomy-flux algebra Ah,E based on a space-
time manifold R⇥ ⌃ with fixed spatial topology ⌃ and the class of embedded
graphs G and surfaces S. It furthermore contains the representation on the
Hilbert space Hlqgkin = L2(A, dµal) of generalized G = SU(2) connections.
Mlqgdyn : Physical states have to be determined via a projection ⇡phys : Hlqgkin ! Hlqgphys
such that correlations are h | 0iphys = h |⇡phys 0i. There are various proposals
how to define ⇡phys in terms of the Hamiltonian constraint bC. One idea is to
find a mathematical definition for the formal expression [16]
⇡phys =
Z
DNei
R
dx3NxcCx . (1.15)
Another strategy (corresponding to a slightly altered constraint algebra) is to
consider directly the constraint
cM = Z
⌃
d3x
cCx2p
det(qx)
(1.16)
consisting of an average over all the infinitely many constraints in space points
x 2 ⌃, thus called the “master” constraint [86–88].
Mlqgemp : The quantities that are non-theoretical with respect to the theory are the spec-
tra of observables. Here, important examples are area and volume operators
which have discrete spectra [89].3 They form a maximal set of commuting op-
erators. The area operators are diagonalized by spin-network states |G, je¯, ◆v¯i
labelled by G-representations je¯ on the graph edges and corresponding inter-
twiners ◆v¯ at the graph vertices.
Mlqgapp : There is hardly any application of the full theory (given that explicit nontrivial
solutions of the dynamics are not known yet). On the other hand, whole
research fields have developed for loop-quantized cosmology (LQC) [93–97] and
black holes [98,99]. They are based on the quantization scheme of LQG applied
to symmetry-reduced sectors of GR. There are a few exceptions, for example
an attempt to identify a black hole horizon in the full theory [100].
1.1.4. Spin-foam models
The theory of spin-foam models is a covariant approach to quantum gravity usually
(but not necessarily4) based on a classically equivalent gauge-theory formulation as a
constrained topological theory [17–20]. Topological quantum field theories [102] are of
interest for quantum gravity since they are naturally background independent, i.e. ob-
servables do not depend on a (fixed) metric structure of the underlying manifold. With
the Plebanski action [103] and variants of it there are classically equivalent formulations
3But note that, strictly speaking, their usual construction [89–91], is not yet gauge invariant, i.e. the
operators do not commute with the gauge constraint. Thus it is not obvious whether a gauge-
invariant version would have discrete spectrum as well [92].
4 There are also attempts to derive spin-foam models without reference to BF theory (e.g. directly
from the Palatini-Holst action [101]).
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of GR as a constrained topological BF theory [104]. A strategy of spin-foam models is
thus to use lattice gauge theory techniques to extend the results of quantum BF theory
to gravity (see section 3.1 for a detailed discussion).
The fact that models of such a theory are called “spin-foam” models reflects two of their
essential features. One is that the path integral over connections of the gauge theory
can be transformed into a sum over representation (“spin”) labels (though a formulation
in terms of group or algebra elements is equally well possible). The other feature is that
the definition of the quantum partition function relies on a cellular decomposition |C|.
However, all amplitudes depend only on the 2-skeleton of the dual C? to the underlying
combinatorial complex C eventually (cf. section 2.1). Since such a 2-complex consists
only of vertices, edges and faces, one could also call it a “foam”.
While the use of a cellular decomposition |C| is very natural in topological QFT as
the complex C captures the topology and thus all relevant information of the manifold,
this is no longer true for the constrained, gravitational models. It is an open question
how one should remove this dependence, most prominent proposals being a refinement
description or a sum over cellular decompositions (see section 3.2). In the following
theory explication I will thus leave this question open, indicating both possibilities:
Theory explication 1.4. Spin-foam (SF) theory
M sfkin : A structure of SF consists of a cellular decomposition |C| of a topological space-
time manifold M with combinatorial complex C (or a class of such complexes)
and an ensemble of configurations   of group elements of a Lie group G, or
equivalently of representations or Lie algebra elements of G, associated to faces
and edges of C?. A Hilbert space Hsfkin of states is given by functions of the
respective data on the boundary @C (square integrable with respect to an ap-
propriate measure).
M sfdyn : A physical inner product defining correlations between the states  , 
0 2 Hkin
is given by a path integral over all configurations on C \ @C, determined by
a specification of amplitudes Af , Ae, Av associated with faces, edges and ver-
tices of the dual complex C? which depend on the configuration variables of
neighbouring faces f 0 and edges e0 such that
h | 0iphys = ZCsf( , 0) =
X
 
Y
f2C?[2]
Af
Y
e2C?[1]
Ae
Y
v2C?[0]
Av . (1.17)
(If the theory is defined by a summing description, the correlations are defined
as a sum over all complexes in the class compatible with the boundary states,
h | 0iphys = Zsf( , 0) =
X
C
wC
X
 
Y
f2C?[2]
Af
Y
e2C?[1]
Ae
Y
v2C?[0]
Av , (1.18)
determined additionally by the specification of a set of weights wC .)
M sfemp : Again, only expectation values of observables (which are defined as insertion
into the path integral) are non-theoretical quantities. Common examples are
Wilson loops, and more generally gauge invariant functions with support on a
graph in C (though there may be further restrictions according to di↵eomor-
phism invariance).
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M sfapp : So far, most explicit calculations are done for very small complexes (number of
internal vertices of order one). As far as one can trust such investigations, there
are results for correlations of metric disturbances (“graviton propagation”)
[105–108] as well as applications to cosmology [109–113].
Note that even if the theory is not defined by a sum over complexes (1.18), a cellular
decomposition |C| is only specified for a particular structure of SF theory. According
to structuralism, a relation between the single structures that are meant to apply to
the same measurement (but possibly with di↵erent levels of accuracy), as expected for
example from a refinement description, would have to be specified by the mentioned
model-theoretic constraint relations.
1.1.5. Group field theory
A di↵erent theory framework for a quantum gravity candidate exists with group field
theory [21–23,37,114,115]. In the first place, a GFT is simply a standard quantum field
theory with a field   defined on several k copies of a Lie group G. More specifically,
a restriction to a certain class of nonlocal interactions is furthermore understood as a
defining property (for a detailed introduction see section 3.2 below).
The interpretation of GFT as a quantum gravity theory is very di↵erent to standard
QFT on Minkowski (or another fixed) spacetime. The group manifold G⇥k is not seen as
a spacetime background; rather, the field excitations  (g) have to be understood as the
excitation of a combination of k group variables g = (g1 . . . gk). These are interpreted
as geometric data associated to a building block of space. Then, the nonlocality of
interaction kernels allows to understand the interaction vertices accordingly as atoms of
spacetime. Feynman diagrams in the perturbative expansion of the path integral can
therefore be seen as discrete spacetimes built from atoms. Indeed they are equivalent
to combinatorial manifolds (explained in detail chapter 2, in particular remark 2.63).
In the light of this interpretation, GFT can be seen as a generalization of matrix models
[116]. The perturbative expansion of matrix models has the structure of 2-dimensional
combinatorial manifolds and they are related to gravitational theories in two dimensions.
GFT is a generalization of these in a two-fold way. First, as a higher-dimensional
extension since any k > 2 variables are possible. Second, as a generalization from
purely combinatorial (or equilateral) manifolds to discrete geometries as the field group
arguments can be related to metric degrees of freedom while, accordingly, a matrix is
merely a function of two integers.
The logical structure of GFT is nevertheless similar to that of standard QFT:
Theory explication 1.5. Group field theory (GFT)
Mgftkin : A structure of GFT consists of an algebra of field observables O[ ] built from a
field   : G⇥k ! R (or C), where G is a Lie group, and of a representation on its
Fock space Fgft of field excitations | i = O [ ]|;i from the GFT “no-space”
vacuum |;i.
Mgftdyn : Propagation and interaction of field excitations are determined via a kinetic
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term K and interaction terms Vi in the GFT action
Sgft[ ] =
1
2
Z
[dg]  (g1) K(g1, g2)  (g2) +
X
i2I
 i
Z
[dg] Vi
 {gj}Ji  Y
j2Ji
 (gj) ,
(1.19)
with index sets I, Ji. This defines correlations and observables as insertions
into the path integral for that action,
h | 0i = hO , 0i = 1Zgft
Z
D  O , 0 [ ] e S[ ] =
X
 
 cii
sym( )
Z gft( , 
0) ,
(1.20)
where the perturbative expansion is a sum over diagrams   with order of au-
tomorphism group sym( ).
Mgftemp : As in ordinary QFT, the non-theoretical quantities of GFT are expectation
values of observables. There is obviously no direct access to the field states nor
the spacetime diagrams occuring in the perturbative sum.
Mgftapp : Recently, there are first results how to obtain phenomenological models from
GFT, in particular based on coherent, condensate states whose e↵ective dy-
namics have a cosmological interpretation [51–56].
In this section I have sketched the logical structure of five proposals for a theory of
quantum gravity: quantum Regge calculus, causal dynamical triangulations, loop quan-
tum gravity, SF models and group field theory. For a systematic treatment I have used
a simplified scheme based on the structuralist view on scientific theories. This analysis
sets the stage for the investigation of their intertheoretical relations and the question
of theory convergence in the next section 1.2. It also serves as an introduction into the
theory space relevant for the remainder of this thesis more generally.
1.2. Relations between the approaches
Now that the theories and their logical structure are introduced, I will discuss various
relations between them. This will set the ground to tackle then the question of a con-
vergence process. To this end, one has to distinguish conceptual relations and relations
on the dynamical level. The former are relations between the elements in the class Mkin
of a theory, thus they concern merely the conceptual setup of the theories. The latter
apply to the actual, dynamical structures in the class Mdyn and allow thus to compare
the (theoretical) content of the theories.
Furthermore, an important preliminary step is to show that the five theories are indeed
mutually distinct. I will make this clear comparing some specific elements of the theories,
their geometric degrees of freedom and their background structure in section 1.2.1. Then
I will discuss conceptual relations in section 1.2.2 and dynamical relations in section
1.2.3. Based on these results I can then discuss in section 1.2.4 an interpretation of
these relations. I will suggest that they are better understood as an instance of a
crystallization process than a convergence.
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1.2.1. Major di↵erences
From the logical reconstruction sketches of QRC, CDT, LQG, SF models and GFT in
section 1.1 one can already see that there are many important di↵erences rendering
the five theories distinct. Nevertheless, in practice there is rather a continuum between
these theories nowadays. Therefore, some researcher in the field might still question the
distinctness on the grounds of their own conception of the theory they are investigating.
Thus, it is useful to argue a bit more explicitly that the five theories, as explicated
above, are indeed essentially di↵erent to each other.
To demonstrate the theories’ distinctness I will focus here on two aspects: Their geo-
metric degrees of freedom and their background structure. There might be other, more
formal or mathematical, aspects which are important distinctions in a logical recon-
struction but which are not as important from a physical point of view. There is for
example an important distinction between canonical versus covariant quantizations and
it is a major challenge in itself to demonstrate the precise relations between such dif-
ferent theories [117]. But from the usual physicist’s perspective these are just di↵erent
formulations which are anyway expected to be equivalent, if only the formal details are
put the right way. Furthermore, such an aspect is not specific to the theories considered
here but already an interesting conceptual and mathematical topic for simpler, well es-
tablished theories. A further advantage of choosing degrees of freedom and background
structure as examples to illustrate the theories’ distinctness is that these are at the same
time points of relation and partial convergence to be explained in the next section.
Di↵erences in background structure
An important distinction between candidate theories of quantum gravity concerns their
background structure. As mentioned earlier, all the approaches considered here have
in common that they take as a motivation and starting point the background indepen-
dence of GR. In the classical case of GR this means that the spacetime metric is fully
dynamical, in contrast for example to theories of metric disturbances around a fixed
background metric. But this does not mean that there is no background structure at
all, as for example a smooth manifold is needed to define a metric on. Thus, it is an
important question how much of such background structure is fixed in a quantum theory
of gravity.
Quite in general, one can identify roughly the following hierarchy in the spacetime
structure of GR (cf. e.g. [118]):
(i) a minimal structure is a set of events, i.e. spacetime points;
(ii) a topology provides a notion of neighbourhood and relation between points;
(iii) a topological manifold of dimension D provides a local equivalence to RD in the
sense of homeomorphisms;
(iv) extension to local di↵eomorphism equivalence with RD yields a smooth manifold;
(v) finally, a Lorentzian (metric) structure allows to measure distances and volumes.
Though conceptually natural from the point of view of Lorentzian geometries, this
hierarchical ordering is not mandatory: most properties do not necessarily presuppose
all structure of the respective lower level. For example, a metric structure or a causal
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structure can be defined directly for sets; there are even notions of a manifold on a
purely combinatorial level (as I will discuss in detail in section 2.1). Thus, there is no
total ordering of spacetime theories with respect to background structure but rather a
partial ordering [118,119].
In these terms, the five theories under investigation (section 1.1) di↵er with respect to
their background structure in the following way:
• LQG, in the traditional setting chosen here for explication, is (by motivation) very
close to GR: on the grounds of the assumption of global hyperbolicity, i.e. a causal
structure, there is a foliated smooth spacetime manifold M = R ⇥ ⌃ with fixed
spatial topology ⌃.
• In CDT, a similar background manifold M = R ⇥ ⌃ is present, but only in the
topological (iii) and not in the smooth (iv) sense. A special notion of causal
structure is defined directly on triangulations of that manifold.
• QRC is a bit more liberal on the spacetime topology since the fixed spacetime
manifold M is not necessarily of the form R⇥ ⌃ in the first place. On the other
hand, a QRC structure fixes not only the topological manifold but also an explicit
triangulation T thereof. While the triangulation is fixed in a particular instance,
the theory as the set of such structures allows for any triangulations, though.
• A SF structure, in the explication chosen above (section 1.1.4), is similar to QRC in
containing a fixed cellular decomposition |C| of the spacetimeM in one formulation
(1.17), but it di↵ers already there as C is not restricted to be simplicial (which
indeed is necessary in QRC). In the summing description (1.18), even a particular
structure relies already on a whole class of such complexes.
• GFT is by far the most radical proposal with respect to a background structure:
there is none at all. Only the combinatorial structure of the spatial building
blocks and spacetime atoms is fixed in terms of the number k of arguments of the
group field and the combinatorial structure of the interaction vertices, respectively.
Nevertheless, these structures specify e↵ectively a class of complexes given by the
Feynman diagrams in the perturbative series. Particular dynamics may further
result in a dominant behaviour of a subclass of complexes in a given regime.
This shows clearly that the five theories are distinct already at the conceptual level
of structures in Mkin, merely because of the di↵erence in fixed background spacetime
structure.
Related to the issue of background structure, there is a possible further diversification
of the theories concerning their (expected) relation to the classical smooth spacetime
geometry of GR. All the five approaches share that their fundamental degrees of freedom
are based on discrete, combinatorial objects in some way. It is then an essential, mostly
open issue how such discrete quantum geometries relate to continuum geometries. Pos-
sibilities are that the graphs or complexes are either mere technical or approximation
tools or indeed fundamental objects. Furthermore, in the first case an appropriate re-
finement limit might still be needed for a proper definition while, in both cases, a further
summing prescription might result in (e↵ective) continuum geometries, possibly through
a phase transition.
In the discrete quantum gravity approaches discussed here, there are various proposals
how a continuum limit can be defined. The idea that discreteness is only a technical
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or approximation tool is already apparent in the explication of CDT and, on the kine-
matical level, in LQG. On the contrary, the GFT explication suggests that quantum
geometries have to be understood as fundamentally discrete in GFT. In QRC and SF
this issue is usually addressed less explicitly which is why I have done so also in their ex-
plication. In particular in these cases, but also in the others, there are currently various
opinions on how to tackle the relation to continuum geometries. Would one decide that
a theory should be explicated with one or the other strategy, if di↵erent for di↵erent
theories, this would present a further distinction between them.
Di↵erences in geometric degrees of freedom
Complementary to the issue of fixed background structure is the question in terms of
what kind of quantities the geometric degrees of freedom are described in a quantum
theory of gravity. Obviously, the less background structure is fixed the more spacetime
geometry structure should be dynamical. However, the question of degrees of freedom
goes far beyond this simple relation. In particular, quantum theories based on di↵erent,
but classically equivalent, degrees of freedom are in general distinct. This is important
since none of the considered approaches is based on the metric degrees of freedom of
the standard formulation of GR (theory explication 1.0). The di↵erences between the
theories are thus the following:
1. In QRC, geometric degrees of freedom are captured by the edge length variables
l2ij on the given triangulation T . The advantage of such simplicial geometries is
that they are manifestly coordinate-invariant.
2. Though also based on simplicial geometries, CDT di↵ers in that the edge length are
all fixed but the triangulation is not. Degrees of freedom are thus triangulations
of a given topology which are equilateral (up to the factor ↵ between time-like
and space-like edges).
3. On the contrary, LQG (as well as SFs and GFT) are based on a description of
geometry in terms of a gauge field. For the possibility of the canonical formulation
of LQG it is crucial that this is the Ashtekar-Barbero connection Aia = !
i
a+ biK
i
a.
Wave functions are defined on the generalized space of this connection on smooth
spatial slices ⌃, i.e. on the holonomies he¯[A] on edges e¯ 2 G of embedded graphs
G ⇢ ⌃.
4. The degrees of freedom in SF theory are group elements which may be interpreted
as parallel transports he[!] of a gauge connection ! on the dual edges e 2 C?[1] of
a spacetime decomposition |C|. Models can be chosen to parallel LQG degrees of
freedom by choosing ! compatible with the Ashtekar-Barbero connection. Still,
this presupposes that the general di↵erences in background structure are overcome
by choosing a spacetime topology such that it is possible to relate spatial slices in
|C| with embedded graphs G as part of LQG. Thus, in general, degrees of freedom
in SF theory are di↵erent from LQG.
5. In GFT, degrees of freedom are excitations of the group field which are interpreted
as parallel transports on a spatial building block. Similar to the SF case, it is
possible to define models which can be related to LQG, as well as to SF models.
The presupposition is here that the GFT model is chosen such that boundary
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states and Feynman diagrams in the perturbative expansion can be related to the
graphs and complexes in the respective LQG or SF model. But even then the
degrees of freedom are still di↵erent because of the genuine QFT setting of GFT.
Thus, I have demonstrated that all the five theories di↵er in an essential way also with
respect to their degrees of freedom.
1.2.2. Conceptual relations
Having made clear that the five quantum gravity proposals explicated in section 1.1 are
indeed distinct theories in the first place, I will now discuss some of their intertheoretical
relations relevant to the question whether there is a convergence in these theories. To
this end, I focus in this section on conceptual relations.
A very general relation concerns the common motivation of all five approaches; as men-
tioned in the beginning of the chapter, they have in common a focus on (metric) back-
ground independence and a conservative conception of quantum theory. A natural result
is that they basically agree in a general setting on the empirical level, i.e. with respect to
structures in Memp: the theories are expected to define quantum correlations between
states of geometry on a 3-dimensional boundary as well as observables of such geome-
tries, either on the boundary or possibly also in the spacetime bulk. This is even more
explicit in all theories apart from LQG which use a path integral formulation, summing
over an ensemble of possible intermediate quantum geometries of spacetime.
A further very general similarity is that in all five approaches discrete structures such
as graphs and complexes play a central role. As already discussed in the last section,
these provide mostly the spatial or spacetime background structure which quantum
geometries are defined on, though in CDT the triangulations are dynamical; in GFT,
combinatorial complexes occur as Feynman diagrams in the perturbative expansion.
The classes of complexes specific to each theory can be compared with respect to various
criteria:
• Dimension: though all theories aim to describe spacetime of D = 4 dimensions,
this dimension is not always manifest in their discrete structures. In LQG, only
embedded graphs, i.e. one-dimensional complexes, occur in the definition of spatial
(d = D   1 = 3) states. Similarly, in SF models only the two-dimensional sub-
structure of complexes is relevant for spacetime amplitudes. Accordingly, states
defined on their boundary are essentially based on graphs as well. In GFT the
situation is also similar as the structure of Feynman diagrams is most naturally
captured by stranded diagrams which are equivalent to the two-dimensional SF
structures (cf. remark 2.43). In QRC and CDT the triangulations already have
the full structure of D = 4 dimensions.
• Combinatorial structure: as mentioned earlier, QRC and CDT rely crucially on
the simplicial structure of triangulations where faces are triangles, 3-cells are tetra-
hedra, and 4-cells are 4-simplices. While this is also true for common models of
SFs and GFT, it is not a necessity in these theories and complexes can be of more
general type, e.g. polyhedral complexes (defined in section 2.1.3). On the lower
dimensional substructure this is reflected in the valency of dual vertices; for exam-
ple, a vertex can only be interpreted as dual to a tetrahedron if it has valency of
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four incident edges. Accordingly, a group field with the interpretation of exciting
a tetrahedron geometry needs to have four arguments. In LQG embedded graphs
of arbitrary valency occur.
• Analytic/topological structure: a complex is a purely combinatorial object in the
first place (section 2.1) and indeed this is all the structure explicit in GFT Feyn-
man diagrams. In SFs, the cellular decomposition complexes have furthermore a
topological-manifold structure induced from a background manifold M, i.e. their
cells are homeomorphic to Euclidean space. In QRC and CDT, moreover it is
assumed that triangulations have a local flat metric structure. Finally, the graphs
in LQG inherit a full (semi-)analytic structure through the embedding into spatial
slices.
This comparison does not only show that the discrete structures of the theories are
related in many ways. It also unveils which details in the definition of discrete structure
could be further specified in a particular model of one theory to match a particular model
of another theory. To illustrate this point with an example, take coloured group field
theory [120, 121] which is a particular model of GFT. Therein, an additional (D + 1)-
colouring of the field has the e↵ect that Feynman diagrams correspond to simplicial
manifolds, and thus to triangulations of topological manifolds. Therefore, the coloured-
GFT model agrees with (models of) SFs, QRC and CDT with respect to dimensionality
and combinatorial structure.
Concerning combinatorial structure, one could go even a step further and identify some
kind of partial convergence already at the conceptual level. There are many cases where
one finds that some additional specifications for the objects in the structures in Mkin
improve the properties of a model, either of the kinematics, dynamics or the empirical
content. In the quantum gravity approaches there is in general a tendency towards less
analytic, and also less topological background structure (related to stronger notions of
background independence, in LQG motivated by di↵eomorphism invariance), but more
combinatorial structure (mostly needed for better behaved dynamics). I will give a few
explicit examples of such a partial convergence relations:
• The original, most general kinematical Hilbert space Hlqgkin of LQG is not separa-
ble. Nevertheless, one can specialize to LQG models by a minimal extension of
the notion of di↵eomorphisms resulting in a seperable Hilbert space [122]. Such
generalized di↵eomorphism have to be smooth only up to a finite number of points
in their domain. Then, the resulting e↵ective class of embedded graphs G ⇢ ⌃ is
basically insensitive to analytic structure.
• Quite in general it is often observed that predictions (correlations, observables) are
only sensitive to the combinatorial (as opposed to analytic) structure of complexes
underlying quantum geometries. These combinatorics already cover the relevant
topological information without the need for the complexes to be realized as de-
compositions of topological manifolds, i.e. locally Euclidean. This is certainly true
for GFT and SF models, also argued for in LQG [16, 17], and even in CDT the
triangulations are often taken to be “abstract” triangulations [29–31]. If quantum
space and spacetime cannot be resolved e↵ectively below a certain scale, there is
no need to introduce continuous structures in the first place, but combinatorial
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manifolds are su cient.
On the other hand, higher dimensional combinatorial structures seem to be necessary
for well-defined dynamics:
• A rather trivial remark concerns the relation between the combinatorics of spatial
and spacetime geometry: if spatial states are defined on n-dimensional complexes
(which are not a fixed background structure), one expects spacetime dynamics
defining correlations of these states to involve some (n + 1)-dimensional struc-
tures. For example in LQG, where states have support on embedded graphs, one
expects quite generally that an explicit definition of the Hamiltonian evolution
should demand at least a 2-complex structure. This relates LQG with the other
approaches with respect to spacetime combinatorics.
• Furthermore there are reasons why combinatorial structures of all D spacetime
dimensions are needed. In [123–125] it has been shown that certain divergences in
the path integral of SF and GFT models are rooted in the combinatorial (coho-
mology) structure of the 2-complexes that amplitudes are based on. They turn out
to be much better behaved when the 2-complex is the 2-skeleton of a D-complex.
This explains also the success of coloured GFT models [120,121].
In this sense one can speak of a partial convergence of spacetime structures in LQG,
SFs and GFT towards purely combinatorial D-manifolds. This matches also with QRC
and CDT.
Note that for this purpose it is not necessary to change the basic theories as explicated in
section 1.1 as long as they cover specializations with the desired properties. Typically it
is exactly this inner theory structure of a basic “core” theory together with its particular
models which allows both for a wide range of applicability and precise descriptions.
The result of the current discussion of a preference for purely combinatorial structures
is not only relevant for the question of convergence in this chapter; it also constitutes
the motivation for the definition of discrete quantum geometries in this thesis in general.
For this reason, and because in the quantum gravity literature this aspect is nowhere
made explicit (to the best of my knowledge), I will dedicate chapter 2 to develop more
precisely the relevant properties and classes of combinatorial complexes.
In this section I have focused on discrete spacetime structure as an example of conceptual
relations between the quantum gravity approaches. A similarly rich net of such relations
could be discussed for other components of the theories, for example concerning relations
of their geometric degrees of freedom. For the present purpose the discussed relations
should su ce to make the point and I will rather go on with the discussion of dynamical
relations.
1.2.3. Relations on the dynamical level
Relations and comparability between the conceptual frameworks (structures Mkin) of
theories are only the first step to compare theories; what one is usually really inter-
ested in are the relations of their theoretical (Mdyn) and empirical (Memp) content,
i.e. how their predictions compare. Most interesting are thereby equivalence or embed-
ding (reduction) relations which are usually not expected to be exact but should hold
approximately, to a given degree of accuracy. From this point of view I will review four
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of the most important relations between the five theories under consideration which
together already connect all of them.
QRC and SF models
There is a very well known relation between QRC and SF models originally motivated
by the asymptotics of the 6j symbol of SU(2) representation theory for large spins ja,⇢
j1 j2 j3
j4 j5 j6
 
⇠ 1p
12⇡Vt
1
2
⇣
ei
P
a ja✓a+⇡/4 + e i
P
a ja✓a+⇡/4
⌘
(1.21)
where ✓a are the dihedral angles in a tetrahedron at edges with length l(ja) = ~(ja+1/2)
and Vt is its volume [27,126] (cf. section 3.1.1 for details). Thus, the so-called Ponzano-
Regge model [126] defined by the state sum
Zpr(T ) =
X
jij
Y
(ij)2T [1]
( 1)c(jij)(2jij + 1)
Y
t2T [3]
{6j}t (1.22)
for 3-dimensional triangulations T (with c(jij) some function of the spins) can be ap-
proximated in the asymptotic regime by the integral [27]Z Y
(ij)2T [1]
[djij(2jij + 1)]
Y
t2T [3]
V  1/2t
⇣
eiSRegge[l
2
ij=l(jij)
2;T ] + e iSRegge[l
2
ij=l(jij)
2;T ]
⌘
.
(1.23)
Up to the double occurrence of the action phase weight exp(±SRegge) with di↵erent
signs, this integral is precisely of the form of a QRC path integral (1.5) as explicated in
section 1.1.1, specified by the measure (1.6) with ↵ =  1/2. The step function ⇥(l(jij)2)
implementing triangle inequalities is automatically taken care of by the Clebsch-Gordan
conditions implicit in the 6j symbol. Moreover, there are arguments that the two action
phases with di↵erent signs can be identified under parity symmetry. Then the Ponzano-
Regge model is approximately equivalent to a model of QRC in the regime of large spins
jij . This regime is usually interpreted as the semiclassical limit of the theory since it is
equivalent to ~!1 for fixed l(jij) = ~(jij + 1/2).
On the other hand, the Ponzano-Regge model is clearly a SF model according to theory
explication 1.4. More precisely, it is a model in D = 3 dimensions specified by a
restriction to cellular decompositions of simplicial type, i.e. triangulations |C| = T , and
amplitudes
Af (jij) = ( 1)c(jij)(2jij + 1) , Ae(jij) = 1 , Av(jij) = {6j} (1.24)
where one should remember that the SF amplitudes were defined on the dual complex
C? such that each face f is dual to an edge (ij) and each vertex v to a tetrahedron t. In
this sense, the 3-dimensional model of QRC defined by the measure (1.6) with ↵ =  1/2
is approximatively equivalent to the Ponzano-Regge SF model.5
5 Certainly, one might wish to establish this approximative equivalence also with respect to further
components of the theory such as the kinematical state space. However, note that from a physical
point of view an equivalence on the level of empirical structures Memp, i.e. approximative identities
for observables, would be perfectly su cient.
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In the spirit of the Ponzano-Regge model case, the approximate equivalence of QRC
and SF theory can be extended to a larger set of models of the theory, in particular to
4-dimensional quantum gravity models [127–130]. In fact, taking the interpretation of
the regime of approximation as a semi-classical limit seriously, this equivalence has been
playing an important role in the development of SF models. If the amplitude of a given
SF model asymptotes to the exponential of the Regge action, this is often considered as
a check for the approximate embedding of GR into SF models, which is a desideratum
for any proposal for quantum gravity. One has to note though that the full relation
of a quantum gravity theory to GR should involve not only a semi-classical but also a
continuum limit.
SF models and LQG dynamics
SF models cannot only be related to QRC but also to LQG. In fact, one of the main
motivations of research on SF models as a proposal for quantum gravity is as a covariant
formulation of LQG dynamics. With an optimistic attitude to this relation, particular
SF models are even referred to as “covariant LQG” nowadays [17, 131]. With a less
optimistic attitude one might question the possibility of a strict relation of LQG to
currently known SF models (though LQG dynamics might still turn out to be of the SF
type, i.e. provide a new SF model ) [132]. Here I will discuss briefly how LQG and SFs
indeed can be related in this sense.
First, one has to match the theories’ kinematical Hilbert spaces to be able to compare
then the respective projections onto the physical Hilbert subspaces. In the discussion
of the distinctness of SF degrees of freedom in section 1.2.1, I have already indicated
that under various further specifications (in particular on the LQG side) the kinematical
Hilbert spaces of SFs and LQG could match in the case of particular models. While this
is rather straightforward for the algebraic components, i.e. the particular gauge group
and connection, the possibility of such choice of models is more restricted with respect
to the discreteness structures (as discussed in section 1.2.2). Since the specification
of a SF model cannot relax the condition (in the present theory explication 1.4) that
amplitudes are based on cellular decompositions |C| on whose boundary |@C| kinematical
states have support on, one has to specify a model of LQG where kinematical states are
restricted to embedded graphs G which agree with such boundaries |@C|.
Having the kinematical Hilbert spaces matched, it is possible to show for the simplicial
model in D = 3 dimensions that the projector ⇡phys (1.15) can be expanded explic-
itly resulting in a spacetime triangulation [20, 133]; this LQG model matches exactly
the Ponzano-Regge SF model (1.22) discussed above. The case of D = 3 spacetime
dimensions is particularly convenient since the Hamiltonian constraint bC is simply the
curvature of the gauge connection. But similar explicit constructions are also possible
in D = 4 dimensions [132,134–136].
GFT as completion of SF models
A particular strong relation exists between SFs and GFT where basically for any SF
model one can find a corresponding GFT model. This relation is based on the obser-
vation that the amplitudes Z gft( , 
0) in the perturbative expansion of the GFT path
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integral (1.20) in Feynman diagrams   have exactly the structure of a SF amplitude
ZCsf( , 0) (1.17) if   is equivalent to the dual 2-skeleton of C, gauge groups agree, and
the kinetic and interaction terms K and V in the GFT model are chosen such that GFT
amplitudes match the local amplitudes Af , Ae, Av of the SF model. I will explain the
relation of   and C in detail in section 2.2 where the common combinatorial structures
will be called “spin-foam molecules”. The matching of amplitudes will be discussed in
more detail in section 3.1.2.
In the explication of a SF structure with a single cellular decomposition (1.17), this
relation can be seen as an approximate embedding relation in the following sense. Taking
GFT seriously as a perturbative QFT, in particular assuming that all coupling constants
 i in the GFT action are small, the correlation function between to states  , 0 has at
its lowest order in coupling constants a single amplitude Z gft( , 
0) which is at the
same time a correlation function of a SF model. Thus, the SF correlation approximates
the GFT correlation. On the level of theory models this means that the SF model is
approximately embedded into the GFT model.
In the explication of SF models in terms of a summing description (1.18), the embedding
relation of SF models into GFT has a di↵erent connotation. If the class of complexes
in a particular SF structure matches the class of complexes generated by a particular
GFT model, the weights wC as derived from the GFT perturbative series can be used
to specify further the SF model. Thus, GFT can be understood as a completion in
the sense of specifying these weights. In any case, the relation between SF and GFT
amplitudes gives rise to an embedding relation of SF models into GFT.
Dynamical triangulations, tensor models and GFT
An obvious similarity between perturbative GFT and CDT is that both give a path
integral description for a sum over complexes, though quite di↵erent ones on first sight.
This manifests itself both in the classes of complexes summed over and the amplitudes
associated with each complex. In CDT the complexes are simplicial and of fixed topology
(allowing even for a specific foliation) and the amplitudes are given by the exponential
of the Regge action SRegge. On the other hand, GFT Feynman diagrams correspond
most generally to 2-complexes and their amplitudes result from integration of inverse
kinetic and vertex kernels K 1 and V, as usual in QFT.
This comparison spells out that GFT provides a more general framework which could
cover CDT. Leaving aside the causality aspect of CDT for the moment, this is indeed
possible in an approximative sense. To this end one has to specify first the GFT gauge
group G such that it generates trivial (equilateral) discrete geometries. This is easily
obtained choosing, for example, G = U(1) and trivial kinetic and interaction kernels
and defining the path integral as depending on a sharp cuto↵ N in the representation
space such that the full sum is recovered in the limit N !1. This turns the group field
 (g1, . . . , gk) e↵ectively into a tensor  m1...mk which is why such models are also called
tensor models [121]. Thus, tensor models generate a sum over simplicial complexes
which, in the absence of any further geometric data, can be considered as equilateral
triangulations of some topological manifolds, with various topologies.
The crucial result is now that certain tensor models have a dominant contribution
of triangulations of fixed spherical topology in their large-N expansion with Regge-
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action weights [121, 137–139]. In this regime, such a GFT model is thus approximately
equivalent to a model of dynamical triangulations. The ensemble of triangulations in the
GFT model does not contain all spherical triangulations, but the same ensemble can be
specified in a model of dynamical triangulations. Furthermore, the e↵ective behaviour
which is that of branched polymers is rather insensitive to the di↵erence in the precise
ensemble of triangulations. Indeed one can check that characteristic quantities agree on
both sides, such as for example the spectral and Hausdor↵ dimension [140].
A relation of such a tensor model of GFT with CDT is possible in various ways. First
of all, the branched polymer regime of the tensor model can already be related to a
branched polymer regime of CDT on the empirical level. In CDT one is observing three
phases in parameter space one of which is a branched polymer phase like in dynamical
triangulations [31, 45]. Concerning observables, these phases basically agree. Thus the
described tensor model of GFT is also approximately equivalent to CDT in that regime
of parameters on the empirical level. On the other hand, current work in progress
indicates that it is also possible to specify further tensor models such as to implement
directly the CDT notion of causality. Approximate equivalence to CDT is then expected
even on the theoretical level.
1.2.4. Discrete quantum gravity as a crystallization process
Having discussed in detail the various relations between the five theories as explicated in
section 1.1, I can now address the question in what sense one can speak of a convergence
process in discrete quantum gravity. I will argue that the better concept to describe the
net of theories is that of a crystallization process. Still, this has potential relevance for
the epistemic status of these theories.
Given the theory relations explained in the last section 1.2.3 one can clearly motivate
an (oversimplified) idea of convergence: when QRC and SF theory are approximatively
equivalent and SF models can be understand as LQG dynamics, they basically seem
to agree. Since SF models can be embedded into GFT and CDT might turn out as a
special case of GFT as well, everything seems to indicate a convergence into a single
theory, possibly described by the framework of GFT.
This picture of convergence is certainly imprecise and oversimplified for several reasons.
One reason concerns the generality of theories and in particular the distinction between
the core, or basic framework, of a theory and its particular models. Without going
into a detailed explication of the concept of theory convergence, or theory reduction,
convergence is usually understood on the most general level of the theory. More precisely,
in a case of convergence a theory T1 which reduces to a theory T2 is covered in full
generality by T2, usually in a particular regime or as a particular model of T2. For
example, there is a convergence from Newton’s theory of gravity to GR in the sense
that Newton’s gravitational-force law, in full generality, reduces approximately to GR
in the special case of a weak gravitational field. Such a relation cannot be identified
clearly in any of the cases discussed. Only, the embedding of SF models into GFT
might be considered as most similar to such a reduction since for any SF model there
is a corresponding GFT model.
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Another desideratum for convergence regards the accuracy of theories which is related
to the very general challenge of absence of empirical guiding in quantum gravity. The
asymmetry of the convergence relation between two theories manifest itself not only
in the level of generality but also in the fact that, even in the applications where the
predictions of the reduced theory T1 agree with those of T2 up to some accuracy, T2 is
still expected to provide further corrections at a level of higher accuracy. In the above
example, even if Newtonian gravity and GR both describe most of celestial mechanics
equivalently in some approximation, one needs GR to account for the perihelion of
Mercury, for example. For quantum gravity we do not have any observations which
could di↵erentiate between proposals. Thus, in the cases of approximate equivalences
such as for example between certain QRC and SF models in a semi-classical regime, there
is no way to judge in which way a potential reduction would be directed. Moreover, even
in cases of embedding relations such as for SF models into GFT, it is not clear whether
higher order terms in the GFT couplings turn out to be indeed “correction” terms to
the lower order ones, i.e. provide more accurate values to observables and correlations,
or whether a simple SF model on a single complex already provides the more precise
description. Thus, observational data would be needed to settle this issue.
The idea of convergence understood in a broader sense, i.e. the intuition that there
is some kind of evolution process in the quantum gravity theories under investigation
towards a single theory, can still be made more precise. To this end I propose to consider
it as a particular instance of theory crystallization [32–34]:
Conjecture 1.6. There is a crystallization process in progress in the quantum gravity
theories described in theory explication 1.1–1.5.
The proposal is conjectural insofar as I can only sketch the concept of crystallization
process and its application to the quantum gravity theories under consideration here.
In its formal definition [33], successfully applied to the case of thermodynamics [34],
the concept relies in particular on the finer notion of an empirical theory as a tree-like
net consisting of a basic theory element and its specializations, the models in physics’
jargon. While I have explicated the basic theory elements semiformally, I have described
relevant models only informally in the discussion of the theories’ relations.
Rephrasing it in these terms a crystallization process is characterized by the following
four properties [33]:
(a) There are di↵erent competing theories during one and the same period of the
process which share some, but not all, of their structures’ components.
(b) The theories (basic theory elements) are essentially di↵erent, i.e. the structures in
Mkin, Mdyn and Memp of each theory di↵er, though they share some components.
(c) Some of their models (specializations) are equal or nearly equal, in particular they
share some physical systems Mapp they are intended to be applied to, as well as
some theoretical concepts.
(d) The process of crystallization concludes with the establishment of one full theory
(in particular only one basic theory-element).
Apparently, the last criterion (d) is presently not met in the case of the quantum gravity
theories. For this reason I suggest a crystallization process in progress, meant as a
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generalization characterized only by properties (a) – (c). Let me now argue that these
are indeed met and come back to point (d) in the end.
The fulfilment of the general criterion (a) is rather obvious for the quantum gravity
theories. In the way I have explicated QRC, CDT, LQG, SF models and GFT they are
di↵erent theories, as further argued in section 1.2.1. As proposals for a quantum theory
of gravity they are furthermore direct competitors. This manifests itself in particular
in their structures Memp which contain observables and correlations of 3-dimensional
geometries.
To make the point (b) clear, I have argued in section 1.2.1 in detail how their structures
in Mkin are distinct to each other. I have explicitly discussed the di↵erences in the
respective spacetime background structure and concerning the gravitational degrees of
freedom thereon. Dynamics do not alter these components such that classes Mdyn are
essentially di↵erent as well. Moreover, in each case dynamics are implemented in a
distinct way. However, the comparison in section 1.2.2, in particular of the kind of
discrete structures, has shown that some of their components agree, like for example
the fixed topological background.
Finally, the intertheoretical relations discussed in section 1.2.3 support the statement
(c). There, I have presented (approximate) equivalence and embedding relation between
models of each theory. These are connecting the theories mostly on the level of Mdyn
and Memp. Then, the relations extend easily to concrete intended applications Mapp
which are basically the same for all of them as explained in the beginning of section 1.1;
They are all meant to explain early universe cosmology as well as black hole physics.
Note that criterion (c) makes the crucial di↵erence to a notion of convergence. For
theory crystallization it is enough if certain models agree (which furthermore share
the same physical interpretation). Furthermore, the notion of crystallization does not
imply any asymmetric relations between the crystallizing theories. In particular, it is
not necessary to specify which of two approximately equivalent models provides the
more accurate description of phenomena which is not possible for theories of quantum
gravity at the present state of experiment.
The interesting question is now whether in the case of quantum gravity theories one can
make any claims about the missing point (d). Quite in general, if one finds furthermore
any correlations or connecting schemes between the criterion of agreement of models (c)
with criterion (d) this might allow to make some general statements about a potential
crystallized theory even if the process is yet in progress.
In the present case one could make an educated guess about the details of the eventual,
crystallized theory on the basis of the present relations:
• The discussion in section 1.2.2 has shown that purely combinatorial structures
su ce as the discrete structures quantum states and spacetime histories have
support on.
• The dynamical relations between LQG, SF models and GFT presuppose a de-
scription of gravitational degrees of freedom based on parallel transports of the
Ashtekar-Barbero connection, i.e. corresponding to the extension of the Plebanski
action by a Holst term in the classical action.
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• Relations between GFT and SF models indicate a preference for dynamics in-
volving a sum over a class of complexes.
Indeed, these findings serve as a partial motivation for the choice of theoretical frame-
work in this thesis. In the light of a lack of more precise hints for a unique crystallized
quantum theory of gravity, the investigation motivates also to keep the setting general
and applicable to all theories in the net if possible, as done in the phenomenological
investigations in section 4.4.
From a philosophical perspective, the probably most interesting aspect of the identifica-
tion of a crystallization process in discrete quantum gravity approaches is the question
of epistemological significance of such a process: does the fact that these theories might
be evolving into a single theory already increase their epistemological status? This
question is of high relevance because the most obvious criteria of theory evaluation such
as predictivity do not apply to quantum gravity where clear observational evidence is
missing.
One can certainly argue that a complete process of theory crystallization provides an
additional value in epistemological justification of the theory. Apart form standard
criteria for theory evaluation such as a theory’s systematization force, determined by the
number of successful applications, and its informativeness, or predicitivity, accomplished
for example in terms of restrictive dynamical laws and high accuracy, there is also the
third important criterion of uniformity which can be explicated as indivisibility of a
theory in a precise sense [141,142]. This criterion is particularly relevant for a coherence-
theoretical account of epistemological justification [143]. From this perspective, the
partial intertheoretical relations defining the notion of theory crystallization provide an
important improvement of theories, even if it is not the case that one theory is fully
embedded in another which evidently raises the value according to the first two criteria
(as is the case in theory convergence). The remaining question in the particular case
of quantum gravity theories, however, is whether the process will in fact find an end in
terms of a successful crystallized theory.
In this section I have discussed the relation of the five quantum gravity proposals from
various perspectives. In section 1.2.1 I have made explicit that the theories are indeed
distinct, explaining in detail their di↵erences with respect to background structure and
geometric degrees of freedom.
Against this background I have argued then in section 1.2.2 that, nevertheless, the
objects in their conceptual setting are related in many ways. In particular they can be
matched in many cases by further specializations corresponding to particular models of
a theory which I have illustrated with concrete examples focusing on the kind of discrete
spacetime structure present in the di↵erent theories.
This sets the stage for the analysis of relations on the dynamical level in section 1.2.3.
Concentrating on four bilateral relations I have argued that there are QRC models
and SF models which approximately agree in a semi-classical regime, that LQG models
specified by a particular construction of the Hamiltonian constraint might match with
SF models, that for every SF model there is a GFT model defining a sum over a class
of complexes weighted by that SF amplitude, and, finally, that certain ensembles of
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dynamical triangulations can be generated by specific GFT models, also known as tensor
models.
There are certainly more such relations that one could mention here. For example,
particular models of LQG can be reformulated as second quantized theories in terms of
GFT [144], giving rise to an embedding relation similar to that of quantum mechanics
into quantum field theory. However, for the purpose of the present investigation the
relations discussed are su cient as they already connect all of the five theories.
Finally, in section 1.2.4, I have argued that the theory relations satisfy neither the
criteria of generality nor of asymmetry in accuracy essential for a convergence relation
between theories. Therefore, it turned out to be more appropriate to regard the net of
quantum gravity theories as an instance of a crystallization process.
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di↵erential structure of complexes
An essential property of all the approaches to quantum gravity discussed in the last
chapter is that space and spacetime involve some sort of discreteness in the sense that
quantum states and histories have support on certain kinds of complexes. As discussed
in section 1.2.2, the precise structure of complexes may di↵er with respect to various
properties such as dimension, simplicial structure in contrast to more general cellular
or polyhedral one, as well as topological, piecewise linear or even analytic embedding
structure.
While in most approaches these complexes are indeed still based locally on continuum
structures, either through an embedding or a definition of cells as (homeomorphic to)
pieces of Euclidean space, some approaches demand a more radical, purely combina-
torial perspective in which cells have no inner structure at all. The strongest case in
this direction is made by GFT where degrees of freedom are necessarily fundamentally
discrete in this sense because there simply is no background structure at all and the
Feynman diagrams are in fact purely combinatorial objects.
Here I would like to propose that a similar, purely combinatorial account is possible
in all other approaches as well. Even in proposals which are understood as continuum
theories in an essential way, as for example LQG, the resulting definitions and structure
might eventually be recast in a purely combinatorial way. The major obstacle seems to
be that the notions of complexes mostly used in the quantum gravity literature are taken
from well established algebraic-topological definitions and an appropriate combinatorial
equivalent is simply not known. For simplicial complexes there is in fact a well known
purely combinatorial definition [145], but even in this case it is employed in the quantum
gravity literature very rarely (for example in [146]).
The aim of this chapter is thus to introduce a purely combinatorial account for any
structure of complexes as they occur in the quantum gravity literature. To this end, I
will extend the combinatorial definition of abstract simplicial complexes to polyhedral
complexes and generalize these further to include also loops. Moreover, I will specify the
conditions under which topological information in the sense of homology can be obtained
from such combinatorial structures. While many aspects of such a purely combinato-
rial formulation can already be found in Reidemeister’s original axiomatic approach to
homology [147], the definition of abstract polyhedral complexes as I introduce them is
to the best of my knowledge new.
This sets the stage to further understand the structure of GFT Feynman diagrams as
subdivisions of generalized polyhedral complexes. Based on [61], I will give a systematic
and exhaustive presentation of the molecular structure that GFT and SF amplitudes
have support on and explain how this relates to simplicial, polyhedral and generalized
complexes. Showing how arbitrary such spin-foam molecule complexes can be con-
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structed from a simplicial subclass, this provides also the basis for the generalization of
GFT presented in chapter 3.
If combinatorial complexes are a serious proposal for spacetime structure, it should also
be possible to equip them with a di↵erential structure in order to be able to define
physical objects such as fields thereon. Given a homology structure this is indeed pos-
sible. I will introduce a precise definition for fields on such combinatorial complexes
and the appropriate kind of discrete exterior calculus. With a further assignment of
geometric data such as volumes to all cells, this extents even to a calculus on discrete
geometries. This is a straightforward extension of my work in [58] where such a calcu-
lus based on [148, 149] has been presented for discrete geometries of a simplicial type.
Furthermore, it is of relevance for the investigation of e↵ective-dimension observables
of discrete quantum geometries in chapter 4 providing the definition of a Laplacian in
that context.
This chapter is structured into three sections. Section 2.1 introduces the notion of a
combinatorial complex and various subclasses of these. In particular, I will present
abstract polyhedral complexes as a natural generalization from abstract simplices to
abstract polytopes [150]. Then I define generalized polyhedral complexes based on the
graded structure of simplicial subdivisions which may furthermore contain all kinds of
loops, and discuss the orientability of all these complexes.
Section 2.2 focuses on the structure of combinatorial complexes as they enter the stage in
the SF models and group field theories. Along the lines of [61] the molecular structure
of complexes built from atomic parts, coined spin-foam molecules, is systematically
discussed. Especially, I present constructive proofs for the facts that any such spin-
foam molecule can be obtained from regular loopless atoms and, even more, that for
any boundary graph a molecule consisting of simplicial atoms exists. This is the basis
for the new group field theories to be presented in section 3.3.
Finally, section 2.3 introduces a discrete exterior calculus on orientable combinatorial
complexes. The space of cochains provides a natural concept of exterior forms and an
inner product is induced by a notion of Hodge duality based on the dual complex together
with a geometric interpretation, i.e. an assignment of volumes to cells. I introduce a
useful bra-ket notation for the resulting L2 space of exterior forms. The chain-complex
structure and Stokes theorem provide then a natural definition of an exterior di↵erential.
As the basis for the investigation of e↵ective dimensions (chapter 4), I will finally discuss
in detail the resulting Laplacian and its properties.
This whole chapter is written in a mathematics fashion, in contrast to the rest of the
thesis, acknowledging the technical nature of the topic. Section 2.2 and subsection 2.1.3
are based on the publication [61] and section 2.3 on the publication [58].
2.1. Combinatorial Complexes
The concepts of complexes usually used in the quantum gravity literature (more or
less explicitly) are those which have proven most natural and useful in algebraic topol-
ogy [151]. These are either simplicial complexes based on p-simplices as smallest convex
subsets in Rp, thus relying in particular on a piecewise linear structure (at least ho-
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momorphically). Or, far more generally, they are CW complexes, also referred to as
cell complexes, which are obtained inductively gluing p-balls along (p   1)-balls in the
disjoint union of their boundaries.
Neither of these two notions of complex is appropriate for GFT where the generated
spacetimes are necessarily of fundamentally discrete type. While the combinatorial
structure of simplices is too restrictive for some versions of discrete quantum gravity,
CW complexes are far too general. Moreover, both are defined in an explicit topolog-
ical manner and are relying on metric spaces, either Rp or balls and spheres. But a
GFT provides only purely combinatorial structures for spacetime. These facts motivate
to propose a purely combinatorial class of complexes to be identified as the appropri-
ate spacetime structure in discrete quantum gravity. This is the topic of this section,
extending [58] and [61].
For the case of simplicial complexes there is already a well known combinatorial def-
inition (section 2.1.1). In section 2.1.2, I recapitulate the very general combinatorial
concept of a complex and its various features [147] which seems to be sunken into obliv-
ion despite providing the most appropriate mathematical framework for discrete space
in quantum gravity. In this setting, I propose the concept of polyhedral complexes in
section 2.1.3 which is based on the notion of abstract polytopes [150, 152]. In section
2.1.4, I discuss then the graded structure of simplicial subdivisions of combinatorial
complexes. This structure allows to reconstruct the original complex from a simplicial
one. But the result is not a polyhedral complex in every case, giving rise to the no-
tion of generalized polyhedral complexes which include various types of loops. Thus, in
absence of further restrictions, the most obvious draw-back of this is that they prevent
orientability of the complex, and thus a chain-complex structure, which is the topic of
the final section 2.1.5.
2.1.1. Abstract simplicial complexes
For simplicial complexes there is already a well known combinatorial definition. They are
therefore an illustrative and paradigmatic example of a combinatorial complex to start
with. Originally, e.g. in [147], they are defined as complexes consisting of p-dimensional
cells which have boundary structure isomorphic to that of simplices in Rp. This rather
implicit definition can be made explicit in a combinatorial way [145]:
Definition 2.1 (simplicial complex). A finite abstract simplicial complex Csim is a
finite set of vertices C[0]sim = {v1, v2, . . . , vN [0]} together with a collection (multiset) of
ordered subsets of C[0]sim such that
(SC) for every   2 Csim and  0 ⇢   also  0 2 Csim.1
A subset   2 Csim is called a simplex. Each simplex has a dimension defined by its
cardinality, dim( ) = | |  1.
From a more general perspective on complexes, the essential structure of abstract sim-
plicial complexes is their partial ordering [145]:
1 Note that the empty set is a subset of any set. Thus it is considered as the unique (-1)-simplex,
C[ 1]sim = {;} 6= ;.
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Definition 2.2 (poset representation). For a finite abstract simplicial complex Csim
the face poset F(Csim) is the partially ordered set (poset) whose elements consist of all
nonempty simplices of Csim and whose partial-ordering relation is the inclusion relation
on the set of simplices.
It will turn out in the following that partially ordered sets are the appropriate math-
ematical setting to extend from simplicial to polyhedral complexes in a combinatorial
way.
2.1.2. A general notion of complex
While its hard to find a definition of ‘complex’ in a most general sense in more recent
textbooks and literature, it has been defined in the early days [147]. In this section
I recall the definitions of [147] which are necessary for the introduction of abstract
polyhedral complexes and their generalizations in the following sections.
Definition 2.3 (complex). A complex 2 (C, dim,6) is a set C of elements c, called cells,
to which one assigns a natural number dim(c) 2 {0, 1, 2, . . . } and a partial ordering 6
on C, called bounding, with the property:
(CP) If c > c00 and dim(c)  dim(c00) > 1, then there is a cell c0 such that c > c0 > c00.
In the following a complex is often just denoted C, leaving dim and 6 implicit.
Remark 2.4 (Hasse diagrams). A good way to visualize posets are Hasse diagrams.
These are graphs drawn on the plane where vertices represent the poset elements and
edges the transitivity reduced ordering relations, i.e. there is an edge for every two
elements c > c0 for which there is no c00 in the poset such that c > c00 > c0. A canonical
way to draw a Hasse diagram for a complex C is to use its graded structure C = Sp C[p]
induced by the dimension map dim and set all p-cells at the same height in the plane,
usually bottom to top with increasing dimension. (An example appears further below,
figure. 2.1).
Already for the most general notion of complex one can introduce the concept of a dual
complex. A dual poset is the poset with inverted partial order and it is straightforward
to define a dual dimension map for the dual of a complex such that it is a complex
again:
Definition 2.5 (dual complex). Let (C, dim,6) be a complex with all cells c 2 C of
finite dimension 0 6 dim(c) 6 n. The n-dual complex ?(C, dim,6) = (C?, dim?,6?)
given by a bijective map ? : C ! C? is defined for all c, c0 2 C by the further properties
dim?(?c) := n  dim(c) (2.1)
?c 6? ?c0 if and only if c > c0. (2.2)
It is straightforward to show that the condition (CP) is satisfied for C?. Moreover, the
? map is unique up to isomorphisms preserving the structure of the complex.
Note that, while ?C = C?, the grading is inverted: ?C[p] = C?[n p] for every p.
2There is a slight modification to the original definition here in that anti-symmetry of the ordering
relation < is not demanded in the original [147].
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Of particular interest is the n-dual for a complex C with cells of maximal dimension n.
Then one can call C? just the dual complex. In principle, though, one can consider the
n-dual also for a complex C with C[n] = ;. Then it is necessary to state explicitly that
C? is meant to be the n-dual. For example in LQG and SF models, main objects are
faces dual to graph edges or to 2-complex faces. These have to be understood as the d-
or D-dual respectively, even though higher cells are missing in these complexes.
Already for combinatorial complexes one can define a natural notion of a boundary
which allows further to specify various classes of subcomplexes:
Remark 2.6 (subcomplexes: boundary, bundle, section). For a subset of a com-
plex C the axiom (CP) is not fulfilled in general. Instead subcomplexes can be obtained
in the following manner [147]:
The boundary of a cell c 2 C, defined as the set of all bounding cells of c in C
@c := {c0 2 C | c0 < c}, (2.3)
is a complex, as well as its hull c = {c} [ @c.
The other way round, also the bundle @?c (translated from German “Bu¨schel”, not
“Bu¨ndel”, in [147]) of a cell consisting of all the cells in C which c is bounding, i.e.
@?c := {c0 2 C | c0 > c}, (2.4)
is a complex. I have chosen the notation ‘@?’ since obviously the boundary of the dual
cell ?c in C? is the dual of @?c, i.e. @(?c) = ?(@?c).
A subset of cells C0 ⇢ C is closed if for every cell c 2 C0 also @c 2 C0. A closed subset is a
complex, also called closed subcomplex. Sums and intersections of closed subcomplexes
are complexes [147].
Note that the definitions of boundary and bundle are independent of the dimension map
dim. Thus they can be understood on any poset.
In this sense, the section of two elements of a poset c, c0 2 P (sometimes also called
interval) which is defined as [150,152]
c/c0 := {c00 2 P | c 6 c00 6 c0}, (2.5)
is the intersection of their boundary and bundle in P respectively together with c, c0
themselves,
c/c0 = (@c \ @?c0) [ {c, c0}. (2.6)
If P is a complex, each section c/c0 ⇢ P is obviously a complex too. Moreover, the dual
of a section ?(c/c0) = ?c0/ ? c ⇢ P ? is a section again.
The bounding relation of combinatorial complexes permits further a natural notion of
neighbours as incident cells:
Definition 2.7 (paths, chains, boundary matrix). Two cells c, c0 are incident if
either c 6 c0 or c > c0.
A path is a sequence
W = c1c2 . . . ck (2.7)
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in which each successive pair of cells is incident and has dimension di↵erence of one.
A boundary sequence is a totally ordered sequence of poset elements. All boundary
information can be encoded in boundary matrices
✏cip,c
j
p 1
= ✏pi,j = 1 or 0 (2.8)
depending on whether the (p  1)-cell cjp 1 is bounding the p-cell cip or not. This yields
an incidence number for a path W = c1c2 . . . ck
✏W =
Y
i=1,··· ,k 1
✏ci,ci+1 = 1 or 0 . (2.9)
according to whether start and end cell are incident or not.
In quantum gravity, sometimes only a partial structure of a spacetime complex is spec-
ified, as in the case of the 2-complexes that SF and GFT amplitudes have support on.
The full dimensionality of a complex is specified if it has the following properties:
Definition 2.8 (dimension, pure, flags, bounding polynomial). A complex C is
n-dimensional if there are no cells of higher dimension than n and each cell of lower
dimension is incident to at least one n-dimensional cell [147].
A complex C is pure if each cell of non-zero dimension is incident with at least one
0-dimensional cell. If C is pure, it is favourable to include also a unique cell c 1 of
dimension dim(c 1) =  1 incident to all other cells.
In a pure complex each boundary sequence is a partial boundary sequence of a maximal
boundary sequence consisting of n + 2 cells (including c 1). A maximal boundary
sequence is also called a flag [150,152].
A pure complex is determined by the incidence numbers of its flags (if not pure, then the
maximal boundary sequences) which can be encoded in the boundary polynomial [147]
b(c) =
X
✏
c
i0
0 c
i1
1 ...c
in
n ,
ci00 c
i1
1 . . . c
in
n (2.10)
Remark 2.9 (vertex representation). The cells of a pure, countable complex C =S
p C[p], can be represented by a collection of (ordered) sets in the following way. The 0-
cells are labelled in an arbitrary way by natural numbers, C[0] = {v1, v2, ...}. Then, every
cell c is represented by the ordered set (vi1 , vi2 , . . . ) consisting of all vertices vij 6 c.3
Obviously, every simplicial complex is pure and the vertex representation of its face
poset is just the simplicial complex itself.
Remark 2.10 (connectedness). A complex is connected if for any two cells c1, ck
there is a path W = c1c2 . . . ck (not including c 1).
3Note that di↵erent cells might have the same vertex set, which is the reason why this representation
is a collection, i.e. a multiset. To distinguish explicitly, an extra label is needed.
Furthermore, the vertex representation is meaningful only if for every cell c with dim(c) > 0
there are at least two (dim(c)   1)-cells bounding it. Otherwise, cells of di↵erent dimension have
the same vertex set. Abstract simplicial complexes and polyhedral complexes (introduced below,
definition 2.17) meet this requirement.
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If a complex is not connected, it is the sum of connected complexes, called its compo-
nents.
A complex is p-dimensionally connected if for every two p-cells there is a path consisting
of p-cells and (p  1)-cells connecting the two.
Already for combinatorial complexes one can apply a notion of a manifold [147,153]:
Definition 2.11 (pseudo-manifold, boundary). A complex C is a combinatorial
n-dimensional pseudo-manifold if and only if it is
(M1) n-dimensional and pure
(M2) n-dimensionally connected and
(M3) non-branching, i.e. each (n  1)-cell is incident to at most two n-cells in C.
In general, for a complex C, an (n   1)-cell incident to exactly one n-cell is called a
boundary cell and the boundary @C is the closure of the set of boundary (n   1)-cells.
Accordingly, a complex C is closed if and only if it has empty boundary.
Remark 2.12 (dual of pseudo-manifolds). For later purposes it is helpful to point
out the meaning of properties (M1) - (M3) of a combinatorial pseudo-n-manifold C for
its dual complex C?:
(M1?) C? is pure (since C is n-dimensional) and it is n-dimensional (since C is pure).
(M2?) C? is 1-dimensionally connected.
(M3?) All 1-cells c 2 C?[1] are either edges or half-edges. An edge is a 1-cell with two
incident vertices and a half-edge a 1-cell with one incident vertex.
Note that (M3?), on the contrary, also states that the dual of a branching n-dimensional
complex has 1-cells incident to arbitrarily many vertices. These are not edges but hyper-
edges [154].
The half-edges in C? dual to boundary (n 1)-cells in C imply that there is no equivalent
of the boundary @C ⇢ C in C?. Instead, one has to define the dual boundary @? for a
dual complex explicitly as the dual of the boundary of C,
@?C? := ?(@C). (2.11)
Accordingly, the definition of the dual closure
C? := C? [ @?C?, (2.12)
includes bounding relations between boundary and bulk cells which are induced by those
of the primal complex C.
2.1.3. Abstract polyhedral complexes
It is possible to define polyhedral complexes combinatorially as collections of abstract
polytopes in the same spirit as simplicial complexes are collections of simplices. Tech-
nically, the essential di↵erence between the simplicial and the polyhedral case is the
defining condition (SC) for simplicial complexes (definition 2.1) which guarantees that
cells are indeed simplices with the full simplicial boundary structure. While this is
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;
. . .21 n-1 n
12 23 . . . n-1 n 1n
123...n
;
1 2 3 4
12 23 34 41
1234
5
15 25 35 45
125 235 345 145
12345
Figure 2.1.: Hasse diagram of a complex which captures the combinatorics of the k-polygon
(left) and a complex with the structure of a pyramid (right), both in the vertex
representation (remark 2.9).
given naturally in terms of subsets of vertex sets there, for polytopes the boundary cell
structure has to be spelled out explicitly in terms of the partial-ordering relation. For-
tunately, there exists a purely combinatorial definition of abstract polytopes as sections
with some extra properties [150,152]. I will introduce these properties first. Then I will
define and discuss the new concept of polyhedral complexes.
Remark 2.13 (properties of sections). A section f/f 0 ⇢ P in a poset P has two
important properties:
(P0) It contains a (unique) least and greatest face.
(P1) Each flag consists of n+ 2 faces for some n 2 N
Clearly, the least face in f/f 0 is f 0 and the greatest face is f . Thus, the flags define a
notion of dimension for sections in a poset as dim(f/f 0) = n.
Now, these two properties can be used to define an interesting class of posets in its own.
Let P be a poset obeying (P0) and (P1) and denote f 1 and fn the least and greatest
face. For each face f 2 P a dimension is induced by dim(f) := dim(f/f 1) turning P
into a complex since (P1) yields the defining property of complexes (CP) in definition
2.3. The complex P is furthermore pure and n-dimensional because of (P1).
Faces di↵erent from f 1 and fn are called proper faces of P . A complex of this kind is
connected if for every two faces there is a path of proper faces connecting them.
Now one can state the definition of an abstract polytope [150,152]:
Definition 2.14. An abstract n-polytope, i.e. an abstract polytope of finite dimension
n >  1, is a poset (P,<) obeying (P0), (P1) and:
(P2) P is strongly connected, i.e. every section of P is connected.
(P3) All one-dimensional sections of P are diamond-shaped, i.e. for every f 00 bounding
f with dim(f) dim(f 00) = 2, there are exactly two faces f 0 such that f > f 0 > f 00.
Example 2.15 (low dimensional polytopes). Up to n = 2 there is a very manage-
able amount of abstract polytopes:
• Every 0-polytope is a single vertex, having the form P = {;, v} with ; < v.
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;
1234
12233441
1234
5
15253545
125235345145
12345
Figure 2.2.: Hasse diagram of the dual of the pyramid complex in figure 2.1 which can itself be
represented as a pyramid.
• Because of (P3), every 1-polytope consists of a single edge, P = {;, v1, v2, e} with
; < vi < e, i = 1, 2.
• Every finite 2-polytope is a polygon [150] of the form shown in figure 2.1.
Remark 2.16 (duality). Abstract polytopes have a natural notion of a dual in terms
of inversion of the partial order. Finite graded structure, connectedness and diamond
shape of 1-sections guarantee that the dual poset is in fact an abstract polytope as
well [150]. An example is given in figure 2.2.
An abstract polyhedral complex can now be defined as a collection of abstract polytopes
in analogy to abstract simplicial complexes as collections of abstract simplices:
Definition 2.17 (polyhedral complex). An abstract polyhedral complex Cpoly is a
poset with the properties that
(P0’) Cpoly contains a least face, denoted f 1, and
(PC) for every face f 2 Cpoly the section f/f 1 ⇢ Cpoly is an abstract polytope.
Obviously Cpoly is indeed a complex because it consists of sections which are already
proven to be complexes (remark 2.13).
Since an abstract simplicial complex is a collection of abstract simplices and abstract
simplices are abstract polytopes, it is obvious that abstract simplicial complexes are a
special case of abstract polyhedral complexes. In particular, in both cases complexes
are pure but not necessarily n-dimensional, i.e. the largest cell a vertex is bounding can
be of di↵erent dimension for di↵erent vertices in the complex.
2.1.4. Simplicial subdivisions
It is straightforward to notice that (the face poset) of every simplicial complex is a poly-
hedral complex. More interestingly, a simplicial subdivision4 of polyhedral complexes
can be defined purely combinatorial as well. I propose a definition analogous to the
4Even in the context of combinatorial topology this is often called barycentric subdivision [145], even
though there is no notion of centre in the abstract setting. For this reason, and to highlight that it
is a subdivision into abstract simplices, I prefer to call it “simplicial subdivision”.
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the vertex representation of a generalized polyhedral complex is not only a multiset but
it also contains multisets.
Remark 2.23 (dual 2-complexes). The minimal structure needed in quantum gravity
(in particular SF dynamics) are the cells up to dimension two of the dual complex of
spacetime dimension n = D (the so-called dual 2-skeleton), together with 1-dimensional
(graph) structure of the boundary. This information is conveniently encoded in the
vertex sets of the simplicial subdivision S. In the following I will use the notation
V = S [0]n , V = S [0]n 1, bV = S [0]n 2
E = S [1]n 1,n 2, E = S [1]n,n 1, bE = S [1]n,n 2 (2.18)
(as already anticipated in figure 2.5).
2.1.5. Orientation
For later purposes, in particular the possibility to define an exterior calculus (section
2.3), it will be necessary to have the notion of homology defined for combinatorial
complexes. This is related to orientability of the cells in the complex. It can be defined
in a standard way and I will follow again [147] to introduce the relevant notions in this
section.
Definition 2.24 (orientation). In a pure complex C, an orientation of a cell c 2 C is
an assignment
sgn(c 1c0 . . . cp 1cp) = ±1 (2.19)
to all its flags c 1c0 . . . cp 1cp in C such that any two flags di↵ering in exactly one q-cell
cq 6= c0q have opposite sign:
sgn(c 1c0 . . . cq . . . cp 1cp) =  sgn(c 1c0 . . . c0q . . . cp 1cp). (2.20)
An orientation of a pure complex C is an assignment (2.19) to the flags of all its cells
obeying (2.20).
Note that a necessary condition for the orientation property (2.20) is that every one-
dimensional section cp+1/cp 1 contains at most two p-cells. If there are exactly two for
all one-dimensional sections, i.e. all cells are abstract polytopes, there is an important
equivalent property [147]:
Proposition 2.25 (oriented boundary matrices). A polyhedral complex Cpoly is
orientable if and only if there is a system of oriented boundary matrices, i.e.
⌘cp,cp 1 = ±✏cp,cp 1 (2.21)
such that for all one-dimensional sections cp+1/cp 1 ⇢ CpolyX
cp+1>cp>cp 1
⌘cp+1,cp ⌘cp,cp 1 = 0. (2.22)
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121314232434
1234
123124134234
1234
;
Figure 2.6.: Canonical orientation on the abstract tetrahedron (1234) with arrow down (up) for
positive (negative) coe cient in the oriented boundary matrix.
Proof. The proof follows [147, §13.3]: let cp+1/cp 1 ⇢ Cpoly be a one-dimensional section
in an oriented polyhedral complex and define for any ✏c,c0 6= 0
⌘c,c0 := sgn(c 1c0 . . . c0)sgn(c 1c0 . . . c0c). (2.23)
This is well-defined since any change of the sequence c 1c0 . . . c0 yields the same sign
change in both terms. Then ⌘cp+1,cp ⌘cp,cp 1 = sgn(c 1c0 . . . cp 1)sgn(c 1c0 . . . cpcp+1)
and, because of (P3), the sum in (2.22) runs over exactly two p-cells cp, c0p 2 cp+1/cp 1
with opposite signs in the second term because of (2.20). This proves (2.22).
The other way round, let C be a pure complex with a system of oriented boundary
matrices {⌘c,c0}. Assign to all flags c 1c0 . . . cp of all cells cp 2 Cpoly
sgn(c 1c0 . . . cp) :=
pY
q=0
⌘cq ,cq 1 . (2.24)
Then (2.22) yields that any two flags di↵ering in exactly one q-cell cq 6= c0q have relative
sign ⌘cq+1,cq⌘cq ,cq 1/⌘cq+1,c0q⌘c0q ,cq 1 =  1.
Example 2.26 (orientation of simplicial complexes). Every abstract finite simpli-
cial complex Csim is orientable. The canonical way [145] to define a system of oriented
boundary matrices is to use the ordering of each p-simplex vertex set (i1i2 . . . ip) ⌘
(vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vip) 2 C[p]sim to define
⌘(i1i2...ip),(i1...◆ˆq ...ip) := ( 1)q (2.25)
where (i1 . . . ◆ˆq . . . ip) is the (p  1)-simplex consisting of all vertices except for viq . See
figure 2.6 for an example (where orientations are visualized in the Hasse diagram using
directed edges).
Remark 2.27 (orientable manifolds). Note that orientability of a complex is a local
concept. For combinatorial (pseudo-)manifolds it is still a weaker property than the
global orientability of the manifold. For example, all kinds of non-orientable smooth
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surfaces are triangulable with the underlying combinatorial structure of abstract sim-
plicial complexes (which are orientable, as shown above). Thus, even if all n-cells in an
n-dimensional pseudo-manifold C are orientable, it is not yet guaranteed that they give
a consistent global orientation to C.
This can be made explicit by formally adding to an n-dimensional pseudo-manifold C a
unique greatest (n + 1)-dimensional element cn+1 incident to all n-cells cn 2 C. Thus,
the whole manifold is the section cn+1/c 1 = C. Then one can define:
A combinatorial pseudo-manifold C = cn+1/c 1 is orientable if cn+1 is orientable.
A system of oriented boundary matrices is the basis for chain complexes and homology
[147,151]:
Definition 2.28 (chain complex). Given a complex C, p-chains are formal linear
combinations of p-cells in C with integer coe cients, i.e. elements of the free Abelian
group over C[p], denoted as Cp(C) ⌘ C(C,Z). For each p, a boundary map  p : Cp(C)  !
Cp 1(C) is defined by its action on each p-cell
 p(cp) :=
X
cp 12C[p 1]
⌘cp,cp 1cp 1. (2.26)
If C is pure and finite and the coe cients ⌘cp,cp 1 of the boundary map are a system of
oriented boundary matrices, it follows that
 p p+1 = 0. (2.27)
Such a sequence of Abelian groups C(C) = SpCp(C) obviously is a complex as well.
Together with the boundary maps
0
 n+1 ! Cn(C)  n ! Cn 1(C)  n 1 ! . . .  2 ! C1(C)  1 ! C0(C)  0 ! C 1(C) = Z c 1 (2.28)
it is called the chain complex (C(C),  ). The well-defined quotientsHp := Ker  p/Im  p+1
are the homology groups.
To sum up this section 2.1, starting from the well known combinatorial definition of
abstract simplicial complexes I have recalled the most general definition of a complex
as a partially ordered set with a bounding relation and a notion of dimension. I have
shown how polyhedral complexes can be defined in this purely combinatorial setting
and how this class can be further generalized on the basis of subdivision complexes.
Finally, I have introduced the proper notion of orientability of complexes and explained
its relation to homology.
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2.2. Complexes from atoms
The combinatorial complexes which spin-foam models are based on have a molecular
structure in the sense that they can be constructed from atomic building blocks on
which their amplitudes have support. Most basic models are derived on a cellular
decomposition of a smooth spacetime manifold and their amplitudes turn out to be based
on the 2-skeleton of the dual complex [18, 20]. From a genuine state sum perspective,
emphasizing the intermediate spin-network states summed over, the D-cell structure
of the primal complex is reflected on the dual in terms of the atomic parts in the
subdivision, as has been noted and explained in detail in [36]. This becomes obvious
also in various reformulations [156] of the models.
The molecular structure is most explicit as well as necessary in the GFT formulation.
This is induced by the way variables and local amplitudes in each spin-foam amplitude
in the perturbative expansion of a GFT state sum appear. Moreover, since a GFT
is independent of any a-priori manifold structure, molecules necessarily become the
primary spacetime structure, defining the type of combinatorial complexes which are
generated.
The forthcoming section, based on [61], includes a self-contained description of these
structures, one that increases its utility within the group field theory framework. Thereby,
a particular aim is to show how the most general molecules can be obtained from rather
special atoms. On the one hand, any spin-foam molecule can be obtained from only
regular loopless atoms. On the other hand, for any boundary graph there are spin-foam
molecules which are derived using only one type of atom, the simplicial atom.
Given the technical nature of this section, a synopsis of the various structures involved
might help with orientation.
P
✏✏
C
  // B
↵
)) A
@
jj //M
@
||
eCk,l //
⇡k,l
OO
eBk,l ++
OO
eAk,lkk
OO
//fMk,l //fMk,l-nb
⇧k,l-nb
OO
Dk,l-s
✏✏
ePk
OO
✏✏eCk,s e  // eBk,s e↵ ++ eAk,s
@
kk //fMk,s //fMk,s-nb
@
dd ⇧k,s-nb
XX
C boundary graphs
B bisected graphs
A spin-foam atoms
P boundary patches
M spin-foam molecules
⇠ labelled
k k-regular
l loopless
s simplicial
nb non-branching
  bisection map
↵ bulk map
@ boundary map
⇡,⇧ projection maps from
labelled to unlabelled
D decomposition map
For the definition of spin-foam molecules, one starts with a set of boundary graphs C that
provide support for LQG states. For a graph c 2 C, one arrives at the corresponding
bisected boundary graph b =  (c) 2 B by bisecting each of its edges. The graph b
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can be augmented to a 2-dimensional spin-foam atom a = ↵(b) 2 A. This spin-foam
atom a is the simplest spin-foam structure with b as a boundary: b = @a. Moreover,
the bisected boundary graph b can be decomposed into boundary patches p 2 P. The
boundary patches are important because it is along these patches that atoms are bonded
to form composite structures, known as spin-foam molecules M. The boundary of these
molecules are (generically a collection of) graphs in B. Moreover, the molecules are the
objects generated in the perturbative expansion of the group field theory.
From the GFT perspective, however, one looks for as concise a way as possible to
generate such structures. It turns out that the complexity of the GFT generating
function can be substantially reduced by considering k-regular, loopless (l) graphs Ck,l.
For this set of objects, one can then follow an analogous procedure to generateBk,l, Ak,l
and Mk,l. From these, arbitrary molecules M can be obtained in terms of an additional
labelling (⇠), distinguishing real from virtual edges. Each graph in C can then be
represented by a class of labelled graphs in eCk,l in terms of a surjection ⇡k,l : eCk,l ! C.
This map can be extended to labelled bisected graphs eBk,l and atoms eAk,l but not the
labelled molecules fMk,l. However, one can identify a subset fMk,l-nb ⇢ fMk,l, for which
⇡k,l can be extended to a surjection ⇧k,l-nb : fMk,l-nb !M. Thus, every molecule in M
is represented by a class of molecules in fMk,l-nb.
To obtain molecules with arbitrary boundary graphs C the strategy is the following.
One can pick out a finite subset of simplicial k-graphs eCk,s ⇢ eCk,l, that are based on
the complete graph over k + 1 vertices, inducing eBk,s, eAk,s and fMk,s follow as before.
While eCk,s, eBk,s and eAk,s are finite sets, the set of simplicial spin-foam molecules fMk,s
is infinite and contains a subset fMk,s-nb whose elements reduce properly to molecules in
M. But the set fMk,s-nb does not cover M itself through some surjection. To cover all
of M, one needs fMk,l-nb. Still, all possible boundary graphs are covered since i) there
is a decomposition map Dk,l-s : fMk,l-nb  ! fMk,s-nb and ii) every graph or collection
of graphs from eBk,l arises as the boundary of some molecule in fMk,s-nb. As a result,fMk,s-nb is su cient to support a spin-foam dynamics for arbitrary kinematical LQG
states.
The forthcoming construction is separated into three parts, accordingly. The first,
section 2.2.1, catalogues the basic building blocks or atoms, along with the set of possible
bonds that may arise between pairs of atoms. These structures are drawn directly
from those used in loop quantum gravity. In section 2.2.2 the way these molecules are
obtained from regular loopless atoms is detailed. Then, in section 2.2.3 it is proven that
any boundary graph arises as the boundary constructed from labelled simplicial atoms.
After all these technicalities I will finally discuss the relation of the 2-dimensional spin-
foam molecules to combinatorial pseudo-manifolds of spacetime dimension D.
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2.2.1. Spin-foam atoms and molecules
This part focusses on defining the structure underlying LQG and SF models, in partic-
ular the procedure by which atoms bond to form composite structures:
P
✏✏
C
  // B
↵ ))
A
@
ii //M
@
⇧⇧
Definition 2.29 (bisected/boundary graph). A boundary graph is a double (Vc, Ec),
where Vc is the set of vertices and Ec is the multiset of edges which are unordered pairs
(v¯1v¯2) 2 Vc ⇥ Vc, subject to the condition that the graph is connected.
A bisected boundary graph is a double, (Vb, Eb), constituting a bipartite graph with
vertex partition Vb = V [ bV, such that the vertices vˆ 2 bV are bivalent.
The set of boundary graphs is denoted by C. Indeed this is just the set of connected
multigraphs. The set of bisected boundary graphs is denoted by B.
Remark 2.30. Boundary graphs may contain multi-edges (multiple edges joining two
vertices), loops (edges whose two vertices coincide) and even 1-valent vertices (vertices
with only one incident edge). Thus, C constitutes a very large set. However, such graphs
arise within loop quantum gravity and can be incorporated within the group field theory
framework. From this perspective they are the natural objects to start with.
The graphs are called boundary graphs because they are meant to be the part of a
spacetime boundary which quantum states have support on. Indeed they are defined
to have the generic structure of the (dual) 1-skeleton of generalized polyhedral com-
plexes (definition 2.22). For this reason it is necessary to define all objects in the vertex
representation.
Proposition 2.31. There is a bijection   : C  ! B.
Proof. The bisection map   is the subdivision map   defined explicitly on the level of
vertex represented complexes, thereby appropriately treating loops: given a boundary
graph c 2 C,   acts on each edge (v¯1v¯2) 2 Ec, replacing it by a pair of edges (v¯1vˆ), (v¯2vˆ),
where vˆ is a newly created bivalent vertex e↵ectively bisecting the original edge. Thus,
  maps
Vc  ! V [ bV, where V = Vc and bV is the set of vertices bisecting the edges of c, and
Ec  !
S
e2Ec{(v¯1vˆ), (v¯2vˆ) | e = (v¯1v¯2)}, the multiset of newly bisected edges.
This clearly results in an element of B and the constructive nature of the map assures
its injectivity.
Given a graph b 2 B, removing the vertex subset bV and replacing the edge pair
(v¯1vˆ), (v¯2vˆ) by (v¯1v¯2) results in an element c 2 C such that  (c) = b. Thus,   is
surjective.
A graph c 2 C and its bisected counterpart b 2 B are presented in figure 2.7.
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Remark 2.35. Boundary patches are useful since they arise as the doubles pv¯(b) =
(Vv¯, Ev¯), formed as the closure of the star of v¯ 2 V, within b 2 B. Thus,
Vv¯ = {v¯} [ {vˆ | (v¯vˆ) 2 Eb} and Ev¯ = {(v¯vˆ) | vˆ 2 Vb}. (2.29)
In words, a boundary patch pv¯(b) is a graph containing v¯ itself, all bisected boundary
edges containing v¯, as well as the endpoints of these edges. A simple example is depicted
in figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9.: A boundary patch.
Furthermore, when considering the boundary graphs as dual 1-skeletons of the boundary
@C of a spacetime n-complex C, a patch is the part of the graph dual to a single (n 1)-
cell in @C.
Remark 2.36 (generators). For some subset of patches, P0 ⇢ P, the set of graphs
generated by P0, denoted  (P0), is the set of all possible graphs that are composed only
of patches from P0.
Then, it is apparent that for every bisected boundary graph b 2 B there is some subset
P0 ⇢ P generating b from which it directly follows that:
Proposition 2.37. B =  (P).
Remark 2.38 (bondable). Two patches, pv¯1(b1) and pv¯2(b2), whether or not b1 and
b2 are distinct, are said to be bondable, if |Vv¯1 | = |Vv¯2 | and |Ev¯1 | = |Ev¯2 | (and thus, they
have the same number of loops).
Definition 2.39 (bonding map). A bonding map,   : pv¯1(b1)  ! pv¯2(b2), is a map
identifying, elementwise, two bondable patches such that
v¯1 7! v¯2 , Vv¯1 \ {v¯1}  ! Vv¯2 \ {v¯2} , Ev¯1  ! Ev¯2 (2.30)
and with the compatibility condition that for each identified pair of vertices vˆ1 7! vˆ2
the corresponding pair of edges is identified accordingly, i.e. (v¯1vˆ1) 7! (v¯2vˆ2).
More particular, if b1 6= b2, the map   is also called a proper bonding map. For b1 = b2,
on the contrary, it is called a self -bonding map.
A simple example is illustrated in figure 2.10, introducing a graphical notation for bond-
ing maps.
Remark 2.40. The compatibility condition ensures that loops are bonded to loops. In
principle, slightly more general gluing maps can be incorporated within the group field
theory framework, corresponding to loop edges bonding to non-loop edges. However,
these gluings are absent from the LGQ and SF theories. Thus, there is no motivation
to include them here.
Certainly, for two bondable patches, there are many bonding maps that satisfy the
compatibility condition. However, all may be obtained from a given one by applying
compatible permutations to the sets Vv¯1 and Ev¯1 .
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Figure 2.15.: The complete graph over k + 1 vertices (k = 4).
Their images under the bisection map   and thereafter the bulk map ↵ straightforwardly
define loopless bisected boundary graphs Bl and loopless atoms Al, respectively.
For a graph in Bl, all of its patches are obviously loopless. In fact, the loopless patches
are uniquely specified by k, the number of edges. Therefore, one can call it a k-patch, pk,
such that Pl =
S1
k=1{pk}. Moreover, Bl =  (Pl), the loopless graphs are generated
by loopless patches.
Finally, spin-foam molecules constructed from collections of loopless atoms are called
loopless spin-foam molecules Ml.
Even though the complex   1?m of a loopless molecule m 2Ml, by definition, contains
no loops on the boundary @m, self-bondings contribute internal loops rendering   1?m
still a generalized polyhedral complex. Only loopless molecules constructed exclusively
by proper bondings (definition 2.39) are indeed subdivisions of polyhedral complexes
(in the strict sense of definition 2.17).
Another important restriction concerns the valency of boundary graph vertices:
Definition 2.45 (k-regular structures). A k-regular boundary graph c 2 Ck is a
double c = (Vc, Ec) 2 C, for which every vertex v¯ 2 Vc is k-valent, i.e. incident to exactly
k edges in Ec. Analogous to definition 2.44, the notion of their bisected counterparts Bk,
the related k-regular atoms Ak, as well as k-regular molecules Mk, is straightforward.
Remark 2.46 (k-regular and loopless). Combining these restrictions, one arrives
at much simpler sets of graphs Bk,l, atoms Ak,l and molecules Mk,l. In particular,
Bk,l =  (pk), i.e. a single patch generates the whole set. Since the structure of a GFT
field is determined by a patch, these structures will play a role in single field GFTs,
explained in detail in section 3.2.
Nevertheless, the simplest GFT is not only defined in terms of one field, but also only
one interaction term of simplicial type. This motivates the following definition:
Definition 2.47 (k-simplicial molecules). The set of k-simplicial molecules Mk,s
consists of all molecules, which are bondings of the single spin-foam atom ak,s obtained
from the complete graph with k + 1 vertices ck,s = Kk+1 (figure 2.15),
ak,s := ↵(bk,s) := ↵( (ck,s)). (2.32)
Remark 2.48. The construction presented here is e↵ectively very similar to the operator
spin network approach devised in [35, 36], which in turn is based upon the language of
operator spin-foams [157,158].
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For clarity, it is worth setting up a small dictionary between the two descriptions. To
begin, loopless boundary patches correspond to squids. Then squid graphs are defined
as gluings of such patches where gluing vertices of a patch to itself is allowed. Thus,
these are what I call bisected boundary graphs. Here, the definition of patches including
loops in general is necessary from a GFT perspective. Moreover, the set of squid graphs
considered in [36] corresponds to that subset of boundary graphs c 2 C without 1-valent
vertices v¯ 2 Vc. However, this is a choice and is easily generalized.
Squid graphs encode 1-vertex spin foams just as boundary graphs encode spin-foam
atoms. After that, 1-vertex spin foams are glued together by identifying pairs of squids,
just like boundary patches are bonded during the construction of spin-foam molecules.
Definition 2.49 (labelled structures). A labelled boundary graph, ec is a boundary
graph augmented with a label for each edge drawn from the set {real, virtual}.
The set of such graphs is denoted by eC and is much larger than the set C, since for a
graph c = (Vc, Ec) 2 C, there are 2|Ec| labelled counterparts in eC.
There are some trivial generalizations:
Labelled bisected boundary graphs, denoted by eb 2 eB, are obtained using a bisection
map e  that maintains edge labelling. Thus, if (v¯1v¯2) 2 ec is a real (virtual) edge,
then {vˆ, (v¯1vˆ), (v¯2vˆ)} ⇢ eb = e (ec) is a real (resp. virtual) subset, where vˆ is the
bisecting vertex.
Labelled spin-foam atoms, denoted by ea 2 eA, are obtained using a bulk map e↵, such
that if (v¯vˆ) is real (virtual), then so is (vv¯vˆ). In other words, the faces inherit
their label from the boundary @ea = eb.
Labelled boundary patches, denoted by ep 2 eP, are bonded pairwise using bonding mapse  that ensure real (virtual) elements bonded to real (resp. virtual) elements.
Labelled spin-foam molecules em 2 fM follow immediately with these bonding maps.
One can naturally identify the unlabelled boundary graphs C with the subset of labelled
graphs that possess only real edges eCreal ⇢ eC. However, one would like to go further and
utilize the unlabelled graphs to mark classes of labelled graphs. From another aspect,
one would think of this class of labelled graphs as encoding an underlying (unlabelled)
subgraph c 2 C.
To uncover this structure, one defines certain moves on the set of labelled graphs:
Definition 2.50 (reduction moves). Given a graph c˜ 2 eC, there are two moves that
reduce the virtual edges of the graph:
- given two vertices, v¯1 and v¯2, such that (v¯1v¯2) is a virtual edge of c˜, a contraction
move, removes this virtual edge and identifies the vertices v¯1 and v¯2;
- given a vertex v¯ such that (v¯v¯) is a virtual loop, a deletion move is simply the removal
of this edge.
These inspire two counter moves:
- given a vertex v¯, an expansion move partitions the edges, incident at v¯, into two
subsets. In each subset, v¯ is replaced by two new vertices v¯1 and v¯2, respectively,
and a virtual edge (v¯1v¯2) is added to the graph.6
6There is subtlety for loops, in that both ends are incident at v¯ and may (or may not) be separated
by the partition.
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⇡
⇡
Figure 2.16.: Contraction/expansion and deletion/creation moves.
- given a vertex v¯, a creation move adds a virtual loop to the graph at v¯.
These moves are illustrated in figure 2.16.
Remark 2.51 (projector). This allows one to define a projection ⇡ : eC  ! C, which
captures the complete removal of virtual edges through contraction and deletion. It is
well-defined, in the sense that contraction and deletion eventually map to an element
of C (that is, the graph remains connected) and the element c 2 C acquired from ec 2 eC
is independent of the sequence of contraction and deletion moves used to reduce the
graph. In turn, this means that the ⇡ 1(c) partition eC into classes.
In fact, one is interested only in the k-regular (k > 2), loopless subset eCk,l. One denotes
the restriction of ⇡ to these subsets as ⇡k,l. Note that the ⇡k,l are no longer projections,
since ⇡k,l(ec) with ec 2 eCk need no longer be k-valent and might contain loops.
Proposition 2.52 (surjections). The maps ⇡k,l have the following properties:
If k is odd, the map ⇡k,l : eCk,l  ! C is surjective.
If k is even, the map ⇡k,l : eCk,l  ! Ceven ⇢ C is surjective, where Ceven is the subset
of boundary graphs with only even-valent vertices.
Proof. Let us first prove the statements for the restriction of ⇡ to eCk, starting with the
lowest nontrivial values of k. For k = 3, consider an l-valent vertex (l > 3) in a graph
c 2 C. Such a vertex can be expanded into a sequence of 3-valent vertices joined by a
string of virtual edges. A 2-valent vertex in c can be expanded inserting a virtual double
edge. Finally, for a 1-valent vertex, one simply creates a virtual loop. See figure 2.17
for an illustration of these three cases processes.
For k even, note that ⇡k maps into Ceven since contraction and deletion both preserve
the evenness of the vertex valency. Specializing to the case of k = 4, consider a graph
c 2 Ceven. Once again, examining an l-valent vertex in c (l even), such a vertex can be
expanded into a sequence of 4-valent vertices joined by a string of virtual edges. For a
2-valent vertex, one may simply add a virtual loop. See figure 2.18 for an illustration.
To generalize to arbitrary k odd (even), then one needs only to create (k   3)/2 (resp.
(k   4)/2) virtual loops at each vertex.
The proof of the generalization of the statement from eCk to eCk,l goes as follows. There
exists a sequence of expansion and creation moves that e↵ect a 1-k-move, i.e. , for a
k-valent graph vertex, the insertion of the complete graph ck,s (the k = 4 example is
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⇡3
⇡3
⇡3
Figure 2.17.: The expansion and creation moves to arrive at a 3-valent graph.
⇡4
⇡4
Figure 2.18.: The expansion and creation moves to arrive at a 4-valent graph.
depicted in figure 2.19). Consider a boundary graph ec 2 eCk. Applying a 1-k-move to a
vertex incident to (up to bk/2c) loops removes all of them. This process can be iterated
until all loops in ec are removed.
⇡4,l
Figure 2.19.: Use of a 1-k-move on an k-valent vertex with loop to create a loopless graph (k = 4
in the example)
Remark 2.53. In e↵ect, one has encoded the unlabelled graphs in C in terms of labelled
k-regular loopless graphs in eCk,l. The surjectivity result above implies that for k odd
(even), each graph c 2 C (resp. Ceven) labels a class ⇡ 1k,l(c) of graphs in eCk,l.
Remark 2.54 (atomic reduction). There is an obvious and natural extension of the
contraction/expansion and deletion/creation moves, defined for ec 2 eC in definition 2.50,
to labelled spin-foam atoms ea 2 eA:
On a virtual edge (v¯1v¯2) 2 ec the contraction move translates to
i) the deletion of the virtual subset {vˆ, (v¯1vˆ), (v¯2vˆ), (vvˆ), (vv¯1vˆ), (vv¯2vˆ)} ⇢ ea, and
ii) the identifications v¯1 = v¯2 and (vv¯1) = (vv¯2).
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boundary in terms of reduction:
C
  // B M
@
qq
eCk,l e  // eBk,l
OO
fMk,l-nb
Dk,l-s
✏✏
ePk
OO
✏✏eCk,s e  // eBk,s e↵ ++ eAk,s
@
kk //fMk,s //fMk,s-nb
@
dd
⇧k,s-nb
ZZ
In proposition 2.52, it was shown that all boundary graphs can be encoded in terms of
labelled, k-regular, loopless graphs. Moreover, from the spin-foam point of view these
graphs occur as the boundaries of labelled spin-foam atoms eAk,l and labelled spin-foam
molecules fMk,l-nb (see remarks 2.55 and 2.56). However, one would also like to show
that all possible boundary graphs arise as the boundary of molecules composed of atoms
drawn from a small finite set of types.
This can be achieved using the labelled version of simplicial graphs and atoms.
Remark 2.58 (labelled k-simplicial structures). Due to the label on each edge,
there are 2(k+1)(k+2)/2 labelled k-simplicial boundary graphs, denoted eCk,s.
Through the maps e  and e↵, defined in definition 2.49, one can rather easily obtain the
labelled bisected k-simplicial graphs eBk,s and labelled k-simplicial atoms eAk,s, respec-
tively.
Furthermore, label-preserving bonding maps e  give rise to labelled k-simplicial moleculesfMk,s, and their subclass fMk,s-nb according to remark 2.56.
Remark 2.59 (atoms from patches). One can use a k-patch epk 2 ePk as the foun-
dation for a bisected k-simplicial graph eb 2 eBk,s in the following manner:
A k-patch consists of a single k-valent vertex v¯, 1-valent vertices vˆi with i 2 Iv¯ a
k-element index set, and labelled edges (v¯vˆi).
For each i, one creates a new vertex v¯i, along with an edge (v¯ivˆi) with the same label
as (v¯vˆi).
For each pair of new vertices v¯i and v¯j with i 6= j, one creates a new vertex vˆij , along
with a pair of real edges (v¯ivˆij) and (v¯j vˆij).
The result is a k-simplicial graph denoted ebv¯. Also, ep(v¯) ⌘ epv¯(ebv¯) denotes the original
k-patch, and the new patches are epv¯i(ebv¯i) for i 2 I.
The aim is summarized in the statement:
Proposition 2.60. Every graph in eCk,l arises as the boundary graph of a non-
branching molecule composed of simplicial k-atoms.
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Proof. The basic argument is fairly straightforward and goes as follows: given a graphec 2 eCk,l, one bisects it and thereafter cuts it into its constituent patches; one uses
remark 2.59 to construct a k-simplicial atom from each patch; one supplements this set
of atoms with bonding maps that yield a molecule with ec as boundary. The procedure
is also sketched in figure 2.23.
v¯i
vˆij v¯j
v¯i
v¯ji v¯
i
j v¯j
 ij
vˆji
vˆij
Figure 2.23.: Decomposition of an atom with boundary graph ec 2 eCk,l into simplicial atoms,
sketched for the patches of two connected vertices in ec and k = 3.
More precisely, consider a labelled, loopless, k-regular graphec 2 eCk,l. It is useful to index
the vertex set by v¯i with i 2 {1, . . . , |Vec|}. This induces an index for the edges; an edge
joining v¯i to v¯j is indexed by e
(a)
ij , where a non-trivial index (a) arises should multiple
edges join the two vertices. The graph ec has a bisected counterpart e (ec) = eb = (Veb, Eeb).
The vertex set is Veb = V [ bV, where V = Vec and bV is the set of bisecting vertices. A
vertex in bV is indexed by vˆ(a)ij if it bisects the edge e(a)ij of ec.
The boundary patches in eb are epv¯i(eb) with i 2 {1, . . . , |V|}. The patch epv¯i(eb) is comprised
of the vertex v¯i, the k vertices vˆ
(a)
ij and k edges (v¯ivˆ
(a)
ij ). The indices of type j(a), attached
to the k elements vˆ(a)ij , form a k-element index set Iv¯i . Each bisecting vertex vˆ
(a)
ij 2 bV is
shared by precisely two patches.
Now one cuts the graph along each bisecting vertex and considers each patch in isolation.
This cutting procedure sends each epv¯i(eb)  ! ep(v¯i), where ep(v¯i) is a k-patch comprising
of a vertex v¯i, k vertices vˆ
j(a)
i and k edges (v¯ivˆ
j(a)
i ). Thus, after cutting, a bisecting
vertex vˆ(a)ij is represented by vˆ
j(a)
i in ep(v¯i) and vˆi(a)j in ep(v¯j). For each patch ep(v¯i), the
k superscript indices j(a) are the indexing set Iv¯i . Thus, one may use remark 2.59 to
construct, from ep(v¯i), a simplicial k-graph ebv¯i and there after a simplicial k-atom eav¯i .
Through this process, one obtains a set of simplicial k-atoms, eav¯i with i 2 {1, . . . , |V|}.
This set is denoted by eAV , since the atoms are in one-to-one correspondence with the
vertices V of eb. They will be used to form a spin-foam molecule whose bisected boundary
graph is eb.
For each pair v¯j(a)i 2 ebv¯i , v¯i(a)j 2 ebv¯j , define a bonding map
 (a)ij : epv¯j(a)i (ebv¯i)  ! epv¯i(a)j (ebv¯j ) (2.34)
v¯j(a)i  ! v¯i(a)j (2.35)
vˆj(a)i  ! vˆi(a)j (2.36)
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while the remaining k   1 vertices in each patch are paired in an arbitrary way:7n
vˆj(a)k(b)i : k(b) 2 Iv¯i \ {j(a)}
o
 !
n
vˆi(a)l(c)j : l(c) 2 Iv¯j \ {i(a)}
o
. (2.37)
The set of bonding maps is denoted  bV , since the maps are in one-to-one correspondence
with the bisecting vertices bV of eb.
Then, in the molecule em = ] bVeaV , the only patches that remain unbonded are the
original ep(v¯i) for i 2 {1, . . . , |V|}. Moreover, after relabeling the identified vertices
vˆ(a)ij ⌘ vˆj(a)i = vˆi(a)j the boundary of em satisfies the relation @em = eb. From remark
2.59, one notices that all edges added in the construction are real. Thus, the moleculeem 2 fMk,s-nb.
Proposition 2.60 has the following consequence:
Corollary 2.61 (molecule decomposition). There is a decomposition map Dk,l-s :fMk,l-nb  ! fMk,s-nb.
Proof. Consider em 2 fMk,l-nb. By proposition 2.60, one can decompose each of its atoms,
leading to the image of the molecule em itself under decomposition map Dk,l-s.
There is an important limitation.
Proposition 2.62. The projection ⇧k,s-nb : fMk,s-nb  !M is not surjective.
A sketch of the reasoning is as follows. Consider a generic m 2 M and let em be a
representative in the class ⇧ 1k,l-nb(m). Then, em consists of bonded spin-foam atoms
drawn from the set eAk,l. According to proposition 2.60, every atom ea 2 eAk,l has a
decomposition into simplicial atoms of eAk,s. Just like in the decomposition utilized in
2.60, it is possible to show that any decomposition requires one to add real structures in
order to maintain the integrity of the boundary graph under reduction. However, if one
adds in real structures, then one does not arrive back to the original atom/molecule after
reduction, since reduction just amounts to contraction and deletion of virtual structures.
2.2.4. From molecules to D-dimensional complexes
Since spin-foam molecules are meant to act as spacetime structures in quantum gravity
state sums, it is important to understand their relation to D-dimensional manifolds.
Molecules are 2-complexes and do not posses any higher dimensional information in
the first place. To extend molecules to complexes of spacetime dimension D, some
further information has to be specified. Another important question is then, whether
the resulting D-complexes are (orientable) pseudo-manifolds. In this section, these
issues are discussed first for the special case of simplicial molecules and then for regular,
loopless and more general molecules.
7As an aside, the bonding maps are specified only up to permutations of these k   1 vertex pairings,
leading to
 
k 1
2
 
choices for each bonding map. However, the resulting spin-foam molecules possess
the same boundary.
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Remark 2.64 (Coloured simplicial molecules). A strategy to overcome the short-
comings of plain simplicial molecules MD,s as spacetime manifolds that has gained a lot
of traction in recent years is based on a (D+1)-colouring of the patches in the underlying
simplicial atom aD,s [120,121,146]. Assigning a colour i = 0, 1, ..., D to every boundary
vertex v¯ 2 V in aD,s (and, thus, to every patch) induces a unique
 D+1
p+1
 
-colouring of the
p-simplices in the associated D-simplex which aD,s is the dual of (see again figure 2.24,
reading the labels as colour indices). Colour preserving bonding of these atoms then
results in molecules which are dual to abstract simplicial complexes in the strict sense
because vertices in a simplex have di↵erent colour and thus cannot be identified [120].
Remark 2.65 (D-manifolds from polytopes). For an atom a 2 A which is not
simplicial it is neither obvious whether there exist a D-polytope with the corresponding
graph c =   1(@a) as its dual boundary graph, nor whether this is unique. Certainly,
only loopless atoms al 2 Al are candidates. Any loop in the boundary graph would
violate the defining property (P3) for polytopes.
Even for a subset of Al with a unique interpretation as polytopes, the set of molecules
generated from these atoms is not equivalent to a set of polyhedral D-complexes. Along
the same general argument carried out in remark 2.63 in the simplicial case, the lo-
cal polytope interpretation provides the molecules with the structure of combinatorial
pseudo-D-manifolds; but various possible kinds of loops again violate (P3) such that the
complexes are not polyhedral complexes in the strict sense of definition 2.17 but only
generalized polyhedral complexes (definition 2.22).
Unfortunately, there is no colouring similar to the simplicial case at hand in general for
improving this situation. Still, such a colouring can be used to enhance a subclass of D-
regular loopless molecules AD,l to polyhedral pseudo-D-manifolds [159]. The essential
idea is to use the possibility to construct simplicial atoms from regular, loopless patches
(remark 2.59) to obtain a subdivision of a regular loopless atom. If this subdivision,
possibly after a further finite number of subdivision moves, is itself a (D+1)-colourable
simplicial molecule (as described in remark 2.64), the atom has an interpretation as
a ((D + 1)-coloured) simplicial complex, and, removing the subdivision, as a coloured
abstract polytope with simplicial boundary. This boundary, and thus the (dual) graph
cD,l, can even be shown to be D-colourable [61,159]. Finally, colour-preserving bondings
of such atoms result in molecules equivalent to abstract polyhedral complexes in the
strict sense (for the same reasons as in the plain simplicial case, remark 2.64).
Using the reduction mechanism from labelled regular molecules to arbitrary ones, one
could in principle attempt to make a more ambitious statement. By showing the exis-
tence, for D odd (even), of a surjective map from labelled D-regular D-coloured bound-
ary graphs to C (resp. Ceven), one could conjecture the following:
Conjecture 2.66. D-coloured graphs capture all of C (Ceven).
In order to prove this statement it is necessary to show that in every class ⇡ 1D,l(c) ⇢ eCD,l,
there is a graph that is D-colourable.
The benefit would be that in this way one could, for arbitrary molecules m, specify the
subclass whose molecules allow for a subdivision into the colourable subclass of fMk,s-nb.
correspond to the so-called “ -complexes” well known in algebraic topology [151].
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Thus, all these molecules would have a well-behaved topological structure as polyhedral
pseudo-D-manifolds.
The purpose of this section 2.2 has been a constructive definition of the 2-complex struc-
ture underlying SF and GFT amplitudes unveiling their molecular structure. A focus
has been on the way arbitrary such molecules can be obtained from simpler subclasses
in terms of a distinction of cells in real and virtual ones. This allows in particular to
construct any molecules from k-regular atoms, and to obtain any closed graph as the
boundary graph of a molecule constructed from simplicial atoms. Finally, I have dis-
cussed the conditions under which these 2-complexes can be extended to complexes of
larger dimension, allowing for a spacetime interpretation.
2.3. Calculus on combinatorial complexes
After the detailed investigation of the combinatorial spacetime structures relevant for
quantum gravity, the topic of this section which is based on [58, 160] is the definition
of fields (that is, most generally, exterior forms) thereon. Furthermore, I introduce
a discrete calculus in this combinatorial setting, generalizing [148]. This is not only
relevant for a proper derivation of discrete quantum gravity models from established
continuum formulations of GR. The main aim in the context of this thesis is rather
to provide an adequate formalism entailing a definition of a Laplacian on a discrete
geometry to lay the ground for the definition of e↵ective dimension observables on
quantum geometries which are based on the Laplacian’s spectrum (section 4.1).
I start in section 2.3.1 by defining p-form fields on a complex as cochains and discuss their
geometric meaning. For a geometric realization of a complex as a cellular decomposition,
geometry is induced from the ambient space. Equally well, relevant geometric data,
i.e. volumes of cells, can simply be assigned to a combinatorial complex which I call a
geometric interpretation. A geometric interpretation is the prerequisite for a definition
of Hodge duality in terms of the dual complex.
In section 2.3.2, I use Hodge duality to define an inner product on p-forms analogously
to (continuum) di↵erential geometry, turning the space of p-forms into an L2-space.
This gives rise to a convenient bra-ket formalism for p-form fields.
Section 2.3.3 then introduces the exterior di↵erential, induced from taking Stokes the-
orem as a definition. With both a derivative and Hodge duality at hand, the definition
of the Laplacian is then straightforward. Finally, I discuss at length the properties of
the Laplacian acting on scalar fields on the dual complex, which is the case relevant for
the e↵ective dimension observables. The geometric interpretation of the dual plays a
particular role here and I argue that a barycentric interpretation is most appropriate
from a physical, field-theory point of view.
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2.3.1. Exterior forms and Hodge duality on complexes
One can identify a natural concept of discrete forms in terms of the dual of chains
on complexes in the linear-algebraic sense [148, 149, 161–163]. In contrast to the cited
literature where typically cellular decompositions of some ambient space are the starting
point, here the definitions are set in the purely combinatorial context. This involves in
particular that, where necessary, an orientation is not induced from ambient space but
defined in the sense of definition 2.24.
Definition 2.67 (p-forms). On a finite combinatorial complex C, for p > 0, the space of
C- (or R-)valued p-forms ⌦p(C) is defined as the space of p-cochains Cp(C) := Cp(C,C)
(or Cp(C,R)) which is the dual space Cp(C,C) ⌘ Hom(Cp(C),C) to the space of p-chains
Cp(C) (definition 2.28).
Using a bra-ket notation, I write cells c 2 C[p] understood as basis elements of Cp(C) as
|c). Accordingly, (c| denotes the dual basis elements in Cp(C), induced by the pairing
(c|c0) =  c,c0 (2.38)
Thus, a p-form field   2 ⌦p(C) has an expansion in the cochain basis as
( | =
X
c2C[p]
( |c)(c| . (2.39)
Remark 2.68 (Interpretation and comparison to the continuum). The mean-
ing of defining fields on a complex as cochains becomes clear when comparing with
the continuum [148, 149]. Take, for example, a finite triangulation T of a Riemannian
manifold (M, g) which is a geometric realization T = |Csim| of an abstract simplicial
complex Csim (definition 2.1). Then, p-cochains can be naturally interpreted as dis-
cretized p-forms   2 ⌦p(C) ⇠= Cp(C) by smearing the continuous form  cont 2 ⌦p(M)
over p-surfaces S ⇢ |Csim| ⇢ M represented by chains |S) =
P
i |ci) 2 Cp(Csim) in the
triangulation:
 (S) := ( |S) =
X
i
( |ci) =
X
i
Vci ci =
X
i
Z
|ci|
 cont =
Z
S
 cont , (2.40)
where Vc denotes the p-volume of the realization |c| of c in |Csim| and  c denotes the
(averaged) field value of  cont over c. In particular, for a single p-simplex c represented
by |c) one has
 (c) = ( |c) = Vc c =
Z
|c|
 cont. (2.41)
Therefore, the coe cients ( |c) carry the interpretation of integrated field values, while
the coe cients  c are the physical discrete field components.9 Obviously, this requires
an embedding of the abstract simplicial complex into the continuum manifold in terms
of a geometric realization.
9 For this reason, in [58] I had chosen the convention  c = ( |c) =  (c)/Vc instead of (2.40) where
the volume factors are then part of the co/chain basis. There is also a third convention [164], used
in random lattice field theory [165–167], where only the Hodge dual fields are densities carrying the
whole n-volume.
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However, note that, even though motivated by discretization, definition 2.67 works per-
fectly well for finite combinatorial complexes C. A geometric interpretation in terms of
p-volumes Vc as induced by the ambient space M in the case of triangulations is not
needed at this stage, as long as one is only interested in the forms ( | themselves and
not in quantities  c.
Nevertheless, even a combinatorial complex without any realization as a decomposition
of some smooth space can be given a geometric meaning:
Definition 2.69 (geometric interpretation). For (C, dim,>) a combinatorial com-
plex, a geometric interpretation is an assignment of a dim(c)-volume Vc 2 C to every
cell c 2 C (where all vertices c 2 C[0] are assigned trivial volumes Vc = 1). It is called a
proper geometric interpretation if Vc 2 R+ \ {0} for every c 2 C.
Remark 2.70. Note that for a geometric realization |C| the set of volumes {Vc}c2C is
usually not independent. For example, if a complex Csim has a realization as a piecewise
linear simplicial complex |Csim|, there are various sets of variables which determine all
volumes, such as the set of edge lengths, or in n = 4 dimensions the set of areas and
dihedral angles (examples relevant in quantum gravity are discussed in appendix A.1).
Thus, a combinatorial complex together with such variables has an induced geometric
interpretation.
To define an inner product of p-forms similar to the continuum case, a discrete version
of Hodge duality is necessary. Most approaches to a discrete calculus [161–163, 168]
use the Whitney embedding map to define the Hodge dual. But this is not available
for purely combinatorial complexes since there is no ambient space from which such
structure can be induced. Alternatively, in [148] a definition of the Hodge dual is given
solely in terms of a dual complex (but still in a setting of embedded complexes). Based
on the general notion of a dual complex for any combinatorial complex (definition 2.5)
this definition can be generalized:
Definition 2.71 (Hodge duality). Let C be a finite n-dimensional complex with geo-
metric interpretations {Vc} and {V?c} for the primal complex C as well as the dual
complex C? = ?C. For each p = 0, 1, . . . , n, the Hodge star operator ⇤ is an isomorphism
⌦p(C) ⇠= Cp(C)  ! ⌦n p(C?) ⇠= Cn p(C?) between p-forms on C to (n   p)-forms on
C? induced by the ?-duality, defined by its action on field components as the complex
conjugate of the ?-dual form,
 c
⇤7! (⇤ )?c :=  ⇤c . (2.42)
Remark 2.72. In the bra-ket notation, chains on the dual complex are notated as bras
(?c| while their cochains are notated as kets | ? c). Thus, the Hodge-dual forms are also
kets,
( | =
X
c2C[p]
Vc c(c| =
X
c2C[p]
( |c)(c| (2.43)
# ⇤ (2.44)
| ) := | ⇤  ) =
X
c2C[p]
V?c 
⇤
c | ? c) ⌘
X
c?2C?[n p]
(c?| )|c?) . (2.45)
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Remark 2.74 (Circumcentric dual and Voronoi decomposition). If a geometric
realization |Csim| is a Delaunay triangulation, the circumcentric dual complex is a
Voronoi decomposition. A Delaunay triangulation is obtained by constructing n-sim-
plices from a set of points in a metric space such that no point is in the interior of the
circumsphere of any n-simplex. From the same set of points, an n-cell of a Voronoi
decomposition associated with some point x is constructed as the set of points closer to
x than to any other in the set.
For this reason the circumcentric dual is often also called Voronoi dual. But this is
meaningful only for Delaunay triangulations. For an arbitrary triangulation the cir-
cumcentric dual complex and the Voronoi decomposition with respect to the vertex set
of the triangulation are di↵erent. In fact, the Voronoi decomposition does not have the
structure of a dual complex for triangulations which are not Delaunay. This is particu-
larly important in a fundamentally discrete setting (like in GFT), where the simplicial
pseudo-manifold is constructed as a spin-foam molecule (i.e. a bonding of n-simplices)
and the geometry of each simplex is defined independently of its neighbours. The di↵er-
ence is further detailed in the discussion of the Laplacian in section 2.3.3 and in figure
2.26 below.
2.3.2. Inner product and bra-ket formulation
With Hodge duality on complexes defined, one can now equip the space ⌦p(C) of discrete
p-forms with an L2-space structure as common in the continuum. On a Riemannian
n-manifold (M, g), Hodge duality induces an inner product of p-forms  , 2 ⌦p(M)
by pairing   with the dual form ⇤ ,
( , ) =
Z
M
  ^ ⇤ =
Z
M
 i1...ip(⇤ )ip+1...id
p
g dxi1 ^ . . . dxin . (2.49)
This defines an L2-space of forms L2⌦p(M) [171]. An extension of the bra-ket (·|·)
between chains and cochains will serve the same purpose in the discrete setting of
combinatorial complexes.
Definition 2.75 (inner product on ⌦p(C)). Let C be a finite pure n-dimensional
complex. An inner product ⌦p(C)⇥ ⌦p(C)  ! C is then defined by
( , ) :=
X
c2C[p]
( |c)(?c| ) (2.50)
With this inner product, the field space ⌦p(C) ⇠= ⌦n p(C?) is the L2 space of p-forms
since its dimension is the number of p-cells in the finite complex C,
dim⌦p(C) = dim⌦n p(C?) = Card(C[p]) <1 . (2.51)
Remark 2.76 (bra-ket formalism). One can furthermore define a pairing between
p-chains on the finite complex C and (n  p)-chains on its dual C? for the basis elements
as
(?c|c0) :=  c,c0 . (2.52)
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Because the space of chains is of finite dimension, the completeness relationX
c2C[p]
|c)(?c| = I (2.53)
follows directly. Together with the usual pairing of chains and cochains (2.38) such
a resolution of the identity yields the inner product as a pairing of primal and dual
cochains
( | ) (2.52)= ( |
X
c2C[p]
|c)(?c| ) =
X
c2C[p]
 c 
⇤
?c. (2.54)
To define a formalism with unique types of bras and kets, one can go one step further
(beyond [148]) and notationally identify primal chains with dual cochains and dual
chains with primal cochains, i.e. for all c 2 C
|c) ⌘ | ? c) , (c| ⌘ (?c| . (2.55)
Then one can write orthonomality and completeness relations
(c|c0) =  c,c0 ,
X
c2C[p]
|c)(c| = I (2.56)
with a four-fold meaning (for the action of chains on cochains on C as well as on C (2.38),
and for the pairing of primal with dual chains as well as cochains (2.52)).
With this identification, a notation of Hodge duality (definition 2.71) can be defined on
the level of coe cients as
(⇤ |c) := (?c| ) ⌘ (c| ) = ( |c)⇤ . (2.57)
The following commutative diagram shows the identifications and dualities by which
the discrete L2 position function space is defined:
⌦p(C)OO
⇠=
✏✏
oo ⇤ // ⌦n p(C?)OO
⇠=
✏✏
Cp(C) ff
⇠
&&
oo ? //
OO
⌘
✏✏
Cn p(C?)OO
⌘
✏✏
Cn p(C?)
xx
⇠
88
oo
?
// Cp(C)
(2.58)
In the case of triangulations, all the maps are already well known [148,149] except for the
last identification denoted as ‘⌘’, which makes it possible to have a Dirac position space
notation. Furthermore, I have generalized the formalism from simplicial decompositions
(i.e. triangulations) to arbitrary finite pure n-dimensional combinatorial complexes.
2.3.3. Exterior derivative and the Laplacian
One can easily introduce the exterior di↵erential operator on discrete forms on a finite
pure complex with chain complex (C(C),  ) using Stokes theorem as a definition [148,
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149]. For the integration of the di↵erential of a form   2 ⌦p 1(C) over one orientable
p-cell cp in a complex C with realization as the cellular decomposition |C| of a pseudo-
manifold, the theorem states that
d (cp) =
Z
|cp|
d cont =
Z
|@cp|
 cont =  ( cp) . (2.59)
Thus, the di↵erential operator is induced by the coboundary operator, which is the
operator adjoined to the boundary operator   with respect to the duality between chains
and cochains.
Definition 2.77 (di↵erential). On a finite pure complex C with chain complex (C(C),  )
the di↵erential is a linear map d : ⌦p 1(C)  ! ⌦p(C) defined by its action on single
cells
d (cp) :=  ( cp) =
X
cp 1<cp
⌘cp,cp 1 (cp 1) (2.60)
or, equivalently, in the bra-ket notation
(d |cp) := ( | cp) =
X
cp 1<cp
⌘cp,cp 1( |cp 1) (2.61)
The sign factors ⌘cp,cp 1 take into account the orientation of the faces cp 1 relatively to
the cell cp (proposition 2.25).
Remark 2.78. One can check that the di↵erential on the dual complex is indeed the
adjoint to the di↵erential on the primal one, (d | ) = ( |d ). More precisely, if one
does not write the inner product directly as a pairing of a bra and a ket but as a bilinear
form on either ⌦p(C) or ⌦n p(C?), the adjoint operator of the di↵erential d? as usual is
d? := ( 1)n(p+1)+1 ⇤ d⇤ , (2.62)
taking into account the sign of multiple Hodge operations [148].
Using the above notions of discrete di↵erential and codi↵erential, one can now simply de-
fine the discrete Laplacian using the standard definition of the Hodge-Laplace-Beltrami
operator in the well-known form [171]:
Definition 2.79 (Laplace operator). Under the assumptions of definition 2.77, the
Laplacian is defined as
  = d?d + dd? . (2.63)
Example 2.80 (dual scalar Laplacian). For later purpose (chapter 4), the action of
the Laplacian on dual scalar fields   2 ⌦0(C?) ⇠= ⌦d(C), or equivalently, on fields living
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on n-cells on a closed combinatorial pseudo-manifold C is of particular interest:10
(   )v =  (v|( 1)n(1+1)+1 ⇤ d ⇤ d )
= ( 1)n(n n) 1
Vcn
(d ⇤ d |cn)
=
1
Vcn
X
cn 1<cn
⌘cn,cn 1(⇤d |cn 1)
=
1
Vcn
X
cn 1<cn
⌘cn,cn 1
Vcn 1
Vc?1
(c?1|d )
=
1
Vcn
X
cn 1<cn
⌘cn,cn 1
Vcn 1
Vc?1
X
c?0<
?c?1
⌘?c?1,c?0(c
?
0| )
=
1
V?v
X
v0⇠v
V?(vv0)
Vvv0
( v    v0) . (2.64)
In the first line, the vanishing of d? / ⇤d⇤ on 0-forms is used, while in the next four lines
the di↵erential and Hodge star operator are applied one after the other. In the second
line, cn denotes the dual cell ?v and, in the fourth line, c?1 denotes the dual cells ?cn 1
accordingly. The last line is just a reordering of terms. The dual volumes Vc?1 = Vvv0
in the denominator are the lengths of the dual edges c?1 = (vv
0) = ?(cnc0n) between
the vertex v where the dual Laplacian is evaluated at and its neighbours v0 ⇠ v. An
alternative, more intuitive notation for these is therefore l?cnc0n ⌘ l?vv0 ⌘ Vvv0 .
The action of the Laplacian on a scalar field ket
 |  ) =  
X
v
|v)(v|  ) (2.64)=
X
v
|v) 1
V?v
X
v0⇠v
V?(vv0)
l?vv0
⇥
(v| )  (v0| )⇤
=
"X
v
V  1?v
 X
v0⇠v
wvv0
!
|v)(v|
#
| ) 
"X
v
V  1?v
X
v0⇠v
wvv0 |v)(v0|
#
| )
⌘ D| ) A| ) . (2.65)
is of the general type of a graph Laplace matrix [172]: up to the inverse volume factor
V  1?v , on the 1-skeleton graph of the dual complex it is a di↵erence of an o↵-diagonal
adjacency matrix A in terms of weights
wvv0 :=
V?(vv0)
l?vv0
(2.66)
and a diagonal degree matrix D with entries
P
v0⇠v wvv0 . Thus, in the trivial case of
constant volumes over the complex, e.g. equilateral triangulations, the Laplacian is just
proportional to the combinatorial graph Laplacian of the dual 1-skeleton of the complex.
By definition, such discrete (graph) Laplacians obey three desirable properties [172,173]:
10In the Regge calculus literature, a Laplacian of the same form is derived for a primal scalar field (i.e. a
scalar field living on the vertices of the primal simplicial complex) in the circumcentric case [28].
Then the dual Laplacian   is guessed to have exactly the form (2.64).
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Remark 2.81 (properties of the scalar Laplacian). The Laplacian (2.64) has the
following properties:
1. Null condition: (  ) = 0 if, and only if,   is constant. This is obvious because
   is the di↵erence of position values of  . A zero mode in the spectrum of  
reflects the fact that C corresponds to a closed pseudo-manifold.
2. Self-adjointness : The Laplace operator is self-adjoint with respect to the inner
product
( |  ) = (  | ) . (2.67)
This is reflected by the symmetry of the weights wvv0 .
3. Locality : The action of   at any given position, (  )v, is a↵ected only by field
values  v0 at neighbouring positions, i.e. vertices v0 incident to v. In discrete
calculus, this comes directly from the definition of the Laplacian as a second-order
di↵erential operator.
In the case of a cellular decomposition |C| of a pseudo-manifold M, a further natural
condition which is built into the formalism from the start (by the definition of di↵eren-
tials via Stokes theorem) is the
4. Convergence to the continuum Laplacian under refinement of triangulations.
To see this, consider a region ⌦ 2 M large compared to the scale a ⇠ V 1/pcp of cells
cp 2 C, in which the function   and its derivatives do not vary strongly. Since products
V?(vv0)l
?
vv0/n provide a local n-volume measure, one hasX
v2⌦
Vv(   )v =
X
v2⌦
X
v0⇠v
V?(vv0)
l?vv0
( v    v0) ⇡ 2n Vol(⌦)
X
v?12⌦
 v    v0
a2
. (2.68)
Summing over all the dual edges v?1 2 ⌦ gives e↵ectively a rotationally invariant expres-
sion. In particular, it is an average over hypercubic lattices and the di↵erence term can
readily be identified as the Laplacian in the continuum limit, just like in standard lattice
field theory with hypercubic lattice size a. Because  v+aeµ  !
a!0  v+av(@
µ )veµ+O(a2),
the di↵erence term gives
2nX
v0
 v    v0
a2
=  
nX
µ=1
1
a
✓
 v+aeµ    v
a
   v    v aeµ
a
◆
 !
a!0  
nX
µ=1
(@µ )v   (@µ )v aeµ
a
eµ ⇡  
dX
µ=1
(@µ@µ )v . (2.69)
Remark 2.82 (circumcentric vs. barycentric dual). Despite the validity of the
above properties, one has to expect that it is not possible to preserve all the features
of the continuum Laplacian in the discrete setting. This is expected on general grounds
and has been shown for example in the case of two-dimensional triangulations [173]. As
a result, the definition of a discrete counterpart of the continuum Laplacian cannot be
unique. In the present case, it is therefore natural to wonder which properties of the
continuum Laplacian are not preserved by the discrete scalar Laplacian   (2.64).
The answer turns out to depend also on the specific choice of the geometry of the dual
complex, that is, on the choice of its geometric realization as compared to the primal
complex. The two distinguishing features are linear precision and positivity.
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5. Linear precision: On a piecewise linear (“straight-line” [173]) polyhedral decom-
position |Cpoly| of flat space M ⇢ Rn, it holds that (  )v = 0 if   is a linear
function  (xµ) = a +
Pd
i=1 aµx
µ in Cartesian coordinates xµ. By linearity, this
is equivalent to a vanishing Laplacian ( x)v = 0 of the coordinate function x
(considered as a bunch of scalars xµ).
Linear precision holds for circumcentric dual geometries, in which case the dual lengths
are l?vv0 = |xvˆ   xvˆ0 | and (with unit face normals nˆvv0 = xv xv0|xv xv0 |)
( x)v /
X
v0⇠v
V?(vv0)
l?vv0
l(xv   xv0) =
X
v0⇠v
V?(vv0)nˆvv0 = 0 (2.70)
is true because these are exactly the closure relations for the polyhedral cell ?v dual to
the vertex v. This property fails, on the other hand, in the barycentric case. One can
understand this heuristically by noting that generically l?vv0 6= |xvˆ xvˆ0 | in any dimension
for the barycentric dual edges, such that ( x)v reduces to a sum over normals of a set
of modified faces, which cannot be expected to close, in general.
The second property is
6. Positivity of the weights: wvv0 > 0 for all edges (vv0) 2 C?[1]. It is also called
Markov property [174] and is directly related to Osterwalder-Schrader positivity.
The latter is crucial for a Euclidean quantum field theory to yield unitarity in the
corresponding Lorentzian theory after Wick rotation [175].
Positivity holds if all the volumes in the weights are positive. This is generically true
for barycentric duals. For circumcentric duals the situation is less general. Positivity
does hold for circumcentric duals of regular complexes (where the circumcenters lie in
the simplices). However, this is not the case for irregular circumcentric duals. When a
circumcenter does not lie inside the simplex, the part of the dual length associated with
this simplex is negative such that in some cases the sum of the two parts is negative
(see figure 2.26), inducing negative Laplace matrix weights.
Therefore, as anticipated, the choice of geometry of the dual complex is crucial, yielding
di↵erent properties for the discrete Laplacian. In quantum gravity, in particular in the
investigation of the spectral dimension, the barycentric dual is to be preferred:
Remark 2.83 (physics choice for the Laplacian). Quite in general, the null-
condition, symmetry and positivity are required properties for any Laplacian. They
are even taken as the defining properties in fractal spectral theory [174] (see appendix
A.1). On the contrary, from the physics’ perspective it could be expected on general
grounds that standard locality and linear precision might be violated.
Furthermore, the relation of the notion of locality for   in the combinatorial context
and the continuum is not immediate. Indications of a breakdown of standard locality
actually exist in several approaches to quantum gravity (e.g. [43,176–178]). In fractional
calculus, which can be used as an e↵ective description of fractal and other anomalous
spacetimes, the Laplacian may be composed by fractional integro-di↵erential operators,
which are non-local (by the dependence on non-neighbouring points) [179–182].
Linear precision is not needed either, because the combinatorial manifolds considered are
not flat in general and its only relevance is as an asymptotic property in the continuum
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theories of discrete spacetime, as discussed in detail in section 1.2.2. Though reflection
positivity in a Euclidean formulation has not been yet directly related to unitarity in
this context, one still expects such relation to exist, even if it is not realized by a simple
Wick rotation. Therefore, it seems preferable to maintain it in the definition of the
discrete theory.
The main reason in the context of this thesis concerns the application of the discrete
Laplacian operator as the central quantity to define the spectral and walk dimension
(chapter 4). The calculation of these observables uses the discrete Laplacian operator for
defining a test di↵usion process taking place on the discrete structures defining quantum
gravity states and histories. Positivity of the Laplacian is then a necessary requirement
for a properly defined di↵usion process and thus for a sensible notion of observables.
With this section 2.3 I have concluded the discussion of combinatorial complexes, show-
ing how discrete calculus can be defined in this context and for discrete geometries
consisting in an additional assignment of geometric data to the complex cells. I have
explained how the dual complex gives rise to a definition of Hodge duality for p-form
fields which are understood as cochains on the complex. Given an exact sequence of
boundary maps   on the space of chains it is then possible to use Stokes theorem to
define a di↵erential structure on discrete p-forms. Finally I have discussed the proper-
ties of the resulting scalar Laplacian and argued that a geometric interpretation using
the barycentric dual complex should be chosen to maintain positivity of the Laplacian,
needed for a meaningful definition of spectral and walk dimension.
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The purpose of this chapter is a detailed presentation of GFT as a completion of SF
models. In particular I will introduce group field theories, i.e. models of GFT, which
allow for boundary states based on arbitrary boundary graphs and are thus compatible
with LQG and SF models, further strengthening the relation between the theories and
thus contributing to the theory crystallization discussed in section 1.2.4. This is based
on the publication [61].
As discussed in section 1.2 already to some detail, there are various di↵erences between
LQG, SF models and GFT in the first place, concerning both kinematics and dynamics.
Nevertheless, SF models and GFT are rather closely related in the sense that for any
SF model there is GFT model which generates the SF amplitudes in the perturbative
expansion of the GFT path integral. So far this has been true up to one subtlety: while
in both approaches there is a main focus on the simplicial setting, i.e. on the definition
of amplitudes based on triangulations, SF models have recently been extended to a more
general class of complexes [35]; so far, in GFT the question of such an extension has not
been addressed, up to some brief remark on the possibility in principle [184]. In this
chapter I will show how to close this gap and define GFT models for the extended SF
models.
The challenge to generalize GFT to cover arbitrary combinatorial structures is even more
pressing when viewed from the perspective of LQG. Due to the setting of LQG with
kinematical states defined in terms of embedded graphs G ⇢ ⌃ coming from curves in a
smooth spatial background manifold ⌃, these graphs allow for arbitrary combinatorics,
i.e. their combinatorial structure is given by the most general closed graphs c 2 C, in
particular with vertices of arbitrary valence. In a simplicial setting, on the other hand,
states are defined on the dual boundary graph of a simplicial complex of spacetime
dimension D which is thus D-regular, i.e. all vertices are incident to D edges. For
compatibility with LQG, the KKL-extension of SF models [35] is constructed precisely
on the basis of a space of boundary states with support on arbitrary graphs c 2 C.
The aim here is thus to define a GFT framework that can accommodate, both kinemati-
cally and dynamically, all the states and histories that one might expect to appear in SF
models and which are compatible with LQG. The combinatorial structures introduced
in the preceding chapter set the stage for such a generalization.
There are two ways how GFT can be extended towards this goal. The first proposal
constitutes a very formal (and thereby somewhat trivial) generalization of GFT to a
formalism based on an infinite number of fields. Such a multi-field GFT generates series
catalogued by arbitrary spin-foam molecules, such that arbitrary graphs label quantum
states. It is a direct counterpart of the KKL-extension of gravitational SF models. The
main point in defining this theory is showing the absence of any fundamental obstruction
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to accommodating arbitrary combinatorial structures. However, such a field theory is
not expected to be useful since the sum over complexes seems hard to be tamed.
More interesting and much more manageable is a second construction. The standard
simplicial GFT contains an interaction based on the simplicial spin-foam atom which
can be interpreted as the dual 2-skeleton of a D–simplex. As shown in section 2.2.3, the
simplicial atom equipped with a labelling of real and virtual cells is su cient to construct
a general class of molecules covering the whole class of closed graphs on their boundary
Thus, simplicial GFT is su cient to generate 2–complexes with arbitrary boundary
graphs. The challenge, however, is to assign correct amplitudes. This is solved by a
mild extension consisting in an augmentation of the data set over which the field is
defined, providing control over the combinatorial structures generated by the theory.
Such a mechanism is known as dual-weighting [185–188] and permits to tune the theory
to a regime in which the perturbative sum is catalogued by appropriately weighted
arbitrary spin-foam molecules. This allows to give an explicit GFT formulation of the
KKL-extension of gravitational SF models; but even more it allows to propose a new
class of models incorporating similar constraints which are arguably better motivated
from the geometric point of view.
The plan of this chapter is the following. In order to motivate GFT as a completion
of (gravitational) SF models, I will start in section 3.1 with a review of SF theory as a
proposal for quantum gravity, i.e. as a discrete gauge theory providing a path integral
based on a variation of quantum BF theory. Thereby, I will highlight in particular how
the combinatorial structures as introduced in section 2.2 arise in this framework and
show that the theory can be defined on such purely combinatorial structure from the
beginning.
In section 3.2 I will then introduce GFT, in particular with respect to its definition
as a quantum field theory generating SF amplitudes. While GFT Feynman diagrams
are usually considered as stranded diagrams, I will recast the GFT formalism in a way
showing explicitly the spin-foam molecule structure encoded. This renders the first
generalization strategy of a multi-field GFT a straightforward task. In this manner, any
spin-foam molecule can be generated, albeit in a rather formal manner, with an infinite
set of GFT fields.
In section 3.3 I will thus move over to labelled structures, which permit a much simpler
class of GFTs, based on a single GFT field over a larger data domain. The technique
of a dual weighting, standard in tensor models, allows then to generate dynamically
the class of non-branching simplicial spin-foam molecules fMk,s-nb. Drawing upon the
results of section 2.2.3, these can be related to a very general class of molecules in
M covering arbitrary boundary graphs. Finally I will show how the GFT propagator
and interactions can be devised such that the resulting models generate weights for the
molecules in M and that e↵ectively assign to them the amplitudes of 4-dimensional
quantum gravity SF theory.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are based on the publication [61].
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3.1. Quantum gravity as discrete gauge theory
The essential idea of SF models is to obtain a GR path integral (0.1) from the classically
equivalent Plebanski-Holst formulation on a discrete manifold instead of a smooth one,
extending the well-understood example of quantum BF theory. The Plebanski-Holst
action
Sph[!, B] = Sbf[!, B] + Ssimp[!, B] + SHolst[!, B] (3.1)
consist of three parts depending most generally on a connection 1-form ! for some group
G and a (D   2)-form B valued in the Lie algebra g of G. The first two parts, the BF
action Sbf together with the constraint term Ssimp, define the Plebanski action
SPl[!, B] = Sbf[!, B]+Ssimp[!, B] =
1
2
Z
M
✏IJKLB
IJ ^FKL [!]+ 1

Z
M
 IJKLB
IJ ^BKL
(3.2)
where  = 16⇡Gn and G is further specified to the local symmetry group of GR such
that one can represent B and the curvature F [!] as antisymmetric tensors on a local
frame according to ⇤2(R4) ⇠= g = Lie(G). The Holst action
SHolst[!, B] =
1
 bi
Z
M
B
IJ ^ FIJ [!] (3.3)
provides a further topological term which allows to relate the phase space of the theory
to loop quantum gravity and which turns out to improve the quantum dynamics.
In this section I will review how a path integral Z(C) of the Plebanski-Holst theory
discretized on a combinatorial manifold C reduces to a SF state sum
Z(C ) =
Z
C
D!DB eiSph[!,B] (3.4)
 ! Z(m) =
Z
[dg]
Y
vˆ2bV
Avˆ(gvˆ)
Y
v¯2V
Av¯(gv¯)
Y
v2V
Av(gv) . (3.5)
on the spin-foam molecule m = mC (definition 2.41) which is the subdivision of the
2-skeleton of the dual C? (cf. theory explication 1.4).
The presentation will be along the following lines. First, I will give the derivation for
the discrete topological (BF) path integral in the way common for SF models, but
formulated in the more precise language of discrete exterior calculus (3.1.1). Then, in
section 3.1.2, I will reformulate this path integral revealing the underlying molecular
structure of a SF state sum. Finally, in section 3.1.3, I discuss the inclusion of the
gravitational part, that is the application of simplicity constraints on the quantum state
sum.
3.1.1. Discrete BF theory
The definition of SF models relies essentially on a quantization method for topological
BF theory based on a cellular decomposition of the underlying spacetime manifold M,
i.e. a definition of the BF partition function
Zbf(M) =
Z
D!DB ei
R
M tr(B^F [!]) . (3.6)
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In the following I will demonstrate how this partition function can be defined directly
for combinatorial manifolds.
According to the discrete exterior calculus for fields on complexes (section 2.3), let us
consider a combinatorial D-dimensional manifold C. Then, the B field takes values on
(D   2)-cells cD 2 2 C[D 2],
Bx 7! BcD 2 = (B|cD 2). (3.7)
The wedge product B ^F is commonly understood in the discrete such that the 2-form
F lives on 2-cells f = c?2 = ?cD 2 in C?, the dual complex1,
Fx 7! (f |F ) = (cD 2|F ) (3.8)
such that one obtains a fundamentally discrete form of the BF action as a functional of
combinatorial D-manifolds C:Z
M
tr(B ^ F ) 7!
X
cD 22C
tr [(B|cD 2)(cD 2|F )] =
X
f2C?[2]
tr [(B|f)(f |F )] . (3.9)
This defines the BF partition function (3.6) more explicitly specifying the formal inte-
gration measures D! and DB. For consistency with the definition of its curvature F
(3.8), the connection ! is defined as a discrete 1-form on dual edges e = c?1 2 C?[1] such
that (with the slight abuse of notation Bc = (B|c) etc., in contrast to (2.41))
Zbf(C) =
Y
e2C?[1]
Z
d!e
Y
f2C?[2]
✓Z
dBf e
i tr(BfFf [!e])
◆
. (3.10)
The field B can formally be integrated out
Zbf(C) =
Y
e2C?[1]
Z
d!e
Y
f2C?[2]
 g(Ff [!e]) (3.11)
showing that the integration is e↵ectively only over flat connections, implemented here
by the delta function  g on the Lie algebra g.
For the combinatorialD-manifold C a change of variables from connections to holonomies
proves especially practical. On a smooth manifold M, a holonomy is the path ordered
exponentials of the connection integrated along a closed curve   starting and ending at
a point x 2M,
Hx[ ,!] = Pe 
H
  !. (3.12)
At each point x these form a subgroup of the gauge group G. In these terms, the cur-
vature at x is the di↵erential of holonomy at identity (according to the Ambrose-Singer
theorem [189]). That is, infinitesimally, i.e. for curves   along which the connection !
is varying slowly,
Hx[ ,!] ⇡ I  Fx[!]. (3.13)
1In contrast to this, attempts to define a wedge product in the mathematical literature of discrete
exterior calculus [148] are build on the cup product of algebraic topology. In that case all terms in
the product are exterior forms on the primal complex.
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In the discrete analogue, the smallest closed curves on the dual complex C? are those
around faces f 2 C?[2] such that the delta function for curvature translates into a delta
function  G on the group G
 g(Ff [!])  !  G(Hf [!]) (3.14)
for the discrete version of holonomy
Hf [!] := Hv[@f,!] = Pve 
P
e<f ⌘f,e!e = Pv
Y
e<f
 
e !e
 ⌘f,e (3.15)
where the discrete path-ordered product Pv is simply determined by a start vertex v < f ,
though the delta function (3.14) is independent of this starting point. This motivates
the change to group variables on edges e 2 C?[1]
he = e
 !e 2 G (3.16)
which are called holonomy variables as well in quantum gravity. The state sum running
over these degrees of freedom is thus
Zbf(C) =
Y
e2C?[1]
Z
dhe
Y
f2C?[2]
 G
⇣Y
e<f
he
⌘f,e
⌘
(3.17)
where dhe is the Haar measure on G and the path ordering in the product
Q
e<f of group
elements is left implicit here and in the following. This state sum has the standard form
of a lattice gauge theory [190] with particular face weight wf =  G .
The crucial idea for further simplification of this state sum is to transform into the
representation space of the group G. According to the Peter-Weyl theorem, square
integrable functions on a compact topological group can be decomposed into a direct
sum of its irreducible unitary representations ⇢. This works in particular for the delta
function
 G(h) =
X
⇢
dim(⇢) tr⇢(D
⇢(h)) (3.18)
where dim(⇢) is the dimension of the irreducible unitary representation ⇢ and D⇢(h)
denote its representation matrices. Since the matrices D⇢(h) are furthermore group
homomorphisms, they commute with group multiplication such that
 G
⇣Y
e<f
he
⌘
=
X
⇢f
dim(⇢f ) tr⇢f
h
D⇢f
⇣Y
e
he
⌘i
=
X
⇢f
dim(⇢f ) tr⇢f
h⇣Y
e
D⇢f (he)
⌘i
(3.19)
where here and in the following the relative orientations ⌘f,e are left implicit. This
factorization (inside the traces) allows to separate the path integral into a product of
single integrals
Pe({⇢f}) :=
Z
dhe
Y
f>e
D⇢f (he) (3.20)
which are projectors on the G-invariant subspace of the tensor product of representation
due to the group averaging. This simplifies the state sum to
Zbf(C) =
X
{⇢f}
Y
f2C?[2]
dim(⇢f ) tr⇢f
Y
e2C?[1]
Pe({⇢f}) . (3.21)
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where {6j} refers to the above 6j symbol (3.23) and c(⇢f ) is some linear combination
of representation labels. This partition function is explicitly of the form of a SF state
sum (3.5). It is the partition function of the Ponzano-Regge model [126] for G = SO(3),
already discussed in the form (1.22) in section 1.2.3 from the point of view of quantum
Regge calculus. In particular, it is the state sum of Euclidean quantum gravity in D = 3
since the BF action is classically equivalent to GR, the only change being the choice of
“Euclidean” gauge group SO(3) instead of the 3-dimensional Lorentz group SO(2, 1).
Simplicial BF theory in four dimensions
Algebraically, GR-related BF theory in D = 4 does not di↵er substantially from the
D = 3 case when one chooses G = Spin(1, 3) ⇠= SL(2,C) or Spin(4) ⇠= SU(2)⇥ SU(2)
which leads to classically equivalent formulations in the Plebanski formulation [18]. For
a simple model, I will thus stick to G = SO(3) ⇠= SU(2) here.
Combinatorially, on the other hand, already for the simplest case of an abstract sim-
plicial 4-complex C, the intertwiners are not trivial but there is an infinite basis to be
summed over. Group averaging four SO(3) representation matrices yieldsZ
dheD
⇢1
m1n1(he)D
⇢2
m2n2(he)D
⇢3
m3n3(he)D
⇢4
m4n4(he) (3.25)
=
X
⇢e
X
me,ne
✓
⇢1 ⇢2 ⇢e
m1 m2 me
◆✓
⇢3 ⇢4 ⇢e
m3 m4 me
◆ ✓
⇢1 ⇢2 ⇢e
n1 n2 ne
◆✓
⇢3 ⇢4 ⇢e
n3 n4 ne
◆
.
Reordering of face traces tr⇢f in (3.21) into contractions along the dual boundary graphs
b4,s of the 4-simplices in the simplicial complex (figure 3.2) leads to a contraction of ten
3j symbols, two for each of the five edge projectors Pe. Such a contraction at a dual
vertex v is a 15j symbol {15j}v as it depends on fifteen representations, ten for the faces
and five for the edge intertwiners. Accordingly, the resulting partition function
Zbf(C) =
X
{⇢f}
X
{⇢e}
Y
f2C?[2]
dim(⇢f )
Y
v2C?[0]
{15j}v (3.26)
has a similarly compact form as in D = 3 dimensions.
Apart from the concise form of the partition function there is no need for a restriction
to simplicial complexes for SF models. The same modification of the BF path integral
(3.21) into a state sum with vertex amplitudes (3.24), (3.26) are possible for any poly-
hedral complex, and even more, fore any (dual) 2-complex. For an arbitrary number of
representations, the projector (3.20) evaluates to a sum over 3j symbols associated with
either one of the edge ends. These symbols are contracted at each vertex according to
its combinatorial type which is just the spin-foam atom as introduced in section 2.2.1.
Thus, a generic BF partition function actually depends only on the spin-foam molecule
m = mC of a combinatorial D-complex, which is the subdivision of its dual 2-skeleton.
Moreover, for this reason there is a straightforward generalization of the partition func-
tion to arbitrary SF molecules m 2M. In the next section, I will present a formulation
of SF models which shows the spin-foam-molecule structure of the partition function
more explicitly from the beginning.
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⇢1
⇢2
⇢3 ⇢4
⇢5
⇢35
⇢25
⇢34
⇢12
⇢13
⇢15
⇢23 ⇢24 ⇢45
⇢14
Figure 3.2.: The fifteen representations associated with the dual boundary graph b4,s of a com-
binatorial 4-simplex.
3.1.2. Spin-foam molecule formulation
It is illuminating to reformulate the state sum’s construction emphasizing the underlying
spin-foam-molecule structure (cf. [35]). This can be done in a constructive way according
to the constructive nature of their combinatorial structure as introduced in section 2.2.1.
Take as a starting point the Hilbert space of gauge-invariant boundary states of the
present discrete gauge theory
H =
M
c2C
Hc where Hc = L2(G|Ec|/G|Vc|) . (3.27)
As mentioned before (section 1.2.3), this space is very similar to the kinematical state
space in LQG with the main di↵erence that it is a simple direct sum of Hilbert spaces
(instead of a projective limit, or the union of spaces related by cylindrical consistency)
over abstract graphs (without any embedding into a background manifold ⌃).
A complete and orthogonal basis of (3.27) is given by spin-network states [16]. A
spin network (c, ⇢e¯, ◆v¯) is defined by assigning G-representations ⇢e¯ to all edges e¯ and
intertwiners ◆v¯ to all vertices v¯ in a closed graph c 2 C (equipped with some orientation
⌘e¯,v¯ such that each ◆v¯ is a G-invariant map from representation spaces on edges e¯ with
⌘e¯,v¯ =  1 to those with ⌘e¯,v¯ = +1).
Contracting all the intertwiners according to the graph structure yields an amplitude
A(c, ⇢e¯, ◆v¯) := tr⇢e¯
O
v¯2c
◆v¯ . (3.28)
This spin network amplitude is invariant under change of graph orientation. Quite
generally, observables in the theory are orientation-independent, though orientability of
graphs and 2-complexes is necessary.
Spin networks can be generated from intertwiners like (bisected) boundary graphs are
generated from patches (B =  (P), prop. 2.37). Each intertwiner ◆v¯ ⌘ ◆pv¯ inherits
the combinatorial structure of a patch pv¯ when considered as mapping between repre-
sentations ⇢v¯vˆ on half edges (v¯vˆ) 2 pv¯. A set of intertwiners {◆pv¯} generates then a
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spin network (b, ⇢v¯vˆ, ◆pv¯) if b =  ({pv¯}) and if representations are pairwise identical,
⇢v¯1vˆ = ⇢v¯2vˆ ⌘ ⇢vˆ, along all bisecting vertices vˆ 2 b:
v¯1
⇢v¯1vˆ
vˆ
⇢v¯2vˆ
v¯2 v¯1 vˆ
⇢vˆ
v¯2
This construction is most explicit in the second quantized reformulation of LQG in
terms of GFT where one-particle field excitations are exactly such patches labelled with
algebraic data, and identifications of data are e↵ected by appropriate superposition
states [144,192]. In this notation, the spin network amplitude (3.28) reads
A(b, ⇢v¯vˆ, ◆pv¯) = tr⇢vˆ
O
v¯2b
◆pv¯ . (3.29)
Spin-foam amplitudes are then constructed from spin-network amplitudes as the un-
derlying spin-foam molecules are obtained from bonding atoms. The spin network am-
plitude (3.29) is precisely the generic form of a vertex amplitude in the BF state sum,
attached to the spin-foam atom a = ↵(b) via the bulk map ↵ (definition 2.32). To
distinguish them as such, all variables may further be labelled by the atom’s vertex v,
i.e. representations ⇢vv¯vˆ and intertwiners ◆pvv¯ = ◆pv¯(b), as well as the atom and graph
av = ↵(bv) itself. The {6j} and {15j} symbols in (3.24) and (3.26) are just the special
cases of simplicial, i.e. complete, graphs b3,s and b4,s,
{6j}v = A(b3,s, ⇢vv¯vˆ) , {15j}v = A(b4,s, ⇢vv¯vˆ, ◆pvv¯) . (3.30)
A set of spin networks {(bv, ⇢vv¯vˆ, ◆pvv¯)}v2V defines then a spin-foam (m, ⇢vv¯vˆ, ◆pvv¯) if there
are bonding maps  j such that m = ]{ j}{bv} and if intertwiners are compatible with
these bondings depending on the particular model. For BF theory the compatibility
condition requires
◆pv1v¯ = ◆pv2v¯ ⌘ ◆v¯ for every bonding   : pv1v¯ ! pv2v¯ in { j} : (3.31)
v¯
vˆ
◆pv1v¯ v¯
vˆ
◆pv2v¯
v¯
◆pv¯
vˆ
Note that this implies in particular that all representations on the patches are identified
pairwise ⇢v1v¯vˆ = ⇢v2v¯vˆ ⌘ ⇢v¯vˆ according to the bonding  . With the identifications of
representations on each spin network this results in a single representation ⇢vˆ for each
vˆ 2 bV, in analogy to (3.21). Thus, one can define the BF spin-foam amplitude for a BF
spin foam (m, ⇢vv¯vˆ, ◆pvv¯) to be
Abf(m, ⇢vv¯vˆ, ◆pvv¯) =
Y
vˆ2bV
dim(⇢vˆ)
Y
v2V
A(bv, ⇢vv¯vˆ, ◆pvv¯) (3.32)
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and the BF partition function is simply the sum of these amplitudes over identified re-
presentations ⇢vˆ and intertwiners ◆v¯. Since the partition function in this form is explicitly
a sum over internal spin networks, it is a “state sum” in a particularly meaningful way.2
It is useful to render the model-dependent compatibility conditions (3.31) explicit in
the state sum, thus summing over generic, model-independent spin foams without any
a-priori relations between the basic variables ⇢vv¯vˆ and ◆pvv¯ . Since these conditions relate
variables on patches along bondings, they are formulated in terms of edge amplitudes
Av¯(◆pv1v¯ , ◆pv2v¯). In the case of BF theory these are simply delta functions
Av¯,bf(◆pv1v¯ , ◆pv2v¯) =  (◆pv1v¯ , ◆pv2v¯) (3.33)
which identify at the same time the representations which the intertwiners are defined
on, as well as the particular intertwiner maps themselves. The generalization of (3.21)
to arbitrary spin-foam molecules is then
Zbf(m) =
X
{⇢vv¯vˆ}
X
{◆pvv¯}
0@Y
vˆ2bV
dim(⇢vˆ)
1A0@Y
v¯2V
 (◆pv1v¯ , ◆pv2v¯)
1A Y
v2V
A(bv, ⇢vv¯vˆ, ◆pvv¯)
!
(3.34)
where ⇢vˆ in the face amplitude denotes the resulting variable after identification of all
⇢vv¯vˆ at vˆ.
An equivalent description of these models is the operator spin foam formulation [157].
There, a spin foam is an assignment of irreducible G-representations to faces f 2 C?[2]
inducing G-invariant intertwiner Hilbert spaces on edges e 2 C?[1], together with a
class of operators Pe on these spaces. These operators should be understood exactly as
the maps instantiating the compatibility conditions (3.31) along bondings. Again, this
formalism extends (3.21) by allowing for operators Pe di↵erent from the BF projectors
(3.20) in which intertwiners are simply identified. In this way it allows relaxations of
the flatness condition.
Alternative formulations and variables
There are various similar formulations of SF models using slightly di↵erent variables
each, but which are all based on the spin-foam molecule structure. In the above deriva-
tion it is the change from holonomy to representation variables (3.19) which e↵ects the
transition from edge variables to face variables, generalized further to variables on the
boundary of spin-foam atoms. Similar localization to variables on the atoms are equally
well possible in holonomy variables (and also in B field Lie algebra variables [193,194]).
This is not only interesting for graviational models but in particular relevant for the
field-theoretical description in terms of GFT as well as for compatibility with lattice
gauge theory tools such as of coarse graining methods [156,195,196].
The so called holonomy spin-foam formulation [156] takes the BF path integral over
holonomy variables (3.17) as a starting point and implements relaxations of the flatness
2Partition functions for topological field theories and SF models are usually called “state sums” in
the first place simply because they are considered as statistical partition functions where then states
correspond to spacetime configurations; the present formulation adds another meaning since the path
integral here is really a sum over internal d-dimensional (“spatial”) states.
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condition by introducing additional group variables. Instead of one holonomy he per
edge e = (v1v2) 2 C?[1], there are two holonomies hv1v¯, hv2v¯ for the corresponding half-
edges (v1v¯), (v2v¯) as well as a group variable gv¯vˆ for each incident face with subdivision
vertex vˆ. While the holonomies are simply doubled in this way, the variables gv¯vˆ are
controlled by a factorizing edge amplitude Av¯(gv¯vˆ) =
Q
(v¯vˆ)E(gv¯vˆ) such that the path
integral takes the general form
Z(m) =
Z
[dhvv¯]
Z
[dgv¯vˆ]
Y
(v¯vˆ)
E(gv¯vˆ)
Y
vˆ
 G
 Y
v¯<vˆ
(hv1v¯gv¯vˆhv2v¯
 1)⌘vˆ,v¯
!
(3.35)
where ⌘vˆ,v¯ is just an alternative notation for the relative face-edge orientations in terms
of their corresponding subdivision vertices. This integral is already genuinely based on
the subdivision of the (2-skeleton) of C?, and thus on a molecule m = mC . Integrating
out the group variables gv¯vˆ yields a discrete gauge theory with e↵ective face weights
wvˆ which trivialize to BF theory with wvˆ =  G for the special case of edge amplitudes
with E =  G . The holonomy spin-foam formulation is a special case of the operator
spin-foam formulation due to the factorizing property of the edge amplitude [156].
From the GFT perspective, the most interesting form which the state sum (3.35) can be
recast into [156] is one involving only edge and vertex amplitudes. A change to group
variables gvv¯vˆ allows to rewrite the state sum as
Z(m) =
Z
[dgvv¯vˆ]
Y
v¯
P(gv1v¯, gv2v¯)
Y
v
V(gv) (3.36)
where P(gv1v¯, gv2v¯) is an edge amplitude depending on all gvv¯vˆ incident to the edge bi-
secting vertex v¯, thus involving two adjacent vertices v1 and v2, and V(gv) is a vertex
amplitude depending on all gvv¯vˆ incident to the vertex v. Similar to the formulation in
representation variables (3.21), the edge function P e↵ectively depends only on combi-
nations of variables gv1v¯vˆg
 1
v2v¯vˆ
and the vertex function V depends only on combinations
gvv¯1vˆg
 1
vv¯2vˆ
. All details will be discussed in section 3.2 where I will explain the field-
theoretic generation of SF state sums (3.36) in terms of GFT.
3.1.3. Gravitational models
In 4-dimensional spacetime, GR dynamics are recovered from the BF action when adding
simplicity constraints. These are encoded in the Plebanski action (3.1) in terms of
the Lagrange-multiplier term quadratic in the field B. There is a range of strategies
how the resulting constraints can be applied in the quantum theory, most prominently
described by the the models associated with the names Engle-Pereira-Rovelli-Livine
(EPRL) [197–199], Freidel-Krasnov (FK) [200] and Baratin-Oriti (BO) [194]. Moreover,
any of these models is shown to permit in principle an extension to arbitrary spin-foam
molecules M [35], called its KKL-extension.
For the present purpose, i.e. the definition of GFT models for these gravitational SF
models, the particular choices in each model are not as relevant as the general form of
the simplicity constraints in the resulting SF amplitude. For this reason I will explain
in this section only the relevant generic aspects and illustrate them with one particular
example.
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The constraint equations of motion for the Lagrange multiplier resulting from the clas-
sical smooth Plebanski action (3.2) are
B
IJ ^BKL = vol ✏IJKL (3.37)
with volume 4-form vol = 14!✏MNOPB
MN ^ BOP . These are the classical simplicity con-
straints. They have four sectors of solutions:
B
IJ
= ±✏IJ KLe
K ^ eL , (3.38)
B
IJ
= ±eI ^ eJ . (3.39)
Inserting the first solution (with ‘+’ sign) into the Plebanski action (3.2) yields then the
Palatini action of GR. In this sense they are equivalent.
On a simplicial molecule m 2 M4,s, the simplicity constraints can be implemented
locally on each simplicial atom a4,s ⇢ m using the canonical extension to a 4-simplex
(remark 2.63). Accordingly, the field B lives on triangles  2 which are in one-to-one
correspondence to the bisecting boundary vertices vˆ 2 a4,s. Moreover, corresponding to
a Lie-algebra-valued 2-form they have the meaning of area 2-forms in the local frame
of the 4-simplex. Indeed, the discrete simplicity constraint equations e↵ect that in
this sense the discrete version of the field B provides the geometry of a 4-simplex in
flat spacetime, often called a “geometric 4-simplex” [201, 202]. That is, the discrete
field Bvˆ = (B|vˆ) (3.7) satisfying the discrete simplicity constraints induces a geometric
interpretation to each a4,s ⇢ m, and thus to the simplicial molecule m as a generalized
simplicial complex (remark 2.63) as well.
For SF models, an alternative, slightly stronger version of these discrete quadratic sim-
plicity constraints is typically used: the linear simplicity constraints [200,203,204] which,
applied on each tetrahedron dual to a vertex v¯ on the boundary of atoms a4,s, readX
vˆ2a4,s
B
IJ
vˆ NJ (v¯) (3.40)
where NJ (v¯) is the normal directing the tetrahedron in internal space.
The addition of the Holst term (3.3) in the Plebanski-Holst action (3.1) results simply
in a change to variables B
IJ    bi 12✏
IJ
KLB
KL
(for  bi > 0) in the linear simplicity
constraints (3.40). These constraints are applied on the states in the state sum as
operator equations which leads to a restriction of allowed representations to sum over,
or to non-commutative  -functions in the B-field representation.
As a concrete example, consider the Euclidean version with local symmetry group G =
SO(4). The restriction on the representations of g = Lie(G) = so(4) ⇠= su(2)+⇥ su(2) 
is then then given by
J =
n
J 2 Irrep(g) : J = (j+, j ) with j j+ =
|1  bi|
1+ bi
and j± 2 N/2
o
. (3.41)
which are called  bi-simple representations. Choosing with hindsight the spin-foam for-
mulation (3.36), this yields for each pair of edges (v1v¯), (v2v¯) in the spin-foam molecule
m the amplitude
Av¯(gv¯) ⌘ P(gv1v¯, gv2v¯) =
Z
G2
dhv1v¯ dhv2v¯
Y
(v¯vˆ)
p(gv1v¯vˆ, gv2v¯vˆ;hv1v¯, hv2v¯) (3.42)
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that factorizes across the boundary edges (v¯vˆ) incident to the vertex v¯ into operators
p(gv1v¯vˆ, gv2v¯vˆ;hv1v¯, hv2v¯) =
X
Jvˆ2J
trJvˆ
⇣
gv1v¯vˆ h
 1
v1v¯ SJvˆ ,N0hv2v¯ g
 1
v2v¯vˆ
⌘
. (3.43)
Here, SJ,N is the gauge-covariant simplicity operator
SJ,N =
8>>><>>>:
dim(J)
Z
S2N
d~n |j+~ni|j ~ni hj+~n|hj ~n| , ( bi > 1)
dim(J)
Z
S2N
d~n |j+~ni|j ~ni hj+~n|hj ~n| , ( bi < 1)
(3.44)
which is defined in terms of the representation dimension dim(J) = (2j+ + 1)(2j  + 1)
and using su(2) coherent states |j±~ni [205] which are summed by integration over S2N ,
the unit 2-sphere in the 3-dimensional hypersurface perpendicular to the 4-vector N , in
particular N0 = (1, 0, 0, 0).
Since both the simplicity operator SJ,N and the gauge averaging are already imple-
mented in the edge amplitude (3.42), the vertex amplitude for this model is simply
Av(gv) = Vb(gv) =
Y
(v¯1,vˆ),(v¯2,vˆ)2Eb
 (gvv¯1vˆ, gvv¯2vˆ) , (3.45)
where b = (Vb, Eb) is the bisected boundary graph associated to the spin-foam atom
in m containing v. Packing everything together, one obtains a particular gravitational
model
Z(m) =
Z
[dg]
Y
v¯2V
Av¯(gv¯)
Y
v2V
Av(gv) . (3.46)
The relevance of these amplitudes becomes clear when attaching a 4-dimensional re-
ference frame to each vertex v, v¯ and vˆ in each spin-foam atom a in the molecule m.
Then, each holonomy hvv¯ has the meaning of a parallel transport from v to v¯, while
the group elements gvv¯vˆ are the parallel transports from v¯ to vˆ on the boundary of
each spin-foam atom, hence the v-dependence. The ordered product of elements hvv¯
arising in faces containing vˆ constitutes the holonomy representation of the curvature
tensor (3.15). Because of the nontrivial edge amplitude (3.42) applying the simplicity
constraints (via the operator SJ,N ) it is obvious that curvature is not restricted to be
flat in this model such that geometric degrees of freedom are propagating.
Note that there is a straightforward extension of gravitational SF models to arbitrary
spin-foam molecules m 2 M. The restriction to simplicial molecules is only needed to
obtain the discrete version (3.40) of the simplicity constraints on each simplicial atom
corresponding to a 4-simplex. The resulting amplitudes (3.42), however, are insensitive
to this specification of combinatorics since they factorize over boundary edges. There-
fore, they are defined for any spin-foam molecule m 2M. This is indeed the rational of
the KKL-extension for SF models as introduced in [35].
2su(2) coherent states are defined as |j~ni = n|jji where |jji is the highest weight state in the irrep j
of su(2) and n = exp(~n · ~ ) 2 SU(2) in terms of generators ~ .
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There is however a caveat: the meaning of the simplicity constraints (3.40) is tightly
related to the geometry of the 4-simplex as determined by area 2-forms on its boundary.
When generalizing to other polytopes such a geometric interpretation via areas is non-
trivial and a modification of the simplicity constraint, depending on the combinatorial
structure of each specific polytope, is expected. It is not obvious at all whether sim-
plicial edge amplitudes of the type (3.42) applied to non-simplicial spin-foam molecules
encode the information of simplicity constraint in the SF state sum in an appropriate
way.
In this section 3.1 I have introduced SF models in three steps: first I have reviewed their
derivation as discrete path integrals for a BF-type action of GR. Then I have discussed
in detail the origin and relevance of their molecular structure and discussed various
equivalent formulations in alternative variables. Finally, I have sketched how simplicity
constraints lead to gravitational amplitudes and presented their form with an explicit
example.
3.2. Generating functions for spin-foam molecules and
amplitudes
The crucial issue left open in SF models as such is their triangulation dependence,
or more generally, their dependence on the underlying spin-foam molecule. While in
topological theories, and in particular in BF theory which is the basis for SF models,
the partition function depends by definition only on the underlying topology, this is
no longer true for gravitational models. Since one does not observe any e↵ect of a
preferred discrete spacetime structure in experiment, a reasonable requirement for a
theory of quantum gravity is the smoothness and di↵eomorphism invariance of GR in
some limit or regime, coined the continuum limit. Thus arises the question how SF
models can account for such a continuum limit.
In principle there are two possibilities: (a) one can show complex independence also for
gravitational models, either directly in an approximative sense (i.e. that a finite (set of)
measurements is su cient to determine observables for a given degree of accuracy) or
using some notion of refinement of the complex-dependent amplitudes [196,206]; (b) the
dependence on complexes is removed by average over a class of them in terms of some
summing description.
In this thesis I focus on the second alternative. This means, according to the theory
explication 1.4 in section 1.1, that I understand SF models in the summing description
(1.18): a spin foam (SF) model is a model of a quantum theory defined by a molecule
independent partition function
Z =
X
@m=;
wm Z(m) , (3.47)
which is a sum of molecule dependent partition functions Z(m) (3.5) over a subclass
of closed spin-foam molecules m 2 M with weights wm. As mentioned above (section
1.2.2), GFT provides a complete prescription for both Z(m) and wm.
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In this section I will review the way GFT provides such a complete SF model description
for various subclasses of m. First, I present the usual GFT set-up as common in the
literature (section 3.2.1). In section 3.2.2, I recast the formalism using the combinatorial
language of atoms and molecules. This will clarify how the graphs supporting LQG
states occur, as well as the complexes supporting spin-foam amplitudes.
Then (section 3.2.3) I will present the class of GFT models that are standard in the
literature. These are based on a single field and generate series catalogued by a specific
subset of the unlabelled spin-foam molecules M. Via the interpretation given in section
2.2.4, these are associated to k-dimensional simplicial structures. Then, one can attempt
to directly generate (larger subsets of) M. In this context, the first generalization is
e↵ected simply by broadening the type of interaction terms in the theory while keeping
a single field. Such models are already common in the GFT literature. [159,207–215].
To generate all molecules inM in the most straightforward fashion, the GFT field space
has to be infinitely extended. I will make this explicit in section 3.2.4, before I will
present in the next section 3.3 a much more elegant and e cient class of GFTs which
reproduce the same results in terms of a single group field.
3.2.1. Group field theory
The general definitions and components of GFTs, as one finds them in the literature
[21–23, 37, 114, 115], are the following. A group field is a function of k 2 N copies of a
Lie group G
  : G⇥k  ! R . (3.48)
A group field theory is a quantum field theory for a group field, defined by a partition
function
Zgft =
Z
D  e S[ ] , (3.49)
where D  denotes a (formal) measure on the space of group fields, while the action
functional takes the form
S[ ] =
1
2
Z
[dg]  (g1) K(g1, g2)  (g2) +
X
i2I
 i
Z
[dg] Vi
 {gj}Ji  Y
j2Ji
 (gj) . (3.50)
K is the kinetic kernel, Vi are interaction kernels of a certain combinatorially non-local
type, while I and Ji are finite sets indexing the interactions and the number of fields in
the ith interaction, respectively. Meanwhile, [dg] represents the appropriate number of
copies of the measure on G and { i}I is the set of coupling constants.3
The kinetic kernel is a real function with domain G⇥2n that (in some model dependent
manner) pairs arguments according to (g1a, g2a) with a 2 {1, . . . , k}:
K(g1, g2) = K(g11, g21; . . . ; g1k, g2k) (3.51)
The combinatorial non-locality satisfied by the GFT interaction kernels is a property
e↵ected through pairwise convolution of the field arguments. It is the main peculiarity of
3There is an analogous set of actions for complex group fields and of course, one can define models
involving several such fields.
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GFTs in contrast to local quantum field theories on spacetime. In more detail, the GFT
interaction kernels do not impose coincidence of the points, in the group space G⇥k,
at which the interaction fields are evaluated. Rather, the totality of field arguments
from the smaller group space G occurring in a given action term (that is k ⇥ |J | for an
interaction term with |J | group fields) is partitioned into pairs and the kernels convolve
such pairs, i.e.
V
 {gj}J  = V {gjag 1kb }  (3.52)
where j, k 2 J , a, b 2 {1, . . . , k} and (ja, kb) is an element of the pairwise partition of
the set J ⇥ {1, . . . , k}. The specific combinatorial pattern of such pairings determines
the combinatorial structure of the Feynman diagrams of the theory. It will be one of
the main foci in later discussions, both in the standard GFT models and, later on, in
the generalized class of models.
Besides this combinatorial peculiarity, the structure of GFT is similar to ordinary QFT.
Quantum observables, O[ ], are functionals of the group field. In particular, the kinetic
and interaction terms are quantum observables. Due to their functional form, they
motivate interest in a subset of polynomial functionals of the field: a trace observable is
a polynomial functional of the group field that satisfies combinatorial non-locality (since
all group elements are traced over pairwise). Thus, they have the generic form:
O[ ] ⌘
Z
[dg] B
 {gj}J  Y
j2J
 (gj) , where B
 {gj}J  = B {gjag 1kb }  (3.53)
and (ja, kb) is an element of the pairwise partition of the set J ⇥ {1, . . . , k}.
One can estimate expectation values of quantum observables using perturbative tech-
niques. In this way, the evaluation of an observable O[ ], expanded with respect to the
coupling constants { i}I , leads to a series of Gaussian integrals evaluated through Wick
contraction. The patterns of contractions are catalogued by Feynman diagrams  
hOigft = 1
Zgft
Z
D  O[ ] e S[ ]
=
1
Zgft
Z
D  O[ ]
X
{ci}I
Y
i2I
 cii
ci!
h Z
[dg]Vi({gj}
Y
j2Ji
 (gj)
ici
e 
1
2
R
[dg] (g1)K(g1,g2) (g2)
=
X
 
1
sym( )
A( ; { i}I) , (3.54)
where sym( ) are the combinatorial factors related to the automorphism group of the
Feynman diagram   and A( ; { i}I) is the weight of   in the series. The Feynman
amplitudes A( ) are constructed by convolving (in group space) propagators P = K 1
and interaction kernels.
The stranded-diagram representation of the Feynman diagrams   is immediate. With
reference to remark 2.43, one associates a coil Vcoil with k vertices to each occurrence of
the field  (g) in the integrand. In an interaction term, the fields represent a set of coils
Vs, while the combinatorial non-locality property of the interaction kernel encodes the
set of reroutings Es. Thus, each interaction term represents a stranded atom s = (Vs, Es).
The kinetic term, through its involvement in the Wick contraction, is responsible for
the bonding of these stranded atoms. Then, the perturbative expansion is quite clearly
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catalogued by stranded molecules. Through the bijection outlined in remark 2.43 the
stranded diagrams map to spin-foam atoms and molecules. An explicit formulation of
GFT in terms of the latter from scratch follows in a moment.
While one can define a GFT for any of the gravitational SF models described in sec-
tion 3.1.3, an alternative interpretation of GFT as a candidate for quantum gravity is
to understand the theory as providing models of quantum or random geometry. The
Feynman diagrams   generated by a GFT, being stranded molecules, can already be un-
derstood as combinatorial complexes. Even though these are two-dimensional, they can
be extended to D dimensions (although this enhancement is a subtle issue, see section
2.2.4).
Keeping to D-dimensional language, the group fields correspond to (D 1)-dimensional
building blocks of (D   1)-dimensional topological structures, the trace observables. In
a similar manner, the interaction terms in the action correspond to the D-dimensional
building blocks for D-dimensional topological structures cataloguing the terms of the
perturbative expansions.
Then, the estimation of observables hO1 . . . ON i via perturbative expansion yields a sum
over D-dimensional complexes whose boundaries are precisely the N complexes of D 1
dimensions encoded by observables. In other words, one is calculating the correlation
of the N (D   1)-dimensional complexes.
The intention of both the data contained in the group G and the kernels (boundary
B, kinetic K and interaction V) is to transform all these combinatorial-topological
statements above into quantum geometrical ones. More precisely, using results from
LQG and SF models they may be interpreted as one of the following: the discrete
gravitational connection, the discrete fluxes of the conjugate triad or the eigenvalues of
fundamental quantum geometric operators like areas and volumes.
3.2.2. Generating spin-foam molecules and amplitudes
According to the equivalence to stranded molecules (2.43) one can recast this GFT
formalism in terms of spin-foam molecules, detailed in section 2.2:
1. A set of group fields is indexed by a set of patches
  = { p}P , where  p : G⇥|Ep|  ! R , (3.55)
and p = ({v¯} [ bVp, Ep).
2. The set of trace observables is indexed by the set of bisected boundary graphs
O = {Ob}B , where Ob[ ] =
Z
[dg] Bb
 {gv¯}V Y
v¯2V
 pv¯(gv¯) (3.56)
and b = (V [ bV, Eb). The patches of b are in correspondence with vertices of V
and one has that gv¯ = {gv¯vˆ : (v¯vˆ) 2 Eb}. Combinatorial non-locality is realized
using the bisecting vertices bV. Each such vertex has a pair of incident edges and
thus they encode a pairwise partition of the data set {gv¯}V . Conversely, a pairwise
partition of this data set determines a graph b. Thus, the graphs in B catalogue
the combinatorially non-local configurations.
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Likewise, the set of vertex interactions is indexed by B
 b
Z
[dg] Vb
 {gv¯}V Y
v¯2V
 pv¯(gv¯) . (3.57)
As a result of the bijection in proposition 2.33, the interaction terms can be inter-
preted as generating spin-foam atoms a = ↵(b).
The kinetic term, through its role in the Wick contractions occurring in later
perturbative expansions, is responsible for the bonding of patches compatible ac-
cording to the compatibility condition p ⌘ p1 ⇠= p2 of definition 2.39. Thus,
1
2
Z
[dg]  p(gv¯1) Kp(gv¯1 , gv¯2)  p(gv¯2) , where Kp(gv¯1 , gv¯2) = K({gv¯1vˆ, gv¯2vˆ})
(3.58)
is a function of group elements for each (v¯ivˆ) 2 Ep.
3. Then, the partition sum
Z =
Z
D  e S[ ] (3.59)
defines a generic model specified by an action
S[ ] =
1
2
Z
[dg]  p(gv¯1)Kp(gv¯1 , gv¯2) p(gv¯2) +
X
b2B
 b
Z
[dg]Vb
 {gv¯}V Y
v¯2V
 pv¯(gv¯) .
(3.60)
4. Sums and products of trace observables can be estimated perturbatively, generat-
ing series of the type:
hOb1 . . . Obli =
1
Z
Z
D  Ob1 [ ] . . . Obl [ ] e S[ ]
=
X
m2M
@m=tli=1bi
1
sym(m)
A(m; { b}B) . (3.61)
Thus, the Feynman diagrams generated by GFTs are actually better characterized
as spin-foam molecules.
Using the above index, one can catalogue the generalized classes of GFT models that
make contact with the set of spin-foam molecules M.
It is worth noting some advantages of such a generalized concept of GFT models: First,
as one can see above, there is no technical obstacle whatsoever, within the GFT formal-
ism, to passing from a single-field GFT to a multi-field GFT (indexed by some set of
patches) and new interaction terms (indexed by some set of bisected boundary graphs).
Such choices generate broader classes of spin-foam molecules, as one might wish from
an LQG perspective.
Given the facility with which such generalized GFTs are defined, a real issue is rather to
pinpoint some criterion, for selecting one model over another. Other important issues
centre on settling i) whether or not one is able to control analytically or numerically
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the dynamics of such generalized GFTs and ii) whether or not such control is improved
by one choice of combinatorics over another. Indeed, these issues should also be posed
from the SF perspective.
A common choice in the SF and GFT literature is to restrict to spin-foam atoms and
molecules with a D-dimensional simplicial interpretation. This choice could be moti-
vated as being more ‘fundamental’, in the sense that one can triangulate more general
complexes but not vice versa, and as being simpler than other alternatives.
Moreover, generalized GFTs already exist in the literature. Indeed, so-called invariant
tensor models, which are in essence single-field GFTs with a specific subset of generalized
interactions [159], have been the setting for most studies on GFT renormalization [207–
215] and for analysis using tensor model techniques [121].
Finally, even in models starting with simplicial interactions only, one should expect
the quantum dynamics to generate new e↵ective interactions with generalized combi-
natorics. In turn, these new interaction terms should then be taken into account in
the renormalization flow of the simplicial models. Again, the issue is not whether such
combinatorial generalizations can be considered, but how one should deal with them in
the quantum dynamics of the theory.
3.2.3. Simplicial group field theory
It is worth presenting in more detail the special case of GFT based on k-simplicial
structures Ak,s, thus generating molecules in Mk,s. As I have argued in section 2.2.4,
such structures have a simplicial interpretation. They correspond to a particularly
simple choice of combinatorics for the GFT action and represent a class of models that
are by far the most used in the quantum-gravity literature.
To generate D-dimensional spacetime structures, the group field must depend on k = D
copies of the group. Thus, simplicial group field theory is defined in the following way :
1. The group field corresponds to the unique D-patch pD,
  ⌘  pD : GD  ! R . (3.62)
2. The pairing of field arguments in the interaction kernel is based upon the unique
simplicial D-graph bD,s (i.e. the complete graph over D + 1 vertices)
VbD,s(g) = V({gijgji 1}) , with i < j . (3.63)
where i, j = 1, . . . , D+ 1 index the D+ 1 vertices V and thus the patches of bD,s.
The bisecting vertices are labelled by (ij). The edge joining the vertex i to the
vertex (ij) is denoted by ij, while the edge joining the vertex j to the vertex (ij)
is denoted by ji.
3. The action is therefore specified by
S[ ] =
1
2
Z
[dg]  (g1) K(g1, g2)  (g2) +  
Z
[dg] VbD,s(g)
D+1Y
j=1
 (gj). (3.64)
where data indices are abbreviated to gj ⌘ gv¯j . The combinatorics of propagator
and simplicial vertex kernel, both as boundary graphs and stranded diagrams, are
illustrated in figure 3.3 for D = 3 (compare also figure 3.1).
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building blocks with locally simplicial (D   1)-dimensional boundaries. All spin-foam
molecules generated by this GFT have boundaries in BD,l.
Thus, it is clear that the generalized simplicial GFT (3.65) is insu cient for the purpose
of defining dynamics for all LQG quantum states with support in the larger space B.
3.2.4. Multi-field group field theory
An obvious strategy for generating series catalogued by (larger subsets of) M is simply
to increase the number of field species entering the model. Such a scenario was already
anticipated at the outset of the GFT approach to SF models [184,216]. However, from a
field-theoretic viewpoint, it is a rather unattractive strategy, since the more one wishes
to probe quantum states on arbitrary boundary graphs in B, the larger the number of
field species and interaction terms required. Thus, the resulting formalism is not easily
controlled using QFT methods.
Having said that, with appropriate kinetic and interaction kernels, a multi-field GFT
assigns amplitudes to these broader classes of spin-foam molecules in the same manner
as they are defined in the generalized constructions for SF models [35, 36]. As a result,
these GFT models are at the same level of formality. Multi-field GFTs are illustrated
here simply for demonstration of the absence of any impediment in principle to having
such a GFT formulation for the quantum dynamics of all LQG states.
Explicitly, a multi-field group field theory is devised in the following manner:
1. A subset of patches Pmf ⇢ P defines a class of group fields
 mf = { p}Pmf . (3.66)
2. The bisected boundary graphs Bmf =  (Pmf) ⇢ B generated by Pmf induce a
distinguished class of trace observables
Omf = {Ob}Bmf ⇢ O (3.67)
which, in particular, can be utilized as interaction terms in the action.
3. A class of action functionals is then specified by
S[ mf] =
X
p2Pmf
1
2
Z
[dg]  p(g1)Kp(g1, g2) p(g2)+
X
b2Bmf
 b
Z
[dg] Vb({gv¯}
Y
v¯2V
 p(gv¯)
(3.68)
where b = (V [ bV, Eb).
4. In such a theory, the expectation value of an arbitrary product of observables takes
the form
hOb1 . . . Oblimf ⌘
Z
D mf Ob1 [ ] . . . Obl [ ] e S[ mf] =
X
m2Mmf
@m=tli=1bi
1
sym(m)
A(m; { b}Bmf) .
(3.69)
In this multi-field setting, the natural connection between a class of models and a par-
ticular value of spacetime dimension D is lost. Without doubt, it is di cult to identify
precisely generalized classes of spin-foam molecules, such that the reconstruction of a
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realization depends upon infinitely many fields and, in order to have non-trivial dynamics
for each field, infinitely many interaction terms. This likely renders any field theoretic
analysis rather impracticable.
Having said that, with appropriate choices for kinetic and interaction kernels, the multi-
field GFT based upon   and O generates series probing all the spin-foam molecules of
M, weighted by amplitudes coinciding with the KKL extension of the SF models and
propagating LQG states on graphs in B.
In this section 3.2 I have given a detailed introduction to GFT and explicated the
structure of the theory’s Feynman diagrams. According to their equivalence to spin-
foam molecules I have recast the definition of GFT in this language associating fields
with boundary patches and interaction vertices with spin-foam atoms. After illustrating
this structure for the case of simplicial GFT, I have shown how this formulation gives
rise to a generalization to a multi-field GFT corresponding to the KKL extension of SF
models in a straightforward way.
3.3. Dually weighted group field theories
To the extent that GFTs are currently analytically tractable, one is motivated to repack-
age the structures generated in the above multi-field GFT and devise a class of GFT
models that encode the quantum dynamics of arbitrary LQG states, while remaining
more practically useful. This means managing to encode arbitrary boundary graphs
using a single or at least a (small) finite number of GFT fields and interactions. The
key to achieving this result, which is the topic of this section, lies in the use of labelled
structures and the dynamical implementation of reduction moves in terms of a dual
weighting.
Thus, I start in section 3.3.1 defining the labelled version of GFT with a focus on the
simplest case, i.e. simplicial GFT. Then I introduce in section 3.3.2 the dual weights
and discuss in detail the mechanism how virtual structures are e↵ectively projected out
in the dynamics. Finally, in section 3.3.3, I discuss how a combination of dual-weighting
and gravitational operators defines a theory which yield sum-over-spin-foams dynamics
for gravitational models such as the model discussed in section 3.1.3.
3.3.1. Labelled simplicial group field theory
Utilizing the labelled simplicial structures ePk, eBk,s and eAk,s to generate spin-foam
molecules fMk,s (defined in section 2.2.2) is a simple generalization of the simplicial
model presented in section 3.2.3; the labelling distinguishes between cells considered as
real and cells considered as virtual in each molecule em 2 fMk,s.
1. The set of group fields is indexed by the set of labelled k-patches:
e  = {e ep}ePk , where e ep : G⇥|Eep|  ! R , (3.73)
Note that this is a finite set of fields: |e | = |ePk| = 2k. Also, |Eep| = k.
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2. The set of trace observables is indexed by the set of labelled k-regular, loopless
graphs eBk,l:
eO = { eOeb}eB , where eOeb[e ] = Z [dg] eBeb {gv¯}V Y
v¯2V
 ep(gv¯) , (3.74)
where eBeb implicitly depends on the edge labels drawn from {real, virtual}.
The set of vertex interactions is indexed by labelled simplicial k-graphs eBk,s. Since
these are all based on the complete graph over k + 1 vertices, one can utilize the
vertex labelling of equation (3.63):
 eb
Z
[dg] eVeb g  k+1Y
j=1
e ep(gj) (3.75)
This is a finite set of interactions: |eBk,s| = 2(k+12 ).
Of course, the set of interaction terms can be extended to those indexed byeBk,l =  (ePk), and one should probably expect them to be generated during
the renormalization process. However, the point is that the small set eBk,s is rich
enough to generate spin-foam molecules that could provide non-trivial correlations
for all of eBk,l (proposition 2.60), and so is a well-chosen minimal model to take
at the outset.
Again, using the bijection in proposition 2.33, the interaction terms can be inter-
preted as generating spin-foam atoms ea = ↵(eb).
The kinetic term is responsible for the bonding of patches just as in the unlabeled
case (3.58):
1
2
Z
[dg] e ep(g1) eKep(g1, g2) e ep(g2) , where eKep(g1, g2) = eK(gv¯1 , gv¯2) .
(3.76)
3. Then, the class of labelled simplicial GFTs is defined via:
Z =
Z
De  e S[e ] (3.77)
with:
S[e ] = 1
2
X
ep2ePk
Z
[dg] e ep(g1) eKep(g1, g2) e ep(g2) + Xeb2eBk,s  eb
Z
[dg] eVeb g  k+1Y
j=1
e ep(gj)
(3.78)
4. Trace observables can be estimated perturbatively, generating series of the type:
h eOeb1 . . . eOebli = 1Z
Z
De  eOeb1 [e ] . . . eOebl [e ] e S[e ]
=
X
em2 eMk,s
@em=tli=1ebi
1
sym(em)A(em; { eb}eBk,s) , (3.79)
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As pointed out in remark 2.55, not all molecules in fMk,s reduce to a molecule in M.
It is rather the subset of non-branching molecules fMk,s-nb ⇢ fMk,s that possesses this
property (remark 2.56). As a result, one needs a mechanism at the GFT level that
isolates this subset. This is possible with a dual-weighting mechanism and I will explain
it in the next section.
3.3.2. Dual weighting
It turns out that employing a simple technique at the field theory level allows one to ex-
tract directly the subclass of non-branching structures fMk,s-nb ⇢ fMk,s. This technique,
dubbed dual-weighting in the matrix model literature [185–187], assigns parameterized
weights to the vertices bV of the spin-foam atoms ea 2 eAk,s and, through the bonding
mechanism, of the spin-foam molecules em 2 fMk,s.4 These weights can be tuned so that
only virtual interior/boundary vertices in bV with precisely two virtual faces/one virtual
face incident survive. This is precisely the condition pinpointing the configurations infMk,s-nb.
The ground for a dual-weighting mechanism on a simplicial GFT is an extension of the
elementary data set of the field from G to G ⇥ ZM , where ZM = {0, 1, . . . ,M}. The
integer M can be regarded as a free parameter of the theory. Since these data sets are
associated to edges of both patches and boundary graphs, they permit a new encoding
of the edge labels {real, virtual}. The real label is encoded as the zero element 0 2 ZM ,
while the virtual label is encoded by the non-zero elements m 2 ZM \ {0}.
1. In this way, one can repackage the 2k fields e ep (ep 2 ePk,s) into a single field
  : (G⇥ ZM )k  ! R (3.80)
based on the unique unlabelled k-patch pk 2 Pk,s. This stems from the fact that
these patches have the same combinatorics, di↵ering only in the choice of labels
{real, virtual} assigned to their edges.
2. In principle, the trace observables are indexed once again by labelled, k-regular,
loopless graphs eb 2 eBk,l. Encoding the labelling as above, one can re-index
observables by unlabelled, k-regular, loopless graphs Bk,l:
O = {Ob[ ]}Bk,l , where Ob[ ] =
Z
[dg]
X
[m]
Bb
 {gv¯;mv¯}V Y
v¯2V
 (gv¯;mv¯)
(3.81)
where the combinatorial non-locality extends to the ZM variables. In e↵ect, the
observable Ob incorporates all 2|b| labelled observables eOeb with support on that
graphical structure.
However, combinatorial non-locality, in conjunction with this novel label-encoding,
places a restriction on Bb({gv¯;mv¯}V). To detail this, one uses the same indexing
of vertices and edges as in (3.63) with an extra label (a) to number multi-edges.
A simple illustration for a bisected edge between two vertices i, j 2 V looks like:
4The dual-weighting denomination stems from the fact that in 2d these vertices are in one-to-one
correspondence with the vertices of the dual complex. In that context, these parametrized weights
can be interpreted as coupling parameters for dual vertices.
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i
ij(a)(ij)(a)ji(a)
j
Then the graph b dictates that the boundary kernel has the form
Bb({gv¯;mv¯}V) = B({gij(a)g 1ji(a);mv¯}) . (3.82)
For labelled boundary graphs, both edges ij(a) and ji(a) are marked by the same
label {real, virtual}. This translates to the restriction that Bb({gv¯;mv¯}V) = 0
when mij(a) = 0 but mji(a) 2 ZM \ {0} or vice versa. The other way round,
Bb({gv¯;mv¯}V) 6= 0 only when bothmij(a) = mji(a) = 0 ormij(a),mji(a) 2 ZM\{0}.
The 2(
k+1
2 ) interaction terms are indexed by labelled simplicial graphs eb 2 eBk,s.
As with the boundary kernels, the labelling can be re-encoded in terms of the new
data set. As a result, one can capture all the interaction terms using the unique
unlabelled, k-regular, loopless graph b 2 Bk,s:
 
Z
[dg]
X
[m]
Vb(g;m)
k+1Y
j=1
 (gj ;mj) (3.83)
where in analogy to (3.63)
Vb(g;m) = V
 {gijg 1ji ;mv¯}  , with i < j , (3.84)
and the markers i, j 2 {1, . . . , k + 1} index the k + 1 vertices V ⇢ b and thus
the patches of b. Meanwhile, the pair ij (with j 6= i) indexes the edge joining
the vertex i to the bisecting vertex (ij). Combinatorial non-locality imposes an
analogous constraint on this interaction kernel.
Just as for labelled simplicial GFTs, the set of interaction terms could be ex-
tended to those indexed by Bk,l =  (Pk,s), while still invoking the dual weighting
mechanism. In terms of labelled structures, this means that one could isolatefMk,l-nb ⇢ fMk,l.
The kinetic term takes the form
1
2
Z
[dg]
X
[m]
 (g1;m1) K(g1, g2;m1,m2)  (g2;m2) (3.85)
with kernel
K(g1, g2;m1,m2) = K
 
gv¯1 , gv¯2 ;mv¯1 ,mv¯2
 
. (3.86)
Since the kinetic term is responsible for the bonding of the patches and bond-
ing respects labelling, then K 6= 0 only when both mv¯1vˆ = mv¯2vˆ = 0 or both
mv¯1vˆ,mv¯2vˆ 2 ZM \ {0}.
In order to define dually-weighted GFT, one has to specify the precise form of the ZM -
sector of the various kernels. The G-sector will be left unspecified for the moment,
dealing with specific cases in section 3.3.3. The crucial ingredient for the ZM -sector is a
dual-weighting matrix sequence {AM}M>0, defined as a sequence of invertible matrices
(where M denotes the size of AM ) which satisfy the condition
lim
M!1
tr
⇣
(AM )k
⌘
=  k,2. (3.87)
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The trace invariant information contained within an M ⇥M matrix AM can be charac-
terized in a number of ways, perhaps most familiarly through its M eigenvalues, which
arise as the roots of the characteristic equation. In the large-M limit, it is clear therefore
that one may impose an infinite number of conditions on the matrix traces.
For concreteness, consider as a specific sequence {AM} the diagonal matrices
(AM )mm0 = ( 1)mM 1/2 mm0 . (3.88)
These fulfill the conditions Eq. (3.87) since for odd k
tr
⇣
(AM )k
⌘
=  M k/2  !
M!1
0 (3.89)
and for even k
tr
⇣
(AM )k
⌘
=M1 k/2 (3.90)
which equals one for k = 2 and tends to zero in the large-M limit for k > 2. For more
uses of the dual-weighting mechanism see [188] and references therein.
The implementation of the dual-weighting mechanism places certain restrictions on the
kinetic, interaction and boundary kernels. The kinetic kernel takes the form:
K(g1, g2;m1,m2) = K(g1, g2;m1,m2) D
 1(m1,m2) , (3.91)
where K is constant across m1j ,m2j 2 ZM \{0}, for each j 2 {1, . . . , k}. In other words,
K only depends on whether the edges are real or virtual. Meanwhile, D factorizes across
the edges:
D(m1,m2) =
kY
j=1
dm1j ,m2j , with d =
✓
1 0
0 AM
◆
. (3.92)
The condition on K means that the value it attains only depends on whether the edges
are real or virtual. The zero entries in the d-matrix are the manifestation of non-mixing
of real and virtual edges. The dual-weighting matrix AM is the truly significant player,
as it will be responsible for restricting the spin-foam molecules in the large-M limit.
The interaction kernel takes the form
Vb(g;m) = Vb(g;m) I(m) where I(m) =
Y
(ij)
imij ,mji and i =
✓
1 0
0 IM
◆
(3.93)
where IM is the M ⇥M identity matrix and the function V only depends on whether
the edges are real or virtual. Accordingly, the boundary kernels take the similar form
Bb({gv¯;mv¯}V) = Bb({gv¯;mv¯}V) I({mv¯}V) where I({mv¯}V) =
Y
(ij)(a)
imij(a),mji(a)
(3.94)
and B only depends on whether the edges are real or virtual.
Of course, in true GFT style, one could shift the dual-weighting matrix to the interaction
kernels, that is, swapping IM for AM in the interaction kernel, while simultaneously
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swapping AM for IM in the kinetic kernel. Accordingly, in this realization, the boundary
kernels should also contain the dual-weighting matrix to ensure the correct propagation
of virtual edges.
Now, back to the definition of the dually-weighted GFTs:
3. The class of dually weighted GFTs is defined in terms of the partition function
Zdw-gft =
Z
D  e S[ ] (3.95)
based on the action
S[ ] =
1
2
Z
[dg]
X
[m]
 (g1;m1) K(g1, g2;m1,m2)  (g2;m2)
+ 
Z
[dg]
X
[m]
Vb(g;m)
k+1Y
j=1
 (gj ;mj) (3.96)
4. A trace observable can be estimated perturbatively, generating series of the type:
hOb1 . . . Oblidw-gft =
1
Zdw-gft
Z
D  Ob1 [ ] . . . Obl [ ] e S[ ]
=
X
em2 eMk,s
@em=tli=1bi
1
sym(em)A(em; ) , (3.97)
The series in the second line can be explicitly catalogued by labelled simplicial
k-molecules em 2 fMk,s according to the label information encoded in the ZM in
the integrand of each amplitude.
Now, the crucial property of these perturbative series is that only amplitudes attached
to the subclass of non-branching molecules survive in the large-M limit:
Proposition 3.1 (large-M limit). In the large-M limit, the observable expectation
values of dually weighted GFT possess perturbative expansions in terms of simplicial
k-molecules within the non-branching subclass fMk,s-nb (remark 2.56)
lim
M!1
hOb1 . . . Oblidw-gft =
X
em2 eMk,s-nb
@em=tli=1ebi
1
sym(em)A(em; ) . (3.98)
Proof. According to the definition of the amplitudes A(em; ), with em 2 fMk,s, in the
perturbative sum (3.97), the dual-weighting part of the amplitude factorizes across the
vertices vˆ 2 bV and for each vertex it takes one of two values:
1 for vˆ real.
tr
⇣Y
(v¯vˆ)
AM
⌘
for vˆ virtual.
(3.99)
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Due to the dual-weighting property (3.87), the second contribution vanishes in the limit
M  !1 unless there are precisely two/one edge(s) incident at this internal/boundary
vertex vˆ. This is exactly the defining property of fMk,s-nb (remark 2.56).
Proposition 3.1 allows to recast the perturbative series generated by the dually weighted
GFT in the large-M limit as a series catalogued by more generic molecules according
to the projection map ⇧k,s-nb : fMk,s-nb  ! M (remark 2.61). From proposition 2.62,
⇧k,s-nb does not cover the whole of M, but only a subset M0 = ⇧k,s-nb(fMk,s-nb). Thus,
the perturbative series can be rewritten as a sum over such generic spin-foam molecules
with e↵ective amplitudes
lim
M!1
hOb1 . . . Oblidw-gft =
X
m2M0⇢M
@m=tli=1⇡k,s-nb(ebi)
1
syme↵(m)
Ae↵(m; ) . (3.100)
In particular, every collection of boundary graphs drawn from B can be evolved within
this dually weighted GFT according to proposition 2.60 together with proposition 2.52.
Should one wish to include also a larger set of e↵ective molecules from M, this could be
easily obtained by incorporation of more interactions with support on Bk,l =  (Pk,s).
In the quantum gravity context, this means that dually weighted GFT is e↵ectively a
GFT describing physical inner products and correlations of various quantum gravity
states with support on arbitrary graphs, which are estimated using perturbative series
catalogued by spin-foam molecules of the most general combinatorics.
To illustrate this dual-weighting mechanism further, consider again the particular trace
observable (3.71) with a pyramid interpretation, now from the dual-weighting viewpoint.
Since the pyramid is 3-dimensional, the dually weighted GFT has to be defined in terms
of the field   : (G⇥ ZM )3  ! R. The pyramid observable has the following realization
composed out of six fields according to the graph b which is illustrated in figure 3.5 (cf.
the corresponding atom, figure 2.20):
Ob[ ] =
Z
[dg]
X
[m]
Bb(g;m) (g1;m1) (g2;m2) (g3;m3) (g4;m4) (g5;m5)  (g6;m6) .
(3.101)
The explicit non-local convolution structure according to the graph figure 3.5 is
Bb(g;m) = B(g12g
 1
21 , g23g
 1
32 , g34g
 1
43 , g14g
 1
41 , g15g
 1
51 , g25g
 1
52 , g36g
 1
63 , g46g
 1
64 , g56g
 1
65 ;mij).
(3.102)
This packages together a number of observables, depending on the ZM -labelling. The
observable of interest is precisely the configuration where the labels m56 and m65 are
non-zero (indicating a virtual edge), while the rest are zero (indicating real edges). Upon
reduction of this virtual edge, one obtains a graph in M with one 4-valent patch and
four 3-valent patches just as in (3.71). In this way, the square base of the observable
(3.71) is represented in terms of two triangles in the dually-weighted model.
The dual-weighting mechanism can be applied to other classes of models. The construc-
tion above works for arbitrary valence k, and can clearly be extended to multiple GFT
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1
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(56)
Figure 3.5.: The graph b composed of six unlabelled 3-patches.
fields, if so wished. In models for D-dimensional gravity, one would like the valence of
the graphs associated to quantum states to be k = D like in the simplicial case, and
for the same reasons. One should note, however, that in even dimensions D, only e↵ec-
tive nodes of even valency are then obtained after the dynamical contraction of virtual
links. This combinatorial restriction has been noticed already in the previous section
(proposition 2.52). If one wants to generate graphs of truly arbitrary valence, using the
same mechanism, one can easily do so by incorporating a single odd-valent field species,
endowed with a D-dimensional interpretation. This doubling of fields does not change
the general features of the construction.
3.3.3. Dually weighted gravitational models
To conclude the presentation of dually weighted GFT, I will show in this section how
the amplitudes of gravitational SF models are obtained from dually weighted simpli-
cial GFT models. In section 3.1.3, I have explained how the imposition of simplicity
constraints leads to a special form of local spin-foam amplitudes, illustrated with a par-
ticular example. Here I will now give the details how the kinetic and vertex kernels in
dually weighted GFT can be defined such that these amplitudes emerge e↵ectively in
the large-M limit (3.100). Accordingly, the group field   is defined on k = D = 4 group
elements in this section.
As mentioned before, GFT amplitudes are convolutions of propagators P = K 1 and
interaction kernels V, thus giving rise to spin-foam amplitudes in the form (3.36). The
way the gravitational part of a dually weighted kinematic kernelK is defined is thus most
explicit on its inverse, i.e. the propagator. To control the implementation of simplicity
constraints along the dual weights, it is defined as
P(gv1v¯, gv2v¯;mv1v¯,mv2v¯) =
Z
dhv1v¯ dhv2v¯
Y
(v¯vˆ)2Ep4
p(gv1v¯vˆ, gv2v¯vˆ;hv1v¯, hv2v¯;mv1v¯vˆ,mv2v¯vˆ)
(3.103)
where the integrand is a product over the edges in the unique unlabelled 4-patch of
p(gv1v¯vˆ, gv2v¯vˆ;hv1v¯, hv2v¯;mv1v¯vˆ,mv2v¯vˆ) = p
rl(gv1v¯vˆ, gv2v¯vˆ;hv1v¯, hv2v¯)d
rl
mv1v¯vˆ ,mv2v¯vˆ
+pvl(gv1v¯vˆ, gv2v¯vˆ;hv1v¯, hv2v¯)d
vl
mv1v¯vˆ ,mv2v¯vˆ
(3.104)
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which allows to define the gravitational edge operator in terms of prl solely on the real
edges while the virtual operators pvl are left trivial. More explicitly, for the example
(3.43) this means that
prl(gv1v¯vˆ, gv2v¯vˆ;hv1v¯, hv2v¯) =
X
Jvˆ2J
trJvˆ
⇣
gv1v¯vˆ h
 1
v1v¯ SJvˆ ,N0 hv2v¯ g
 1
v2v¯vˆ
⌘
, (3.105)
pvl(gv1v¯vˆ, gv2v¯vˆ;hv1v¯, hv2v¯) =  (gv1v¯vˆ h
 1
v1v¯)  (hv2v¯ g
 1
v2v¯vˆ
) . (3.106)
Meanwhile, the dual-weighting factors are
drl =
✓
1 0
0 0
◆
, dvl =
✓
0 0
0 AM
◆
. (3.107)
Notice that dual-weighting factors satisfy d = drl+dvl. Thus, the real and virtual labels
encode the conditions of the dual-weighting mechanism as in (3.92). In this way, the
simplicity constraints are e↵ectively only applied on real edges via prl while the virtual
edge factor pvl decouples the information assigned to the edge in one atom, from that
assigned with the other.
The spin-foam vertex operator given by the GFT interaction kernel has in general an
analogous structure
Vb(gv,mv) =
Y
vˆ2bV
h
vrl(gvv¯1vˆ, gvv¯2vˆ)i
rl
mvv¯1vˆ ,mvv¯2vˆ
+ vvl(gvv¯1vˆ, gvv¯2vˆ)i
vl
mvv¯1vˆ ,mvv¯2vˆ
i
(3.108)
for b = b4,s the unique 4-simplicial bisected boundary graph. Since all gravitational
information can be encoded in the edge operator the factors are simply
vrl(gvv¯1vˆ, gvv¯2vˆ) = v
vl(gvv¯1vˆ, gvv¯2vˆ) =  (gvv¯1vˆ, gvv¯2vˆ) (3.109)
and
ireal =
✓
1 0
0 0
◆
ivirtual =
✓
0 0
0 IM
◆
. (3.110)
One can confirm now that these operator assignments lead to the correct e↵ective am-
plitude.
Proposition 3.2. In the large-M limit, the e↵ective amplitude assigned by a dually-
weighted gravitational model defined by the (inverse) kinetic kernel (3.103) and interac-
tion kernel (3.108) coincides with that of the original gravitational model (3.46).
Proof. Employing proposition 3.1, in the large-M limit, the contributing molecules are
restricted to those, for which their virtual vertices vˆ 2 bV ⇢ Vem lie in precisely four
virtual faces f 2 Fem. The amplitude in the perturbative expansion (3.97) is
A(em; ) =  |V| Z [dg]X
[m]
Y
v¯2V
Pv¯(gv¯;mv¯)
Y
v2V
Vb(gv;mv) , (3.111)
Then, the key calculation examines the e↵ect of integrating out the variables associated
to components in the neighbourhood of this vertex vˆ. More precisely, in the amplitude
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This defines, a priori, a di↵erent SF model, with an expected higher degree of geo-
metricity. A motivation for this change stems from the logic that polytopes which are
constructed from geometric simplices are likely to be more physically viable than poly-
topes constructed from simplices that are only partially geometric (in the sense that the
simplicity constraints are not imposed on some of their virtual sub-cells).
It is worth clarifying that the resulting model can be interpreted in two ways, depending
on whether the large-M limit is taken or not:
• The perturbative series are catalogued by molecules infM4,s. In the large-M limit, the
surviving molecules are again those of fM4,s-nb. Within this model, reduction leads to
e↵ective amplitudes that do not coincide with those assigned by KKL-extended SF
models to the generic spin-foam molecules M0 = ⇧4,s-nb(fM4,s-nb).
• The perturbative series are catalogued by molecules in M4,s. Due to the coincidence
of the strand factors in (3.115), the dual-weighting part of the amplitude factorizes
completely from the gravitational part, as well as over the vertices vˆ yielding a factor
wvˆ = tr
⇣Y
(v¯vˆ)
d
⌘
+ 1 = tr
⇣Y
(v¯vˆ)
A
⌘
, (3.116)
for each vˆ 2 bV, where the product is over those edges (v¯vˆ) incident at vˆ. Thus, without
taking the large-M limit, one gets the original simplicial gravitational model, with a
slight modification of the weights by a factor w|
bV|
v¯ . Since the number of vertices |V|
and the number of faces |bV| are generically independent for simplicial molecules M4,s,
these factors cannot be simply absorbed in a re-definition of the coupling   which
appears with a power of |V| in (3.114).
To sum up, the topic of this section 3.3, has been the definition of a class of GFTs
admitting boundary states supported on arbitrary closed graphs. Rather than increasing
the number of fields and interactions, I have extended the data set of the usual simplicial
GFT. Employing these extra arguments to invoke a dual-weighting matrix, the e↵ective
dynamical content of arbitrary spin foams and boundary states is then obtained in a
limit of the theory.
There are a number of advantages of this strategy as compared with the multi-field
extension discussed in section 3.2.4. Quite generally, the underlying simplicial GFT
with just one field and one interaction term is much more easily controllable. This is not
only relevant from the pragmatic point of view where one aims at explicit calculations
of estimates of observables but also from the more mathematical perspective where one
seeks for a proper definition of the GFT path integral.
Also, notice that the coloured extension of the GFT formalism can be directly applied to
the dually-weighted model. This can be done either by choosing also a simplicial GFT
interaction, which brings one back to the standard simplicial setting, or by choosing as
GFT interactions only the tensor invariant ones. The result of doing so is, in both cases,
a set of GFT Feynman diagrams dual to combinatorial complexes whose full homological
structure can be reconstructed from the colour information.
Furthermore, the class of dually weighted GFTs opens up the theory space. The precise
choice of GFT action, incorporating the dual-weighting mechanism, is then a matter
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of model building. In particular, depending on the choice of interaction kernels, some
classes of graphs, present in the kinematical Hilbert space, can be suppressed dynami-
cally.
Therefore, one possible criterion for model building stems from the wish to suppress
or enhance specific combinatorial structures. Conversely, one may want to start from
the simplest set of GFT interactions that ensures that all kinematical states participate
to the quantum dynamics. Simplicial spin-foam atoms, in the context of the dually-
weighted theories, satisfy this criterion as proven in this section.
Another criterion that might determine the choice of GFT interaction combinatorics
emerges from the correspondence between the interaction kernels and the matrix ele-
ments of a canonical LQG projector operator in the Fock representation, emphasized
in [144]. Prescribing the latter implies a choice for the former. In general though,
one should expect there to be infinitely many non-trivial matrix elements, meaning
infinitely many GFT interaction kernels, unless these are restricted by very strong sym-
metry requirements. As a result, the real quest centres on pinpointing the subsets of
interactions that are physically relevant at di↵erent scales, in particular, to define the
theory in some deep UV or IR regime. In other words, the problem becomes that of
GFT renormalization [207–215]. In fact, one should expect that the renormalization
group flow will select a finite set of GFT interactions to define a renormalizable GFT
model. Moreover, this dictates which new terms are relevant for the quantum dynamics
at di↵erent scales. In turn, this prescribes a renormalizable LQG dynamics.
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In this chapter I am going to address the challenge of relating the discrete quantum
geometries in the theory laid out in the last chapter to the continuum geometries one
observes. To this end I will focus on a special case: I will investigate global geometric
properties of quantum geometry. In particular, based on the publications [59,60], I will
consider here one of the more feasible cases, that is e↵ective dimension observables, more
precisely the spectral, walk and Hausdor↵ dimension. While the focus will be on the
spectral dimension, I will investigate all three dimension in the most interesting case of
a class of superposition states with a dimensional flow, in order to be able to also make
some more precise statements about a possible fractal structure in quantum gravity.
The spectral dimension of quantum geometries has been a rather hot topic in recent
quantum gravity research. It is one of the indicators of topological and geometric
properties of quantum spacetime as described by di↵erent approaches, as well as a way
to check that an e↵ective semi-classical spacetime is obtained in appropriate sectors of
the theory. One of the main goals of any such analysis is to prove that, among all the
states and histories that appear in the theory (most of which far from describing any
smooth spacetime geometry), configurations which do so are either dominant or the
approximate result of averaging over the others. A further goal is to study whether the
e↵ective dimension of spacetime remains the same at di↵erent scales or if it is subject
to a dynamical reduction in the ultraviolet regime [38–40].
In dynamical triangulations [31,217], the spectral dimension has been important as one
of the few observables available to classify phases of spacetime ensembles. In partic-
ular, in CDT in four dimensions it was found that, while very close to the spacetime
topological dimension D = d+ 1 = 4 at large scales, at least in the geometric phase, it
takes smaller values at short distances, approaching the value Ds ' 2 in the ultraviolet
limit [44, 45]. Similar results are obtained in three dimensions [46]. Two is, of course,
an interesting value for the e↵ective dimension in the ultraviolet, because gravity is
perturbatively renormalizable in two dimensions. In fact, also in the asymptotic safety
scenario [13, 14] one can find a reduction of the spectral dimension from the topolog-
ical dimension D to half of it under the renormalization group flow using analytical
methods [42, 43, 218]. Other formalisms manifest similar behaviour. Horˇava–Lifshitz
gravity has a built-in dynamical dimensional reduction, due to the defining anisotropic
scaling [41, 43]. Modified dispersion relations in non-commutative spacetimes [48, 49],
super-renormalizable non-local gravity [219], black-hole e↵ective physics [220] and other
scenarios (including string theory [221]) give rise to a dimensional flow as well.
Apart from the intrinsic interest in this e↵ect, its occurrence in approaches to quantum
gravity which are otherwise hard to compare has raised hope that the spectral dimension
might help to relate such approaches to one another, or at least to confront their results
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[179]. Although the spectral dimension is a rather coarse tool in comparison with
more refined geometric indicators [43, 222], its determination in full-fledged quantum
geometries is still a technically challenging problem.
All the above considerations give good reasons to investigate the spectral dimension
also for discrete quantum geometries as they appear in LQG. Using the spectrum of the
area operator in LQG to guess an e↵ective dispersion relation for propagating particles,
some evidence was found for a dimensional flow of kinematical LQG states [50] and
their spacetime spin-foam dynamics [223,224]. Here I go beyond the arguments used in
previous analyses and investigate the spectral dimension of LQG states in detail, at least
at the level of kinematical states. In particular, I will study the spectral dimension for
states defined on large graphs or complexes, and of superpositions over such complexes.
LQG di↵ers from all the above-mentioned approaches in that the degrees of freedom
of the theory are discrete geometric data, i.e. a combination of holonomies, fluxes or
Lorentz group representations [16,225] associated with combinatorial structures such as
graphs and combinatorial complexes. This combination poses new challenges. So far, the
spectral dimension has been investigated in more or less traditional smooth settings, in
terms of either modified di↵erential structures (multi-scale spacetimes [222]) or modified
dispersion relations on a smooth geometric manifold. Examples are asymptotic safety,
where anomalous scaling is a general feature at the non-Gaussian fixed point [42]; non-
commutative spacetimes, where modified dispersion relations are a consequence of a
deformed Poincare´ symmetry [48, 49]; or Horˇava–Lifshitz gravity, where the Laplacian
is multi-scale by construction [41]. Also previous work on the LQG case [50] has been
limited to an approximation in which the scaling of the Laplacian is first extracted
from the area spectrum and then e↵ectively treated as continuous. In other approaches,
the setting is purely combinatorial: such is the case of CDT [44–47] or graph models
[226–228].
Therefore, the first important step is a definition of the spectral, walk and Hausdor↵
dimension on the type of discrete quantum geometries LQG is built on. To this end,
the generalization of discrete exterior calculus [148] to be applicable to such discrete
geometries described in section 2.3 is a crucial precondition.
The combination of combinatorial discreteness and additional (pre-)geometric data obvi-
ously must result in an interplay of their respective e↵ects. To the best of my knowledge,
the latter have never been classified in the literature. A major aim of this chapter is to
understand this interplay in the case of discrete quantum geometries. To this end, I will
first have to study systematically the topological and geometric e↵ects in the spectral
dimension of smooth spheres and tori as well as the discreteness e↵ects of combinatorial
complexes with geometric realizations as cubulations or triangulations of these. This
groundwork having been done, I can then compare the e↵ective dimensions of quantum
states with those of the discrete geometries they are semi-classical approximations or
superpositions of. For the spectral dimension, I find as a general tendency that the
e↵ect of the underlying combinatorics dominates and that a relatively large size of the
base complexes is needed to obtain a geometric regime of spatial dimension at all.
To construct explicit LQG states on large complexes and calculate the corresponding
expectation values of global observables is a major and seldom accepted challenge. In
the case of the spectral dimension, however, this becomes inevitable. As a line of attack,
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I set up a way to numerically construct large abstract simplicial complexes and define
geometries thereon. I follow [229] to derive their combinatorial properties needed for
studying the action of the Laplacian operator.
While the preparatory work on the classical geometries is done in arbitrary dimensions,
I restrict the detailed quantum analysis to kinematical states of (2+1)-dimensional Eu-
clidean LQG. There are two reasons for this restriction.
The first is merely technical. The number of degrees of freedom for given assignments
of algebraic data grows with the combinatorial size N of the considered complexes as
N [0] ⇠ Nd. The Laplacian operator defined thereon is an N [0] ⇥ N [0] matrix, which
makes the computational e↵ort more severe as d increases. Thus, for a given size N one
can calculate much larger d = 2 discrete geometries than in d = 3. On the other hand,
a su cient combinatorial size turns out to be crucial for the physical interpretation of
the spectral dimension as a notion of positive-definite dimension somewhere close to
d. This limitation could be easily overcome by using a more powerful computational
environment for numerical analysis.
The second reason lies in the structure of quantum gravity itself. In 2+1 dimensions,
the spin-network basis of LQG simultaneously diagonalizes all edge-length operators,
permitting a straightforward definition of the Laplacian and a direct identification of
deviations of the quantum spectral dimension from its classical counterpart as quantum
corrections. In 3+1 dimensions, one would have to deal further with e↵ects due to the
non-commutativity of the full set of geometric operators needed to define the Laplacian,
as well as with the role of non-geometric configurations which are present in the standard
SU(2)-based Hilbert space of the theory. Its construction thus becomes much more
involved and it is much harder to be implemented e ciently for numerical calculations.
While these challenges do not pose any obstacle in principle, I prefer to concentrate here
on the more straightforward 2+1 case for detailed computations.
Motivated by the findings in the concrete (2+ 1)-dimensional LQG case, I will then use
a few reasonable assumptions to set up a model for superpositions over complexes in
arbitrary spatial dimension d which is based on analytical results for the single terms.
Surmounting the numerical limitations in this way, I can then calculate much larger
superpositions with up to 106 complexes summed over. Furthermore it becomes possible
to investigate a much broader class of states with respect to the functional form of the
superposition coe cients.
In this way I find a special class of such superposition states with power function coe -
cients characterized by a real-valued parameter ↵ which have a dimensional flow in the
spectral dimension towards ds = ↵ in an intermediate UV regime. Furthermore, also
walk and Hausdor↵ dimensions can be evaluated. This allows to single out a subclass
of states for which the e↵ective geometry can be considered as fractal in a more precise
sense.
The investigation of e↵ective dimensions is quite explorative in nature. There are no
constraints on the kind of complexes which discrete quantum geometry states could be
defined on. Thus, the only guidance may come from classical geometries one might want
to approximate semi-classically. Furthermore, there is no unique way to parametrize
the ‘quantum-ness’ of states. In fact, to search for genuine quantum e↵ects of discrete
quantum geometries, it is not enough to pick one state and look only at the value of its
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spectral dimension at small scales, as is usually done when some kind of dimensional
flow is expected. Instead, I compute the spectral dimension for those states considered
as “more quantum’” which are in the first place coherent spin-network states peaked at
smaller representation labels and with larger spread and, more generally, states highly
randomized in the intrinsic geometry or superposed with respect to various geometric
degrees of freedom. The more interesting quantum e↵ects like a dimensional flow occur
in states of high “quantumness” in the sense that they are superpositions over a large
set of di↵erent complexes.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section section 4.1, the concepts of spectral,
walk and Hausdor↵ dimension are introduced by their common definitions in a smooth
context. I present then definitions on discrete geometries which is the basis whereupon
to define the quantum dimensions.
As a preparation for quantum geometries, in section 4.2 I will discuss first classical
geometric and topological features, both analytically and numerically, in particular for
the simple examples of spheres and tori. Similarly I address then features of the e↵ective
dimensions on discrete structures, exemplified through various cases.
In section 4.3 I present numerical calculations of the spectral dimension of kinematical
LQG states in D = 2 + 1 dimensions. Here the focus is on investigating the relevance,
for the spectral dimension, of the geometric data additional to the geometry coming
from purely combinatorial structures. The spectral dimension of semi-classical states is
compared with the classical one to identify quantum corrections, which turn out to be
rather small. Furthermore, superpositions of coherent states peaked at di↵erent spins
will be discussed.
Complementary to these superpositions in geometry, in section 4.3.4 I analyse the spec-
tral dimension of superpositions of states on two classes of torus triangulations. It turns
out that the quantum spectral dimension in LQG is more sensitive to the underlying
graph structure of states than to the associated geometric data. In particular I find
a dimensional flow for a fairly general class of superposition states over lattices for
fixed overall volume which depends on the exponent parameter of their power function
superposition coe cients.
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are based on the publication [59], though the subsection 4.2.2
contains to a large extent new material. Section 4.4 is based on the publication [60].
The definitions presented in section 4.1 are a more detailed and improved version of the
ones presented in [59] and [60], respectively.
4.1. Discrete and quantum definition of e↵ective dimensions
In this section, I start by introducing the concepts of Hausdor↵, spectral and walk
dimensions in the usual context of Riemannian manifolds (section 4.1.1). Then I show
in section 4.1.2 how these definitions can be transferred to combinatorial complexes.
This sets the stage to define these quantities in section 4.1.3 on quantum states of
geometry with variables supported on such complexes.
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4.1.1. Three concepts of e↵ective dimension
The paradigmatic example of an e↵ective dimension is the Hausdor↵ dimension dh. It
allows to assign a notion of dimension to a metric space X in terms of the infimum
of positive real numbers d 2 R+0 for which the d-dimensional Hausdor↵ measure of X
vanishes (which itself is defined as a covering of X in terms of d-dimensional balls). On
these grounds, the more applicable definition of dh, common in the quantum gravity
and random geometry literature where a notion of volume is at hand, is directly as the
scaling of the volume V (r) / rdh of elements at radius distance up to r. While the
original definition is in the limit of small r, it is informative to generalize dh to a scale
dependent function
dH(r) :=
@
@ ln r
lnV (r). (4.1)
Spectral and walk dimension are similarly defined as scalings of geometric quantities,
but they are based on the spectral properties of a space equipped with certain di↵erential
operators instead of mere metric properties. In more physical terms, they are related
to the scaling of the propagator of a massless test particle field or, equivalently, to a
di↵usion process on that space. This is defined via the heat kernel K(x, x0; ⌧) which
describes the di↵usion of the particle in fictitious time ⌧ from point x0 to x. The heat
kernel is the solution of the di↵usion equation
@⌧K(x, x0; ⌧)  xK(x, x0; ⌧) = 0 , (4.2)
where   is the Laplacian with respect to the underlying space. Since the di↵usion
constant in front of the Laplacian is set to one here, ⌧ has dimension of a squared
length.
Alternatively, equation (4.2) can be regarded as a running equation establishing how
much one can localize the point particle, placed at some point x0, if one probes the
geometry with resolution 1/
p
⌧ [230]. The length scale
p
⌧ represents the minimal
detectable separation between points. While in the di↵usion interpretation K is the
probability to find the particle at point x after di↵using for some time ⌧ from point x0, in
the resolution interpretation K is the probability to see the particle in a neighbourhood
of point x of size
p
⌧ if the geometry is probed with resolution 1/
p
⌧ . For infinite
resolution (⌧ = 0) and a delta initial condition, the particle is found where it was
actually placed (at x0), while the smaller the resolution (i.e. larger di↵usion time) the
wider the region where it can be seen. There is no practical di↵erence between the
two interpretations but the latter is more suitable in di↵eomorphism-invariant theories
where the notion of di↵usion time makes no sense (while a Lorentz-invariant scale does).
A formal solution to the problem is provided by
K(x, x0; ⌧) = (x0| exp(⌧ )|x) , (4.3)
where the initial condition is incorporated as the definition of the inner product (·|·) of
the function space. Usually, the particle is taken to be concentrated at ⌧ = 0 in the
point x0, but it could start with other distributions.
The traditional context where this is defined are (pseudo-) Riemannian n-manifolds
(M, g). The relevant di↵erential operator is then the Beltrami-Laplace operator, or
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equally the Hodge-Laplace-operator on functions,
 g = Trr2 = gµ⌫rµr⌫ = gµ⌫
 
@µ@⌫    ⇢µ⌫@⇢
 
=
1p
g
@µ
p
ggµ⌫@⌫ . (4.4)
which is a functional of the metric g. With the initial condition
K(x, x0; 0
+) = (x0|x) = 1p
g
 (x  x0) , (4.5)
the heat kernel is
K(x, x0; ⌧) =
e 
D(x,x0)
2
4⌧
(4⇡⌧)
n
2
, (4.6)
where D(x, x0) is the geodesic distance. On (M, g) there is a well-defined (the so called
Seeley-DeWitt) expansion of the heat kernel around the solution on a flat manifold
K0(x, x0; ⌧) with the metric distance being the Euclidean norm D(x, x0) =
p|x  x0|2,
K(x, x0; ⌧) = K0(x, x0; ⌧)
1X
k=0
bk(x, x0) ⌧
k, (4.7)
where the bk(x, x0) are computable in terms of geometric invariants [231].
The spectral dimension probed by the particle can now be defined as the scaling of the
trace of the heat kernel over M
P (⌧) = TrMK(x, x0; ⌧) =
Z
M
dx0
p
g K(x0, x0; ⌧) , (4.8)
which is also called return probability. While in the flat case P (⌧) = (4⇡⌧) n/2V , where
V =
R
M dx
p
g, the general heat-kernel expansion yields a power series
P (⌧) =
1
(4⇡⌧)
n
2
1X
k=0
ak⌧
k (4.9)
where the coe cients ak = TrM bk consist of geometric invariants.
Motivated by the flat case with scaling P (⌧) / (p⌧) n, one defines the spectral dimen-
sion ds as the scaling of the heat trace,
P (⌧) / (p⌧)ds (4.10)
such that ds = n for the flat case, while in general there are corrections related to global
properties described by the geometric invariants ak. Like in the case of the Hausdor↵
dimension, one can generalize this implicit definition (4.10) which is usually in the first
place understood in the small-⌧ limit to a function of (di↵usion) scale
ds(⌧) :=  2@ lnP (⌧)
@ ln ⌧
. (4.11)
By definition (via heat trace P , heat kernel K and Laplace operator  ) the spectral
dimension is a functional of the geometry [g] on the manifold M.
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A closely related observable is the walk dimension dw which is also based on the heat
kernel. It is defined via the scaling of the mean square displacement implicitly as
hX2ix0(⌧) =
Z
dxD(x, x0)
2K(x, x0; ⌧) / ⌧2/dw , (4.12)
which can be turned into an explicit, scale-dependent definition
dw(⌧) := 2
✓
@ lnhX2ix0(⌧)
@ ln ⌧
◆ 1
. (4.13)
In this work I will always use the scale-dependent definition of each e↵ective dimension.
While defined on Riemannian manifolds in the first place, spectral and walk dimension
are interesting in the context of quantum gravity because their definition resting on
the Laplacian can be generalized to other classes of geometries as well. In particular,
I will explain in the following how to define them on discrete quantum geometries. To
this end, the first step is their definition on combinatorial complexes with a geometric
interpretation which is the topic of the next section.
4.1.2. E↵ective dimension definitions for discrete geometries
In this section I will now define the e↵ective dimensions on combinatorial complexes
with geometric interpretation. In the case of Hausdor↵ dimensions dh this is very much
straightforward since the only notions needed are volumes and distance. For the spectral
and walk dimension ds and dh the discrete exterior calculus introduced in section section
2.3 is needed. Through the dependence of the discrete Laplacian on the geometric
volumes, both dimensions eventually depend on these volumes as well, but in a more
involved way. In all cases I understand the points between which to measure distances
and on which scalar fields are living as the vertices of the dual complex. Eventually, all
definitions rely combinatorially just on the dual 1-skeleton.
Discrete Hausdor↵ dimension
For the definition of discrete Hausdor↵ dimension, consider an n-dimensional complex C
with dual C? and an assignment of n-volumes Vc to all n-cells c 2 C[n] and edge lengths
l?e to all e 2 C?[1]. Then, one can define the distance between two vertices va, vb 2 C?[0]
in terms of the shortest path (definition 2.7, equation (2.7)) between them,
D(va, vb) := min{
X
e2C?[1] in W
l?e |W = vaea1v1e12 . . . vkekbvb 1-dimensional path in C?}
(4.14)
(If va and vb are not 1-dimensionally connected one sets D(va, vb) := 1.) Using the
primal volume V?v as the natural n-volume attached to the dual vertices, one arrives at
the definition of the volume Vv0,C(r) of a ball of radius r around a vertex v0 in C? as
Vv0,C(r) :=
X
D(v,v0)6r
V?v . (4.15)
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The Hausdor↵ dimension dCh(r) of C is defined through (4.1) using as the volume
VC(r) :=
1
N [n]
X
v02C?[0]
Vv0,C(r) (4.16)
obtained from averaging over the N [n] centre vertices v0 2 C?[0] ⇠= C[n].
Discrete spectral and walk dimension
For spectral and walk dimension all relevant quantities can be defined using the discrete
calculus introduced in section 2.3 in the following way. The di↵using scalar test field on C
is a field   2 ⌦0(C?) ⇠= ⌦n(C), i.e. living on dual vertices va, vb, ... 2 C?[0] or equivalently
on the n-cells ca, cb, ... 2 C[n]. Now, assume there is a geometric interpretation assigning
next to the n-volumes Va ⌘ Vca and dual lengths l?ab ⌘ l?(vavb) also (n   1)-volumes Vab
to the common boundary cells of pairs of n-cells ca, cb 2 C[n]. Assume furthermore that
there is a boundary map  n, i.e. relative orientations between n-cells and (n 1)-cells, or
equivalently dual vertices and edges (definition 2.28). Then there is a discrete Laplacian
acting on the fields   2 ⌦0(C?), denoted  C from now on. According to (2.64) it takes
the form
 ( C )a =
X
b⇠a
( C)ab( a    b)
=
1
Va
X
b⇠a
Vab
l?ab
( a    b) , (4.17)
where the sum runs over n-cells cb adjacent to ca.
The formal heat kernel solution (4.3) gains a well-defined meaning directly in terms of
the bra-ket formalism for the field space ⌦0(C?) introduced in section 2.3.2. As such it
is
KC(va, vb; ⌧) = (va|e⌧ C |vb) . (4.18)
Accordingly, the heat trace on C is given by the sum over dual vertices TrC :=
P
v2C?[0] ,
that is
PC(⌧) = TrCKC(va, vb; ⌧) =
X
v2C?[0]
(v|e⌧ C |v). (4.19)
This defines the spectral dimension dCs (⌧) of C in terms of (4.11). Similarly, the mean
square displacement on C is the sum
hX2iv0,C(⌧) =
X
v2C?[0]
D(v, v0)
2K(v, v0; ⌧) (4.20)
which defines the walk dimension dCw(⌧) according to (4.13), possibly after an averaging
over centre points v0 like in in the case of Hausdor↵ dimension (4.16).
In practice it is often useful to transform into the the basis of eigenfunctions of the
Laplacian  C to calculate dCs or dCw. The matrix coe cients ( C)ab = Vab/(l?abVa) are
finite and well defined if the volumes therein associated with the complex C are finite
and non-degenerate, in particular non-vanishing. Then, the Laplacian is just a linear
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map in the finite vector space ⌦0(C) and is diagonalized by its eigenfunctions e  with
coe cients e a = (va| ) corresponding to eigenvalues  ,
(  Ce )a =  (va| C | ) =  (va| ) =  e a , (4.21)
and these form a complete orthonormal basis defining momentum space. In this basis
the heat trace on C simplifies to
PC(⌧) = TrC( 0|e⌧ C | ) =
X
 2Spec( C)
e ⌧  (4.22)
(where the label   is meant to run not only over eigenvalues but also over their multiplic-
ities). Since  C is symmetrizable (remark 2.81), for real geometric volume coe cients
in equation (4.17) the spectrum Spec( C) and thus the heat trace are real valued.
While the spectrum of the Laplacian gives a closed expression for PC(⌧) in many cases,
for numerical computations of combinatorially very large complexes it can alternatively
be treated as a random walk. In this case, the matrix elements ( C)ab of the Laplacian
provide local probabilities for jumping from one point va to a neighbour vb. This is the
more practical concept used in dynamical triangulations [44–46], random combs and
multi-graphs [226,227,232,233].
4.1.3. E↵ective dimension definitions for discrete quantum geometries
Now the ground is laid for a definition of the dimension concepts on discrete quantum
geometries. Quite generally, by this I mean a Hilbert space H of quantum states rep-
resenting geometric degrees of freedom with an orthonormal, complete basis of states
|jc, Ci which are given by a combination of algebraic data {jc} and a complex C whose
cells c 2 C these are based on. For the states |jc, Ci to represent spatial geometry, the
underlying complex C is supposed to be d-dimensional (but not necessarily pure, since
all relevant quantities (4.15), (4.19) and (4.20) depend only on quantities attached to the
dual graph). Obviously, the state space basis of discrete quantum gravity as introduced
in chapter 3 in terms of spin-network states |c, je¯, ◆v¯i is an example of such states, but
I prefer to keep the setting here as general as possible.
The strategy for promoting the relevant quantities to quantum observables is to use their
functional dependence on local geometry, i.e. the various volumes attached to cells for
which a quantum version is either known or can be itself derived from known operators.
Most prominent examples are edge, area and volume operators on spin networks with
the j’s identifying irreducible representations of SU(2). In three spacetime dimensions,
the spatial (d = 2) spin-network states diagonalize the length operators ble associated
with primal edges e = ?e¯ that are dual to the graph edges e¯ 2 cble|c, je¯, ◆v¯i = l(je¯)|c, je¯, ◆v¯i /pje¯(je¯ + 1) + cG |c, je¯, ◆v¯i , (4.23)
with a free parameter cG 2 R due to a quantization ambiguity for the Euclidean theory
(as well as for timelike edges in the Lorentzian theory, spacelike ones being instead
assigned a continuous positive variable) [234,235]. In four spacetime dimensions (d = 3),
spin-network states have the same spectrum for area operators on primal faces f = ?e¯
dual to the graph edges e¯ 2 c [89, 90, 236]bAf |c, je¯, ◆v¯i = A(je¯)|c, je¯, ◆v¯i /pje¯(je¯ + 1) + cG |c, je¯, ◆v¯i . (4.24)
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In general one can obtain operators for other volumes, in particular for the dual edge
lengths l? of interest for distances (4.14) and the Laplacian (4.17), using their classical
functional dependence on such preferred quantities. This can be done in di↵erent ways,
depending on the geometric variables that are most convenient in the specific quantum
geometric context that is chosen (appendix A.1).
Generic quantum geometry states are superpositions over states on di↵erent complexes
which poses a particular challenge on defining observables, rarely addressed in the lit-
erature so far.1 Quantizing discrete geometric quantities results in the first place in
operators bOC acting only on states on a given complex C. To extend these to operatorsbO on the full state space H =LCHC it will be necessary to use the family of orthogonal
projections
⇡C : H  ! HC (4.25)
in one or another way depending on the specific observable.
Quantum Hausdor↵ dimension
The quantum Hausdor↵ dimension relies both on distance and volume observables.
Assume that dual edge lengths l?e and primal d-volumes V?v have both well-defined
quantum operator versions bl?e and bV?v on each space HC . Then, the distance (4.14) has
a straightforward quantum analogue \D(v, v0) in terms of the quantum length operatorsbl?e because of its linearity in bl?e . Thus, the volume Vv0,C(r) (4.15) which is also linear in
V?v can be promoted to a quantum operator acting on states |jc, Ci 2 HC pointwise for
each r 2 R+,
\Vv0,C(r)|jc, Ci :=
X
h \D(v,v0)ijc,C<r
bV?v|jc, Ci . (4.26)
The extension to the averaged observable
\VC(r) :=
1
N [d]
X
v02C?[0]
\Vv0,C(r) (4.27)
in analogy to (4.15) is then unproblematic due to its linear form.
For the definition of quantum Hausdor↵ dimension on the full state space H =LCHC
an extension of these volume definitions using the orthogonal projections ⇡C (4.25) is
necessary. With the operator
V(r) :=
X
C
⇡C\VC(r)⇡C (4.28)
the definition of quantum Hausdor↵ dimension, i.e. Hausdor↵ dimension of a quantum
state | i 2 H, is
d h :=
@
@ ln r
lnhdV(r)i . (4.29)
It is meaningful to take the volume V (r) as the primary quantity to be quantized, instead
of the Hausdor↵ dimension (4.1) itself, since the very idea of the e↵ective dimension
concept is that it is scaling of this geometric quantity.
1Recently this issue has been investigated in the group field condensate framework [51–56].
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Quantum spectral dimension
In a similar way one can define the quantum spectral dimension, though the nonlinear
dependence of the heat kernel (4.18) on volumes and lengths makes it a slightly more
subtle issue. Assume that there is a well-defined quantum operator version[( C)ab on
each space HC for all the coe cients of the discrete Laplacian  C (4.17). With slight
abuse of notation this defines a map b C sending states in the Hilbert space HC to a
linear combination of such states with coe cients that are discrete Laplacians.2
The operators[P (⌧) and b  on the full Hilbert space H =LCHC have to be defined in
terms of the family of orthogonal projections (4.25). In this way, the Laplacian acting
on generic quantum states of geometry in H is the formal sum
b  :=X
C
⇡C b C⇡C . (4.30)
With the appropriate notion of a trace Tr :=
P
C TrC⇡C , based on the trace TrC over
discrete field space on C introduced above for (4.19), the heat trace is defined pointwise
for each ⌧ 2 R+ as
[P (⌧) := Tr e⌧ b  . (4.31)
Note that[P (⌧) is a map from H on itself, and thus a quantum operator in the strict
sense. Then, the spectral dimension d s (⌧) of a geometry state | i 2 H is the scaling of
the expectation value of[P (⌧)
d s (⌧) :=  2 @@ ln ⌧ lnh
[P (⌧)i . (4.32)
Note that it depends only on pure geometry, since the relevant operators are acting on
pure-geometry states.
The evaluation of the quantum spectral dimension simplifies substantially upon a choice
of diagonalizing basis. Choose now quantum labels {jc} such that states |jc, Ci present
a diagonalizing basis of (the coe cients) of b C for each complex C. A generic state
| i 2 H is then a superposition | i =Pjc,C ajc,C |jc, Ci. In terms of this expansion the
heat trace on this quantum geometry simplifies to
h[P (⌧)i =
0@X
j0c,C0
a⇤j0c,C0hj0, C|
1A0@X
jc,C
ajc,C TrC e
⌧ b C |jc, Ci
1A
=
X
jc,C
|ajc,C |2TrC e⌧hb Cijc,C (4.33)
2 Note that only the coe cients of b C are quantum operators in the usual sense, i.e. maps from the
Hilbert space HC to itself. To promote  C to a proper quantum operator it would be necessary to
define it on a coupled Hilbert space of geometry and test fields. Here it is not necessary to consider
quantum states of test fields, since the relevant object [P (⌧) to define the spectral dimension is a
functional of pure geometry and as such it can eventually be defined as a quantum operator in the
strict sense.
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where in the last step the eigenvector property of the basis |jc, Ci is used to simplify
the exponential. That is, with an appropriate choice of basis the expectation value of
the heat trace observable on a state  is simply a sum over the heat trace on discrete
geometries like (4.19), weighted by the quantum state coe cients ajc,C in that basis.
Among the several possibilities to define a quantum version of the spectral dimension,
the one chosen here (4.32) is not only natural but some alternatives are simply not pos-
sible for discrete quantum geometries. In the first place, there are various inequivalent
choices which quantity in the definition of the spectral dimension to promote to an op-
erator, apart from the usual issue of operator ordering ambiguities. Due to their mutual
nonlinear dependence it makes a di↵erence whether the Laplacian, the heat kernel, the
heat trace or the spectral dimension itself is taken to be the primary quantity to be pro-
moted to a quantum observable. The present choice of the heat trace is natural because
the concept of e↵ective dimensions is essentially based on scaling properties, here on the
scaling of the heat trace (4.10). But a quantum definition of spectral dimension based
on the Laplacian, as common in a smooth setting [41–43,48,50,218], is also not possible
(even though (4.33) might suggest the contrary). The reason is again the structure of
state space as a direct sum over complexes. To derive the spectral dimension it would
be necessary to solve the heat kernel equation
@⌧K(va, vb; ⌧) = (hb i K)(va, vb; ⌧) . (4.34)
But this is a well-defined equation only if the quantum state has support on a single
complex C, i.e. | i 2 HC . Otherwise, the expectation value of the Laplacian (4.30)
would be a sum over discrete Laplacians for which no action on a heat kernel function
is defined. For the same reason a definition of path integral insertion analogue to (4.32)
is used in CDT [44–46].
Quantum walk dimension
The quantum definition of walk dimension is similar to the spectral dimension, summing
over the product of distance and heat kernel operator instead of only the latter. That
is, under the assumptions for both quantum Hausdor↵ and walk dimension, one can
directly define the mean square displacement operator on HC
[hX2iv0,C(⌧) :=
X
v2C?[0]
\D(v, v0)
2
(v|e⌧ b C |v0) (4.35)
and its averaged version
[hX2iC(⌧) :=
X
v02C?[0]
[hX2iv0,C(⌧) . (4.36)
The extension of the averaged mean square displacement operator to the whole state
space H demands again the orthogonal projections ⇡C (4.25) such that
[hX2i(⌧) :=
X
C
⇡C[hX2iC(⌧)⇡C . (4.37)
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Using this operator, the quantum walk dimension of a state | i 2 H is defined as
d w(⌧) := 2
 
@ lnh[hX2i(⌧)i 
@ ln ⌧
! 1
. (4.38)
In this section 4.1, I have given and discussed the definition of the Hausdor↵, spectral
and walk dimension in the smooth, discrete and quantum cases, thereby setting the
stage for its calculation. Since the quantum properties of such observables depend on
their interplay with classical topological and discreteness e↵ects, in the next section 4.2
I will first investigate these e↵ects separately before addressing the quantum case in
sections 4.3 and 4.4.
4.2. E↵ective dimensions of smooth and discrete geometries
In order to understand quantum e↵ects in e↵ective dimension observables of discrete
quantum geometries, control over classical e↵ects of the underlying complexes is essen-
tial. E↵ective dimensions are significant observables with nontrivial properties already
for classical geometries. There are generic properties stemming from topology such
as a decrease of dimension to zero on large scales, as well as discreteness e↵ects on
lattice scales and e↵ects related to the combinatorial structure of complexes more in
general. Thus, it is important for interpretations of quantum e↵ects to have a detailed
understanding of these classical e↵ect.
For this reason I present here a systematic overview of e↵ective dimensions for relevant
examples of classical smooth and discrete geometries. I start in section 4.2.1 with
smooth geometries, discussing the spectral dimension of spheres and tori. Then, I
investigate discreteness e↵ects in all the three dimensions calculating them for regular
lattices in section 4.2.2. Finally, in section 4.2.3, I investigate e↵ects from various
classes of combinatorial structures in simplicial complexes, focusing again on the spectral
dimension.
4.2.1. Spectral dimension of smooth manifolds
On a Riemannian manifold (M, g), the dominant e↵ects in the behaviour of e↵ective
dimensions at large scales are due to the topology of M while the details are governed
by the geometry [g]. I will exemplify this calculating the spectral dimension of the circle
S1 and the generalization to the n-torus Tn and the n-sphere Sn. For Tn I even find
analytic solutions in closed form for the heat trace. Similar e↵ects are also expected in
the Hausdor↵ dimension.
Qualitatively, a compact topology leads to a fall-o↵ of the spectral dimension ds(⌧) to
zero. The (di↵usion) scale ⌧ where this happens is related to the geometry (i.e. the
curvature radii). In the light of the heat trace’s random walk interpretation, this can be
easily understood: the return probability approaches one after di↵usion times ⌧ larger
than the circumferences (closed geodesics). The resolution interpretation is also easy to
spell out: when the resolution is lowered to the degree where di↵erent points cannot be
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Figure 4.1.: Spectral dimension of Sn rescaled to volume VSn = 1, for comparison divided by
n, for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 (S1 dashed line, S2 solid, S3 dot-dashed and S4 dotted). The
inverse square of the corresponding radii sets the scale of the topological e↵ect. At
the same time, it is a comparison with the case of Tn with radii R = 1/(2⇡) as these
tori are equivalent to the case of S1.
distinguished at all due to the limited compact geometry of the set, the particle appears
trivially localized in the same region, i.e. on the whole manifold.
The spectral dimension of the circle S1 has an analytic solution. The spectrum of the
Laplacian  (k/R)2, k 2 Z, depends on the circle’s radius R, yielding a heat trace
PS1(⌧) =
X
k2Z
e (
k
R)
2
⌧ = ✓3
⇣
0, e 
1
R2
⌧
⌘
= ✓3
✓
0
    1
R2
i⌧
⇡
◆
(4.39)
in terms of ✓3, the third theta function3. While ds(⌧) = n = 1 for ⌧ < R 2, due to the
periodicity there is a decrease to zero for ⌧ > R 2 (figure 4.1).
The geometry defined by the constant curvature radius R governs only the scale at which
the topological e↵ect takes place. In that sense, the fall-o↵ of the spectral dimension
can be understood as due to the combination of geometry and topology.
The torus Tn
The torus Tn =
 
S1
 ⇥n
with radii Ri generalizes the case of the circle straightforwardly
with spectrum  Pni=1 ki/Ri, ~k 2 Zn, such that
PTn(⌧) =
X
~k2Zn
e
 P⇣ kiRi ⌘2⌧ = ✓
0B@0 | i⌧
⇡
0B@R
 2
1
. . .
R 2d
1CA
1CA , (4.40)
where ✓ is the (multi-dimensional) Riemann ✓-function [191]. In the case where all radii
are equal the spectral dimension turns out to be just n times the spectral dimension of
T 1 = S1, since
PTn(⌧) / [PS1(⌧)]n . (4.41)
3Here and in the following the notation for theta functions is as defined in [191].
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Figure 4.2.: Spectral dimension of T 2 with various geometries, (R1, R2) = (1, 1), (R1, R2) =
(1,
p
3/2), (R1, R2) = (3, 1/3) (solid, dash-dotted and dashed curve)
In general, for di↵erent constant curvature radii Ri, the geometry a↵ects not only the
scale at which the decay starts, but also accounts for various geometric regimes (figure
4.2). If the radii are ordered as R1 > R2 > · · · > Rn, the spectral dimension is constantly
the topological dimension for ⌧ < 1/R21 and zero for ⌧ > 1/R
2
n. In intermediate regimes,
it can have plateaux at heights corresponding to intermediate integer dimensions, if the
radii are of su ciently di↵erent order of magnitude. This can be easily understood:
When k radii are much smaller than a given scale, the n-torus e↵ectively appears as a
(n  k)-torus for the di↵usion process at that scale.
The sphere Sn
The spectrum of the Laplacian acting on functions on the sphere S2 ⇠= SU(2)/U(1) of
radius R is proportional to the SU(2) Casimir,  C(j)/R2 =  j(j + 1)/R2, for j 2 N
with (2j + 1)-fold degeneracy, leading to a heat trace [48]
PS2(⌧) =
1X
j=0
(2j + 1) e 
j(j+1)
R2
⌧ . (4.42)
More generally, for the n-sphere Sn, n > 1, the spectrum is given by the eigenvalues
 j(j + d  1)/R2 with multiplicities such that
PSn(⌧) = 1 +
1X
j=1
✓
d+ j
d
◆
 
✓
d+ j   2
d
◆ 
e 
j(j+d 1)
R2
⌧ . (4.43)
The spectral dimension of Sn has a slower fall-o↵ in comparison with the torus Tn, with
n > 2. Thus, n-spheres are examples where the topological dimension is only obtained
in the limit ⌧ ! 0. In contrast with the torus, spheres do not exhibit any multi-scale
behaviour since they are governed by only one geometric parameter.
Here I have discussed the generic e↵ects of spherical and toroidal topology and of the
geometric curvature parameters. All compact topologies have a spectral dimension going
to zero at scales of the order of the curvature radii. Below this scale, ds agrees with the
topological dimension in the case of the tori, while for spheres such an accordance holds
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only in the small-scale (or infinite resolution) limit ⌧ ! 0 (figure 4.1). Furthermore, in
general an n-torus is given by n geometric parameters setting the intermediate scales at
which the torus has an e↵ective lower-dimensional behaviour (figure 4.2).
4.2.2. E↵ective dimensions of hypercubic lattices
Now I consider classical e↵ects of manifold discreteness in the e↵ective dimensions.
To this aim, I calculate the spectral, walk and Hausdor↵ dimension of regular lattices
in this section. It turns out that there is a generic e↵ect of a fall-o↵ to zero of the
spectral dimension below the lattice scale while the precise form of a peak larger than
the topological dimension at that scale depends on the structure of the lattice. On the
other hand, the walk dimension does not show any discreteness e↵ects. The Hausdor↵
dimension has a fall-o↵ to dimension one.
Spectral dimension on hypercubic lattices
A simple, purely combinatorial case to start with are finite and infinite hypercubic
lattices. I will denote the finite n-dimensional hypercubic lattice of finite size N in each
direction with torus topology as C =  nN . Its vertex is equivalent to n-tupels of integers,
 nN [0] ⇠= (ZN )n, which I will use to label the vertices. The infinite hypercubic lattice is
then the large-size limit  n1.
The spectral dimension of hypercubic lattices can be derived directly from the spectrum
of the Laplacian. In the one-dimensional case  1N , also known as the cycle graph with
N vertices, the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are [172]
 k = 1  cos
✓
2⇡k
N
◆
= 2 sin2
✓
⇡k
N
◆
, k = 1, . . . , N , (4.44)
such that
P 1N (⌧) = e
 ⌧
NX
k=1
e⌧ cos(
2⇡k
N ) (4.45)
and
d
 1N
s (⌧) = 2⌧
"
1 
P
k cos
 
2⇡k
N
 
e⌧ cos(
2⇡k
N )P
k e
2⌧ cos( 2⇡kN )
#
. (4.46)
Using trigonometric relations, a given sum over exponentials of cosines can be further
simplified to a sum over hyperbolic cosines; e.g. for N = 8
d
 18
S (⌧) = 2⌧
"
1  sinh (2⌧) +
p
2 sinh
 p
2⌧
 
1 + cosh (2⌧) + 2 cosh
 p
2⌧
 # . (4.47)
Like in the case of smooth tori (4.41), the heat trace of the n-dimensional lattice  nN is
simply related to the one-dimensional case as
P nN (⌧) /
⇣
P 1N (⌧)
⌘n
, (4.48)
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Figure 4.3.: The spectral dimension of the infinite one-dimensional lattice  11, compared with
the finite  18 (dotted curve),  164 (dot-dashed) and  1512 (dashed).
yielding just a pre-factor of n for the spectral dimension:
d
 nN
s (⌧) = nd
 1N
s (⌧). (4.49)
The salient property of this lattice spectral dimension is a peak at the lattice scale a
together with a fall-o↵ to zero below that scale (figure 4.3). The fact that the dimension
is zero below the lattice scale can be easily understood: in the random walk picture, the
return probability is constantly zero for di↵usion times up to the time needed to walk
to a nearest neighbour and back; in the resolution interpretation, if the resolution is
sharper then the size of a single cell, a particle cannot be localized at all. For the peak
at the lattice scale with a value of dmaxs ⇡ 1.22n at ⌧ ⇡ 1.70 a similarly explanation is
lacking. For this reason it is considered as a discreteness artefact.
The topological dimension n is obtained as a plateau for lattices of su ciently large
size N. Due to the torus topology the finite-lattice spectral dimension has exactly the
same decrease at the scale set by the curvature radii which are in this case directly
proportional to N . Thus, d
 nN
s (⌧) = n only for 1⌧ ⌧ ⌧ N2 (figure 4.3).
These numerical results become more precise in the large-N limit where I can derive
analytic solutions for the spectral dimension. For the infinite hypercubic lattice C =  n1
it can be obtained in the following way. In the limit N ! 1, the discrete spectrum
(4.44) extends to a spectrum parametrized by a continuous parameter p 2 [0,⇡[⇢ R in
the same interval,
 k = 2 sin
2
✓
⇡k
n
◆
!  (p) = 2 sin2 p . (4.50)
From this spectrum the heat trace can be calculated analytically as
P 11(⌧) = Tr[0,⇡[ e
 ⌧2 sin2 p =
Z ⇡
0
dp e ⌧2 sin
2 p = e ⌧I0(⌧) (4.51)
where Ik is the modified Bessel function of the k’th kind. Introducing a lattice spacing
a (compare with lattice gauge theory, e.g. [237]) compatible with this spectrum,
 (p) = 2
✓
2
a
sin
ap
2
◆2
a=2
= 2 sin2 p , (4.52)
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where now p 2 [0, 2⇡a [, this can even be connected to the continuous case
2
✓
2
a
sin
ap
2
◆2
!
a!0 2p
2. (4.53)
The straightforward extension to n dimensions is given by
 (p) =
dX
i=1
2
✓
2
a
sin
api
2
◆2
a=2
=
dX
i=1
2 sin2 pi (4.54)
such that there is again the same simple relation to the one-dimensional case
P n1(⌧) = Tr e
 ⌧Pni=1 2 sin2 pi = nY
i=1
✓Z ⇡
0
dpi
◆ nY
i=1
e 
⌧
n2 sin
2 pi (4.55)
=
 
e ⌧I0(⌧)
 n
=
 
P 11(⌧)
 n
. (4.56)
The spectral dimension has then the simple analytic solution
d 
n1
s (⌧) = nd
 11
s (⌧) = 2n⌧

1  I1(⌧)
I0(⌧)
 
. (4.57)
Indeed, this analytic solution to the infinite-lattice spectral dimension perfectly agrees
with the results for the finite lattices both at the discreteness scale and on the scale of
the topological-dimension plateau (figure 4.3). In particular it confirms the shape of the
discreteness artefact at lattice scale. As expected, the only di↵erence to finite lattices
is that the plateau in the infinite-lattice spectral dimension extends to infinity. This
can be shown analytically in terms of the large-⌧ asymptotic behaviour of the modified
Bessel function I0, that is [238]
P 11(⌧) = e
 ⌧I0(⌧) ⇠
p
⌧
 1
[1 +O(1/⌧)]. (4.58)
This shows that the infinite-lattice solution (4.56) really provides the large-N limit to
the finite case (4.45).
Spectral dimension on other lattices
The essential properties of the lattice spectral dimension are independent of the specific
kind of the lattice. To demonstrate this I present analytic results of dCs also for the
hexagonal lattice C = 921 and for a combinatorial octagonal lattice C = 821. The
necessary technique to derive such analytic solutions for various lattice combinatorics is
provided by generating functions [239].
To explain this technique I will start again with the infinite hypercubic lattice, thereby
providing an alternative to the above derivation of the solution (4.56) and (4.57) in
terms of the large-N limit of the finite-N spectrum of the Laplacian. The starting point
is now the di↵usion equation (4.2) with the discrete Laplacian (4.17). For any lattice C
one can use translational symmetry to simplify the heat trace (4.19) to
PC(⌧) = TrCKC(va, vb; ⌧) =
X
v2C?[0]
KC(v, v; ⌧) = KC(v0, v0; ⌧) (4.59)
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for an arbitrary chosen lattice origin v0 2 C?[0]. Thus it is su cient to consider the
components
 j(⌧) := K(vj , v0; ⌧) (4.60)
of the heat kernel.
The general strategy is then first to simplify the equation, redefining the di↵usion pa-
rameter ⌧˜ := cdi↵⌧ to absorbe the e↵ective di↵usion constant
cdi↵ := 2( C)ab = 2
Vab
Val?ab
(4.61)
given by the constant coe cients ( C)ab of the Laplacian (4.17). Then, the di↵usion
has the form ✓
@⌧˜ +
k
2
◆
 j(⌧˜) =
1
2
X
l⇠j
 l(⌧˜) (4.62)
where k is the valency of the vertices and the sum runs over nearest neighbours. In the
second step, the diagonal part depending on the valency k can be absorbed by redefining
the heat kernel function e j(⌧˜) = ek⌧˜/2 j(⌧˜) (4.63)
such that the di↵usion equation simplifies to a pure sum over nearest neighbours
@⌧˜ e j(⌧˜) =X
l⇠j
e l(⌧˜) . (4.64)
The solution to such equations can be obtained in terms of generating functions which
I will explain now in the case of the hypercubic-lattice example.
For the one-dimensional lattice  11 with lattice spacing a the di↵usion equation
@⌧ j(⌧) = (  )j (⌧) =  
1
a
X
+/ 
1
a
[ j(⌧)   j±1(⌧)] = 1
a2
[ 2 j(⌧) +  j+1(⌧) +  j 1(⌧)]
(4.65)
simplifies upon the redefinition with cdi↵ = 2/a2 and valency k = 2, in this case, to
@⌧˜ e j(⌧˜) = e j+1(⌧˜) + e j 1(⌧˜) . (4.66)
The solution of this equation can be obtained from the corresponding generating func-
tion. In the present case of the lattice  11, one can easily check that solutions to the
di↵usion equation (4.66) are generated by the function
G(u; ⌧˜) = e
1
2(u+
1
u)⌧˜ =
X
j2Z
uj e j(⌧˜) . (4.67)
This is the generating function of the modified Bessel function e j(⌧˜) = Ij(⌧˜). The heat
kernel solution is therefore
K 11(vj , v0; ⌧) ⌘  j(⌧) = e 2⌧/a
2
Ij(2⌧/a
2) (4.68)
which shows that the precise lattice spacing implicitly assumed before in (4.56) is a =p
2.
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Figure 4.4.: Smallest abstract simplicial complex with a realization as an equilateraleral trian-
gulation of the torus T 2, given by N2 = 32 vertices.
The generating function technique allows now to easily identify solutions to the di↵usion
equation for lattices with other combinatorics. The generalization to higher dimensional
hypercubic lattices  n1 with vertex valency k = 2n, for example, is encoded in the
generating function
G(u1, ..., un; ⌧˜) = e
1
2
Pn
i=1
⇣
ui+
1
ui
⌘
⌧˜
=
X
~|2Zn
 
nY
i=1
ujii
! e ~|(⌧˜) (4.69)
where vertices are labelled by ~| = (j1 . . . jn) 2 Zn. The e↵ective di↵usion constant
cdi↵ = 2/an · an 1/a = 2/a2 is the same as for n = 1. Since the generating function
itself factorizes, it is meaningful to make the factorizing ansatz also for its expansion,e ~|(⌧˜) =Qni=1 e (i)ji (⌧˜). Then, the generating function
G(u1, ..., un; ⌧˜) =
nY
i=1
G(ui; ⌧˜) =
nY
i=1
e
1
2
⇣
ui+
1
ui
⌘
⌧˜
=
nY
i=1
0@X
ji2Z
ujii
e (i)ji (⌧˜)
1A (4.70)
is just a multiple of the above generating function G(u; ⌧˜), (4.67). Thus, the heat kernel
solution is
K n1(v~|, v0; ⌧) ⌘  ~|(⌧) = e 2n⌧/a
2
nY
i=1
Iji(2⌧/a
2) , (4.71)
in agreement with (4.56).
Along the same lines one can derive the heat kernel on a 2-dimensional hexagonal lattice
C = 921. The heat kernel K921(vij , v00; ⌧) is based on vertices vij 2 C?[0] of the dual
complex which is triangular and has valency k = 6 (figure 4.4). The vertex set C?[0] is
still equivalent to Z2 such that vertices can be labeled by a pair of integers i, j. In terms
of the hexagonal lattice spacing a the geometric factor is cdi↵ =
2
3
p
3a/2
ap
3a
= 49a2 . The
generating function has the form
G(u, v; ⌧˜) = e
1
2(u+
1
u+v+
1
v+uv+
1
uv )⌧˜ =
X
i,j2Z
uivj e ij(⌧˜) (4.72)
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since on the dual triangular lattice vertices vij are neighbour to vertices vi+1,j+1 on top
of the incidence relation of the quandrangular lattice. This function is known to be the
generating function of the two-index modified Bessel function [240]
e ij(⌧˜) = I(+)ij (⌧˜) :=X
s2Z
Ii s(⌧˜)Ij s(⌧˜)Is(⌧˜) . (4.73)
The hexagonal heat kernel solution is therefore
K921(vij , v00; ⌧) = e k cdi↵⌧/2e ij(cdi↵⌧) = e 4⌧/3a2I(+)ij (4⌧/9a2) . (4.74)
Finally, there is a similar solution for the combinatorial lattice 821 defined by the
property that each face has eight neighbouring faces, thus coined orthogonal lattice. It
is merely combinatorial since there is no tilling of the plane with such a combinatorial
pattern. Therefore, the geometric factor cdi↵ has no derivation from the Euclidean
geometry of the plane as a function of lattice spacing a like in the previous cases.
The dual of 821 is a quadrangular lattice where vertices are furthermore adjacent to
diagonal neighbours, i.e. a vertex vij is also adjacent to vi+1,j+1 and vi 1,j 1. Their
valency is thus k = 8 and the heat kernel combinatorics are captured by the generating
function
G(u, v; ⌧˜) = e
1
2(u+
1
u+v+
1
v+uv+
1
uv+
u
v+
v
u)⌧˜ =
X
i,j2Z
uivj e ij(⌧˜) . (4.75)
This is the generating function of another kind generalization of modified Bessel function
[240]
e ij(⌧) = I(+, )ij (⌧) :=X
s2Z
I(+)i s,j s(⌧)Is(⌧) ⌘
X
s,t2Z
Ii t s(⌧)Ij t s(⌧)It(⌧)Is(⌧) (4.76)
such that the heat kernel on the octagonal lattice 821 is
K821(vij , v00; ⌧) = e 8cdi↵⌧I(+, )ij (cdi↵⌧) . (4.77)
Now, the relevance of these calculations is that the spectral dimension of all the lat-
tices considered di↵ers only marginally. The only di↵erence is the specific form of the
discreteness artefact at the lattice scale, as shown in figure 4.5. In all other regimes,
the spectral dimension of di↵erent lattices perfectly agrees. These results show that the
specific combinatorics of a regular lattice, i.e. a complex with translational symmetry,
are not relevant for such global observables like the spectral dimension. One is thus free
to choose the lattice which fits best the practical needs in a specific context.
Walk dimension on the lattice
Given the heat kernel (4.71) on the hypercubic lattice  n1, it is straightforward to
calculate the walk dimension. Again, translational symmetry reduces the averaged
mean square displacement hX2i n1(⌧) to the mean square displacement hX2iv0, n1(⌧)
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Figure 4.5.: Comparison of the spectral dimension of di↵erent 2-dimensional lattices: Hypercubic
 21 (dotted curve), hexagonal 921 (dashed), and octagonal 821 (dot-dashed, with
cdi↵ = 1). For comparison, all lattice spacings on the dual lattices are equally set to
a? =
p
2.
at the arbitrarily chosen origin v0. This is
hX2i n1(⌧) = hX2iv0, n1(⌧) =
X
~|2Zn
D(v~|, v0)
2K n1(v~|, v0; ⌧) (4.78)
=
X
~|2Zn
 
nX
i=1
j2i
!
e ⌧
nY
i=1
Iji(⌧) . (4.79)
This can be evaluated using standard relations of the Bessel functions Ij(⌧):
hX2i n1(⌧) / e n⌧
nX
i=1
X
~|2Zn
j2i
nY
i=1
Iji(⌧) (4.80)
= e n⌧
nX
i=1
24X
ji2Z
j2i Iji(⌧)
35 nY
l 6=i
24X
jl2Z
Ijl(⌧)
35 (4.81)
= e n⌧n
24⌧
2
X
j2Z
Ij 1(⌧) + Ij+1(⌧)
35 (e⌧ )n 1 (4.82)
= n ⌧ . (4.83)
Thus, the walk dimension on the lattice is
d 
n1
w (⌧) = 2 , (4.84)
which is the same as in the continuum, e.g. on flat space. The result is thus that there
are no discreteness e↵ects in the walk dimension.
Hausdor↵ dimension on the lattice
For the calculation of Hausdor↵ dimension on an equilateral lattice C it is convenient to
split the volume into a sum of shells
Sv0,C(r) :=
X
D(v,v0)=r
V?v (4.85)
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over points v 2 C?[0] at a given distance r to the centre v0. In units of the fixed lattice
spacing a? of the dual complex, the sum over shells is indeed a discrete sum
Vv0,C(r) =
br/a?cX
j=0
Sv0,C(a
?j) (4.86)
where the floor function b·c is needed to allow arbitrary real radius distance r.
For the n-dimensional hypercubic lattice  n1 the n-volumes are just V?v = an and
a? = a since  n1 is dual to itself. Due to translational symmetry averaging over centre
points is again redundant, VC(r) = Vv0,C(r). Now, the part of a shell at radius distance r
belonging to an n-dimensional hyper-quadrant equals the volume of a (n 1)-dimensional
hyper-quadrant such that
1
(2a)n
S n1(r) =
1
(2a)n 1
V n 11 (r) . (4.87)
This can be used recursively to find
V n1(r) =
(2a)n
n
r
a
✓ r
a + n  1
n
◆
(4.88)
which yields for the lattice Hausdor↵ dimension the closed expression
d 
n1
h (r) = r
n 1X
l=0
1
r + la
=
r
a
[ (r/a+ d)   (r/a)] (4.89)
where  is the digamma function here. Both in (4.88) and (4.89) I have generalized
from the exact discrete dependence on br/ac to the continuous r/a which is necessary
for an appropriate notion Hausdor↵ dimension as scaling of volume.
The Hausdor↵ dimension of n-dimensional hypercubic lattices is characterized by a
transition from topological dimension n at larger scales towards a constant value of one
below the lattice scale. The regime of topological dimension n is found for
d 
n1
h (r)  !
r/a!1
n 1X
l=0
1 = n . (4.90)
On small scales, on the other hand,
d 
n1
h (r) = 1 +
n 1X
l=1
r
r + la
 !
r/a!0
1. (4.91)
The Hausdor↵ dimensions for lattices in various dimensions are shown in figure 4.6.
4.2.3. Spectral dimension on simplicial complexes
Now that I have analysed in detail the generic discreteness e↵ect in the spectral dimen-
sion of complexes, the focus in this section is on specific e↵ects of the combinatorial
structure of complexes, in particular complexes without the regularity of lattices. To
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Figure 4.6.: Hausdor↵ dimension d
 n1
h (r) of hypercubic lattices in dimension n = 1, 2, 3, 4, easily
distinguished by the large-scale regime where they approach the topological dimen-
sion n.
this end I will calculate numerically the spectral dimension of various kinds of simplicial
complexes: equilateral triangulations of the sphere and torus as well as various global
and random subdivisions of the latter. To carry out the calculations I have implemented
an algorithm for the discrete calculus (section 2.3) to compute the Laplacian in each
case. After diagonalization of the Laplacian, the spectral dimension is then obtained
directly from the heat trace in the form (4.22).
This investigation is preliminary to the quantum case in a twofold way. First, it is im-
portant for the distinction of e↵ects of the underlying discrete structure from additional
quantum e↵ects. Second, from a practical perspective, one can then choose those com-
plexes with smaller and more controllable discreteness features. Only when discreteness
e↵ects are under control quantum e↵ects of states on complexes can be distinguished. In
the end, regular torus triangulations turn out to be the best candidates for this purpose.
Triangulations of S2.
As a first kind of complexes I consider triangulations of the sphere to compare them
to the smooth case (section 4.2.1). Obvious triangulations of the 2-sphere are the
boundaries of the three triangular platonic solids (tetrahedron, octahedron, icosahe-
dron). These are the only equilateral triangulations of the smooth 2-sphere in terms
of simplicial complexes (in the strict sense of definition 2.1). The results of calculating
their spectral dimension are shown in figure 4.7. The larger the triangulation, the taller
the height of the peak. In particular, only the spectral dimension of the icosahedral tri-
angulation can be seen as providing a good approximation for the topological dimension
n = 2, provided one defines it to coincide with the height of the peak (and assuming
this would become a plateau for larger complexes, as seems to be the case in feasible
calculations).
The extent to which too-small triangulations fail to capture the topological dimension
can be seen even more drastically in the case of the triangulation of the n-sphere in
terms of just two simplices, called dipole or (super)melon, which is an example of a
generalized simplicial complex (definition 2.22). Independently of the dimension n, its
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Figure 4.7.: ds of equilateral triangulations of S2 in terms of the boundary of the (triangular)
platonic solids, icosahedron, octahedron and tetrahedron (solid, dashed and dash-
dotted curve) and of the dipole (dotted curve).
heat trace is (see Appendix C in [58])
P n(⌧) = P n(t = ↵⌧) = 1 + e t, (4.92)
where the only geometric factor ↵ can be absorbed into the di↵usion parameter. This
yields a spectral dimension
d 
n
s (t) =
2t
1 + et
. (4.93)
From its derivative
d
dt
d 
n
s (t) = 2
1  e(t  1) et 1
(1 + et)2
, (4.94)
one finds that the maximum is at tmax = W0(1/e) + 1 ⇡ 1.278 (where W0 is the
upper branch of the real Lambert W -function) and has value dmaxs = ds(t
max) ⇡ 0.56 ,
independently of dimension n and the parameter ↵. Only the position of the maximum
is rescaled by ↵.
Regular equilateral triangulations of Tn.
While there are no further, larger equilateral triangulations of S2, for the n-torus Tn
there are regular equilateral triangulations Tn,N of arbitrary combinatorial size, i.e. num-
ber of vertices N [0] = |T [0]n,N | = Nn. These are obtained from the hypercubic lattices via
standard triangulation of each hypercube [241] and they are simplicial complexes (in
the strict sense of definition 2.1) for N > 3. In two dimensions, these are triangulations
of the flat torus with radii ratio R1/R2 = sin(⇡/3) =
p
3/2 (figure 4.4). They are the
dual to the finite, toroidal version of the hexagonal lattice. Even though they are as
such just another kind of lattice, I consider them here in detail because finite simplicial
complexes are most appropriate for the quantum states later. Furthermore, they will
be the seeds for various kinds of irregular complexes in this section.
When comparing triangulations of di↵erent combinatorial size |T [0]| there are two pos-
sibilities: one can either
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Figure 4.8.: Left: (a) unrescaled equilateral T 2 triangulation T2,N with N [0] = N2 = (3 · 2k)2
vertices, k = 0, 1, 2, 3 from left to right (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed thin, solid curve)
indicating a convergence to the topological dimension for large ⌧ in the N ! 1
limit, compared with the infinite quadrangular lattice (dashed thick). Right: (b)
rescaled triangulations (k = 0, 1, 2, 3 from right to left) indicating a convergence to
the smooth T 2 (dashed thick) for N !1.
(a) fix the edge lengths to some scale a such that the geometric size of the triangula-
tions is growing with the combinatorial size, or one can
(b) rescale them to aN = a/N according to the combinatorial size to keep the overall
geometric size fixed.
Thus, in the limit N ! 1 the case (a) gives a triangulated plane R2, while case (b)
approximates the smooth flat T 2 geometry. Indeed, the calculations in figure 4.8 (for
various finite N) indicate that the spectral dimension of these triangulations capture
both limits. Moreover, numerical calculations of the simplicial case show again that
the only di↵erence between lattices of various combinatorics consists in a qualitatively
di↵erent discretization artefact.
The same analysis can be repeated in higher dimensions. For example, in terms of the
standard triangulation of the cube, there is an equilateral triangulation T3,N of the 3-
torus with radii ratios R2/R1 =
p
3/2 and R3/R1 ⇡ 0.752. The calculations in figure
4.9 again indicate the correct behaviour in the infinite size limit. The discretization
e↵ect here is slightly more marked, in that below the relatively small peak there is a
small regime of relatively weak slope before the usual steeper fall-o↵ at small ⌧ sets in.
Subdivisions of triangulations of Tn.
An alternative strategy for obtaining combinatorially larger simplicial manifolds of a
given topology is to subdivide them. A natural way to do so is the Pachner 1-(n+1)
move where one n-simplex is subdivided into n+1 simplices by inserting a vertex in the
middle of the original simplex and connecting it to all its vertices.
Again, concerning the geometric realization of such a complex, one may either
(a) consider it as an equilateral triangulation (although this is not a triangulation of
a torus with flat geometry anymore) or
(b) rescale the edge lengths such that it is a triangulation of the flat torus.
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Figure 4.9.: Left: (a) equilateral T 3 triangulation in terms of N [0] = N3 vertices, N = 6, 8, 10, 12
from left to right (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed thin, solid curve), compared with the
cubic lattice (dashed thick). Right: (b) rescaled triangulations.
More precisely, such a rescaling is obtained in the following way. The vertex v0 inserted
by the Pachner 1-(n+1) move can be realized as the barycentre of an n-simplex with
vertex set (v1v2 . . . vn+1). The new edges (v0va), a = 1, 2, ..., n + 1, then need to have
squared lengths
l20a =
1
(n+ 1)2
0@nX
b
l2ab  
X
(bc)
l2bc
1A (4.95)
to preserve the flat geometry approximated by the triangulation (see appendix section
A.1.1; sums are running over vertices vb and edges (vbvc) of the simplex not containing
the vertex va).
One can obtain new simplicial complexes applying these subdivisions in various ways.
I consider two cases, a global and a random subdivision:
(i) First, I subdivide the above T 2 triangulation T2,3 applying the 1-(n+1) move
simultaneously on all triangles;
(ii) second, I apply it randomly.
Both cases are considered either as equilateral (a) or as rescaled triangulations (b) and
the results are the following:
(i-a) In the first case of global subdivisions (figure 4.10), considered (a) as equilateral
triangulations, there is a peak slightly lower than n = 2 at the di↵usion time
scale of the size of the triangulation. But at smaller intermediate scales I find
small oscillations around a value of about ds ⇡ 3/4, obtained after integrating
over a period. It is not surprising that there is a deviation from the topological
dimension, since these equilateral triangulations have geometric realizations only
in terms of a torus curved at various scales in a specific manner. Indeed, the
approximate value of ds ⇡ 3/4 suggests that these simplicial complexes provide
an instance of branched polymers. These are an example of discrete geometries
found in many cases in (causal) dynamical triangulations [29–31] and in tensor
models [140].
(i-b) What might be more surprising is that also the complex with barycentrically
rescaled edges triangulating the flat torus has a spectral-dimension plot quite
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Figure 4.10.: Spectral dimension of k global subdivisions of the smallest regular T 2-triangulation
T2,3, for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed and solid curve). Left: (a) purely
combinatorial complex, with a dashed line at ds = 3/4. Right: (b) complex with
rescaled edge lengths triangulating the flat torus, with a dashed line at dS = 5/3.
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Figure 4.11.: Spectral dimension of the simplicial complex obtained from the smallest regular
T 2-triangulation T2,3 by 6 ⇥ 3k single random subdivisions, k = 1, 2, 3, 4 (dotted,
dot-dashed, dashed and solid curve) taken (a) as equilateral (left, with dashed line
at dS = 1.37) or (b) rescaled triangulations of the flat torus (right, with dashed
line at dS = 3/5).
di↵erent from the equilateral triangulations and cubulations considered above.
There is a more complicated oscillatory behaviour but now at a value around 5/3.
Furthermore, the fall-o↵ at small ⌧ is much less steep.
The rescaled Pachner subdivisions are thus an example of a triangulation which
substantially deviates with respect to the spectral dimension in the corresponding
continuum geometry, due to the particular combinatorial structure. In particular,
in the finite case there is no plateau at the value of the topological dimension,
nor is it expected that the topological dimension be recovered in the large-size
limit. Thus, an important lesson is that the spectral dimension of a triangula-
tion of a given smooth geometry does depend on the combinatorics of the chosen
triangulation.
In the second case, I construct subdivisions by choosing (with uniform random distri-
bution) one triangle to subdivide, performing the subdivision, and then re-iterating the
process. The results (figure 4.11) hint at some kind of averaging e↵ect.
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Figure 4.12.: Spectral dimension of the simplicial complex obtained by 10k single subdivisions,
k = 0, 1, 2, 3, around the same vertex of the torus triangulation T2,3 (left) and of
a single triangle (right), both unrescaled. In both cases, ds is independent of the
global structure in the large complex size limit.
(ii-a) In the equilateral case, the oscillations are washed away and the height of the peak
at the volume-size scale seems to be dependent on the particular elements chosen
in the random ensemble. The closer this choice to a global subdivision, the more
pronounced the peak.
(ii-b) In the rescaled case, the regime around 5/3 is much smaller than in the global
subdivided case and the fall-o↵ is even less steep. This might be explained by
the fact that the random subdivision e↵ectively averages over both the regime
corresponding to a plateau and the regime of low-⌧ fall-o↵.
Finally, I consider a very peculiar element in the random ensemble, namely the repeated
subdivision around a single vertex of the triangulation. This is interesting because it
shows that the spectral dimension is very much dependent on the combinatorics. The
result is a spectral dimension which could be conjectured to run to ds ! 1 in the
large-size limit, as suggested by the calculations at finite sizes (figure 4.12). Since this
property of the example is actually independent of the global structure of the complex,
one can have the same result starting with only one triangle. The only di↵erence is that
the spectral dimension goes to infinity for large ⌧ since there is no zero eigenvalue in
the spectrum of the Laplacian due to the boundary of the single triangle (figure 4.12).
In this section 4.2, I have investigated discreteness e↵ects in the e↵ective dimensions
for various classes of complexes. For lattices, the walk dimension does not show any
discreteness e↵ect and the Hausdor↵ dimension has a generic e↵ect of a fall-o↵ to dh = 1
below the lattice scale. In the case of spectral dimension, there are three characteristic
features:
(A) a zero spectral dimension at scales below the lattice spacing, ds ' 0, coming from
the fact that the test particle feels the discrete spacing of the lattice: for too-short
or infinitesimal times  ⌧ , the probe does not have the chance to di↵use from a
given node to another;
(B) a peak larger than the topological dimension at the lattice scale;
(C) at larger scales, there is agreement with the smooth spectral dimension in the
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case of lattices of various combinatorics, such as hypercubulations (figure 4.3),
triangulations (figure 4.8) as well as hexagonal and octagonal lattices (figure 4.5).
In particular, there is a plateau with height close to the topological dimension,
the more extended the larger the complex. This cannot be found for spherical
equilateral triangulations, which only exist for certain sizes too small to establish
a plateau (figure 4.7).
Furthermore, already at the classical level the spectral dimension is very sensitive to the
precise structure of the discrete manifolds combinatorics. This is illustrated exemplarily
by triangulations from subdivisions via Pachner 1-(n+1)-moves. These do not reproduce
the topological dimension neither in the equilateral nor in the rescaled case (figures 4.10
and 4.11).
4.3. Spectral dimension on LQG coherent states
Now the ground is set to calculate the e↵ective dimension of various examples of discrete
quantum geometries. The focus of this section is on the spectral dimension of states of
2+1 Euclidean quantum geometry. The reason is that in this case numerical calculations
of meaningful examples are feasible without further approximations. The aim is to
identify the quantum corrections to the classical spectral dimension.
States of particular interest are coherent states, that is states which are peaked both
on an intrinsic, two-dimensional spatial geometry as well as on its conjugate extrinsic
geometry. Quantum corrections of ds depend on the parameters of the coherent states
in this case. For these states the quantum spectral shows only qualitative and small
deviations from the classical case. To uncover stronger quantum e↵ects, I investigate
also superpositions of coherent states. The resulting spectral dimension turns out to be
an average of the superposed cases, thereby showing a more distinct quantum behaviour.
To determine the features of this e↵ect more precisely, it turns out that the numerical
techniques used in this section are too limited. To determine these more in detail, I will
present a model for which calculations are more tractable in the following section 4.4.
The structure of this section is the following. I will start in section 4.3.1 with a dis-
cussion of the definition of the heat kernel trace in the particular setting of kinematical
LQG states in 2 + 1 dimensions. Then I will present the methods and results for the
computation of the spectral dimension of coherent states on a given triangulation in
that context in section 4.3.2. Finally, I will give the numerical results for superposition
of such states, both over geometric data which the states are peaking at (section 4.3.3)
as well as over underlying triangulations (section 4.3.4).
4.3.1. Heat trace operator on kinematical LQG states
As introduced in section section 3.1.2, LQG states are functions of spatial geometric
variables (holonomies, flux variables or representation labels) based on closed graphs
c 2 C which are orientable. As anticipated and motivated in the introduction to this
chapter, I will restrict here to LQG in D = 2 + 1 dimensions.
Now, the elements of Hkin =
L
c2CHc are functions of the holonomies on the edges
e¯ 2 Ec of the graph c which is usually considered as the dual 1-skeleton of a complex C
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corresponding to a d = 2 spatial slice. For simplicity, let me focus furthermore on the
subspace of states
Hkin,3 :=
M
c2C3
Hc (4.96)
based on 3-regular graphs. These may be interpreted as dual to triangulations (up to
the caveats discussed in section 2.2.4). In particular, elements (c, je¯, ◆v¯) in the gauge-
invariant spin-network basis have unique trivial intertwiners ◆v¯, the Clebsch-Gordan
symbols. Thus, they are denoted simply by (c, je¯).
Quantum geometries in this space can be directly related to discrete geometries in the
following sense. As explained before (4.23), the spin-network basis {(c, je¯, ◆v¯)} diagonal-
izes the length operators ble associated to edges e = ?e¯ dual to e¯ 2 c with a spectrum
given in terms of the SU(2) Casimir operator [234,235],
ble|c, je¯i = l(je¯)|c, je¯i = ` pje¯(je¯ + 1) + cG |c, je¯i , (4.97)
where the scale `  = 8⇡ bi`pl is set by the Planck length and the Barbero-Immirzi pa-
rameter and cG is a constant dependent on the quantization map chosen for the Casimir
operator [234,242]. If cG > 0, the Clebsch-Gordan conditions for the representations on
edges e¯ = 1, 2, 3
|j1   j2| 6 j3 6 j1 + j2, (4.98)
implicit in the intertwiners on vertices of c yield triangle inequalities for the length
expectation values of the associated edges e = 1, 2, 3 on the primal complex C,
l(j1) + l(j2) > l(j3) . (4.99)
This can be seen from the inequalityp
j1(j1 + 1) + cG +
p
j2(j2 + 1) + cG >
p
(j1 + j2) (j1 + j2 + 1) + cG
>
p
j3(j3 + 1) + cG. (4.100)
Only for cG = 0 there are degenerate spin configurations where the inequality on the
lengths is not strict (e.g. (j1, j2, j3) = (0, 1, 1)). Even in this case one could obtain
the triangle inequalities by restricting to those states in Hkin corresponding to non-
degenerate configurations. This restriction is not expected to be significant for the
calculation of the quantum spectral dimension. The results presented in the following
are for cG = 1/4, but alternative calculations indicate that ds is not sensitive to such
choice (e.g. test of the c = 0 case give very similar results).
On the basis of this relation of simplicial spin networks (c, je¯) to edge-length geometries,
an obvious choice is to take an explicit form of the discrete Laplacian in terms of edge-
length variables (A.9). Promoting this expression to the corresponding map b c ⌘ b C , its
action on spin-network states |c, je¯i 2 Hc returns a discrete Laplacian  c(je¯) ⌘  c[l(je¯)],
b c|c, je¯i =\ c[l2e¯ ]|c, je¯i =  c[bl2e ]|c, je¯i =  c[l(je¯)]|c, je¯i , (4.101)
which is a function of representations je¯ according to its dependence (A.9) on the lengths
l(je¯). While the form of the primal volumes in the Laplacian, i.e. triangle areas and
the edge lengths themselves, is straightforward, there is in principle some freedom in
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choosing the form of the dual edge lengths as functions of primal lengths. Here I choose
a barycentric dual as argued for in section 2.3.3.
Finally, one has to check whether the formal expression for the heat-trace quantum
observable (4.31) in terms of the specific Laplacian (4.101) is well defined in this context,
i.e. if the heat trace is a self-adjoint operator on Hkin,3 (4.96). Thus, it has to be checked
whether for every (c, je¯), (c0, j 0¯e) 2 Hkin,3 it holds that
hc, je¯|[P (⌧)c0, j0e¯i ?= h[P (⌧)c, je¯|c0, j0e¯i . (4.102)
With the Laplacian (4.101), the left-hand side is
hc, je¯|[P (⌧)c0, j0e¯i = hc, je¯|Trc0 e⌧ b c0 |c0, j0e¯i = hc, je¯|Trc0 e⌧ c0 (j 0¯e)|c0, j0e¯i (4.103)
= Trc e
⌧ c(je¯) c,c0 je¯,j 0¯e , (4.104)
where  c,c0 refers to the identity of graphs c 2 C up to automorphisms. The reason is that
states defined on distinct graphs are orthogonal according to the usual inner product of
LQG [15, 192]. The expression is equal to the right-hand side of (4.102) if, and only if,
the spectrum of P (⌧) is real since accordingly
h[P (⌧)c, je¯|c0, j0e¯i = [Trc e⌧ c(je¯)]⇤ c,c0 je¯,j 0¯e . (4.105)
In general the coe cients ( c)ab are real on geometric states where triangle inequalities
(4.99), or equivalently closure constraints (which are geometricity conditions) are satis-
fied. Then, Trc e⌧ c(je¯) is real as well. Hence[P (⌧) is a good quantum observable on the
kinematical states of 2+1 gravity with the operator ordering in the length operators ble
chosen [234,242] such that cG > 0, which is chosen here.
4.3.2. Spectral dimension on coherent spin-network states
As a first example, I present the results for spectral dimension calculations of (2 + 1)-
dimensional LQG coherent states. The reason for considering coherent states here is
twofold. First, as they are semi-classical states peaking at classical geometries, it is
interesting to check if their properties are reflected in the spectral dimension. Second,
if the quantum spectral dimension was comparable with the spectral dimension of the
classical geometries peaked at, the di↵erence should be understood as due to quantum
corrections, which can be studied in a controlled manner in terms of the parameters
of the coherent states. The results show clear evidence for the first point. Quantum
corrections turn out to be small and can be described qualitatively.
In the LQG literature, group coherent states in the holonomy basis are the usual starting
point for the construction of semiclassical, coherent states in Hkin. Coherent states
peaked at phase space points (g, x = 0) 2 T ⇤G ⇠= G⇥ g can be obtained from the heat
kernel K G on the group G = SU(2) with Peter-Weyl expansion:
  (g,0)(h) = K
 
SU(2)(hg
 1) =
X
j
dim(j) e 
Cj
2 2  j(hg 1) . (4.106)
Here Cj is the Casimir operator,  j refers to the character of G representations labeled
by j and   2 R+ is the spread. There are two known constructions for a generalization
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including a non-trivial g-dependence: either by analytic continuation to eixg 2 GC such
that [243–245]
  (g,x)(h) = K
 (hg 1e ix) , (4.107)
or using the flux representation [246] where the heat kernel appears to be a (-non-
commutative) Gaussian
 ˜ (g,x)(y) = F [  g ](x  y) / e
  1
22
(x y)2
2 2
? ? e
i
 |P (g)|(x y). (4.108)
Here,  = ` 1pl and plane waves eg(x) := e
i
 |P (g)|x use group coordinates ~P (g) = sin[✓(g)]~k
in the usual coordinates in which the group element is parametrized as g = ei✓
~k·~ , with ~ 
the Pauli matrices. The notation e? indicates the non-commutative exponential defined
as a power series expansion of ?-monomials [242]. Transforming back to group space,
this results in an additional plane wave factor,
  (g,x)(h) =  
 
(g,0)(h) eh( x) . (4.109)
Since the Laplacian (4.101) is diagonal in the spin representation, the spin expansion
of these coherent states is needed here. In both cases, there is a limit (for large enough
spins) in which these can be described [243,244,246,247] as Gaussian-type states. Thus,
a coherent state on a graph c = (Vc, Ec) 2 C is peaked at spin representation labels of
intrinsic geometry {Je¯}Ec and angles of extrinsic geometry {Ke¯}Ec :
| Je¯,Ke¯c i =
1
N 
X
{je¯}
 Je¯,Ke¯c,je¯ |c, je¯i , (4.110)
with spin-network basis coe cients
 Je¯,Ke¯c,je¯ /
Y
e¯2Ec
e 
(Je¯ je¯)2
2 2
+iKe¯je¯ . (4.111)
In fact, following [246, 247], in the large-x approximation, one finds that the Je¯ can be
identified (up to a factor dependent on  ) with the modulus xe¯ of the fluxes, and the Ke¯
are angles in the representation of the group elements ge¯ (in the plane orthogonal to the
fluxes xe¯). For the details I refer to [247] and [246] respectively, since in the following
only the intrinsic curvature as captured by the Je¯ will be relevant. Their dependence
on   does not play a role for fixed   or small variations of it, with respect to (assumed
large) xe¯.
The heat-trace expectation value can then be evaluated as
h[P (⌧)i
 Je¯,Ke¯c
=
1
N2 
X
{je¯}
    Je¯,Ke¯c,je¯    2 hc, je¯|Trc e⌧ b c |c, je¯i (4.112)
/
X
{je¯}
     Y
e¯2Ec
e 
(Je¯ je¯)2
2 2
+iKe¯je¯
     
2
Trc e
⌧hb cic,je¯ (4.113)
=
X
{je¯}
"Y
e¯2Ec
e 
(Je¯ je¯)2
 2
#
Trc e
⌧ c(je¯), (4.114)
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from which the spectral dimension is derived according to (4.32). As the spatial Lapla-
cian does not depend on the extrinsic curvature, it is natural that also the phase of the
coherent state drops out of the expectation value.
The interpretation of the semi-classical limit for the spectral dimension in terms of the
parameters, i.e. the spins Je¯, the classical extrinsic geometries Ke¯, the spread   as well
as the graph c, is rather subtle. As far as the spread is concerned, with respect to
the whole coherent state {Je¯,Ke¯} there is a value where Heisenberg inequalities are
minimized. On the other hand, since the spectral dimension on the spatial state is not
dependent on the extrinsic curvature, obviously the deviation from the classical spectral
dimension vanishes for   = 0, i.e. for states sharply peaked at the intrinsic curvature
but totally random in the extrinsic one. Nevertheless, these states are highly quantum.
More interesting are quantum e↵ects of those states randomizing the intrinsic curvature,
that is states with large spread  .
Furthermore, from the physical interpretation of the geometric spectra with correspond-
ing eigenbasis in terms of the spin representations, the limit Je¯ ! 1 is often seen as
another semi-classical limit.
Finally, one should not forget the dependence of the states on the underlying graphs.
At least with respect to the spectral dimension, classically I have already shown in
section 4.2.3 the important dependence on the combinatorial structure. At the level of
kinematical states, this dependence is still poorly understood in the literature.
In the following, I consider as spin-network graphs c the dual 1-skeletons of the previous
finite torus triangulations Td,N (figure 4.4). They are parametrized by the number of
nodes N [0] = |T [0]d,N | = Nd and their spectral dimension converges to the topological
spatial dimension d if they are large or fine enough, i.e. in the limit N ! 1 (mfds-
simplicial). One can therefore interpret the quantum corrections as actual deviations
from the topological dimension in such a geometric regime. Accordingly, I will consider
states peaked at all equal Je¯ = J for e¯ 2 Ec.
For the numerical computations a sampling technique is needed as a direct implemen-
tation of equation (4.32) is unfeasible here. The reason is that the number Nje¯ =
P
je¯
of terms in the quantum sum over representations {je¯}, even with cuto↵s jmin and jmax
Nje¯ = (jmax   jmin)N
[1]
(4.115)
grows exponentially fast with the number of edges N [1] = |T [1]d,N |. I have already shown
that only for large classical triangulations (e.g. for T 2 of the order 103; see figure 4.8)
a geometric regime is obtained. Furthermore, although the state amplitude for many
spin configurations vanishes due to the Clebsch-Gordan conditions implicit in the inter-
twiners, the resulting e↵ective space of spin configurations is highly non-trivial and, in
general, not well understood [248].
Alternatively, the quantum sum can be approximated by summing over some number
of configuration samples {je¯} chosen randomly according to the coe cients
    Je¯,Ke¯c,je¯    2
(where the norm N must be included to give a proper probability density). If the
space of representations is discrete, as for the spins of SU(2), this measure needs to be
discrete. Here one can choose the binomial distribution B. For large enough Je¯ = J
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and  , this is in turn well approximated by the the normal distribution N ,
B
✓ 
2J2
J    2
⌫
,
J    2
J
◆
' N
✓
J,
 p
2
◆
, (4.116)
where the floor function b·c is needed since the first argument must be an integer.
The variable X(J, ) = B is a random field dependent on J and  . By virtue of
the approximation (4.116), the probability density function associated with it is the
Gaussian profile (⇡ 2) 1/2 e (J x)2/ 2 .
To compare ds for various peaks J , it is meaningful to choose a scale such that aJ = l2(J)
(the scale of the Laplacian set by the spectra (4.97)) is kept fixed. This is obtained
including a rescaling factor l2(J) such that
h[P (⌧)i
 Je¯,Ke¯c
/
X
{je¯}
"Y
e¯2Ec
e 
(Je¯ je¯)2
 2
#
Tr e⌧ l
2(J) c(je¯). (4.117)
Without this rescaling, as in the classical cases, one observes a shift ln ⌧ ! ln ⌧  
2 ln l(J) of the ds plot due to the   !  /l2(J) scaling of the Laplacian. Here I include
this rescaling factor in the following calculations, mainly to allow for a more direct
comparison of the spectral dimension of states.
Starting with the coherent states’ dependence on the spin J peaked at, the results are the
following. As expected, the spectral dimension function of these quantum states does not
di↵er much from the classical version: for Je¯ = J = O(10) and   = O(1), the deviation
is at most of order 10 2 (figure 4.13). This is an important consistency check. Note,
though, that all the known coherent states are peaked at discrete geometries. Therefore,
strictly speaking, it is not the spatial topological dimension d but the particular spectral-
dimension profile of these discrete geometries to be approximated well by the coherent
states. What can be considered as quantum corrections in the spectral dimension is
thus the di↵erence between the quantum spectral dimension and the spectral dimension
of discrete geometries.
Second, I test the dependence of states with spread  . Since the binomial distribution
approximation (4.116) is only defined for  2 < 2J , it is di cult to probe the regime of
larger   within this method. Probing the   dependence for Je¯ = 10, I observe increasing
quantum corrections, but still of order O(10 2) (figure 4.14).
The main challenge when extending the calculations to larger spreads is to deal with the
highly non-trivial space of group representations due to the Clebsch-Gordan conditions,
as noted before. However, there is a very straightforward way to define pure states
(or their superpositions) by bounding the range of spins to an interval I = [jmin, jmax]
such that the Clebsch-Gordan conditions are trivially fulfilled for any combinatorial
(i.e. simplicial complex) structure of the states. In terms of the di↵erence  J = jmax  
jmin, one could for instance construct states uniformly randomized over the interval
IJ = [
1
3(2J + 1),
1
3(4J   1)] \ 12N , (4.118)
on which any three elements satisfy the Clebsch-Gordan conditions. As an example, I
consider uniformly distributed spins for the same J as in the above cases of coherent
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Figure 4.13.: Left: ds for coherent states peaked at l(J) = J+1/2 = 16, 32, 64 (solid, dashed, dot-
dashed curve) on the regular torus triangulation T2,4 (i.e. with N [2] = 18⇥42 = 288
triangles) with spread   =
p
J   1/2. Right: deviation of ds from the classical case.
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Figure 4.14.: Left: ds for coherent states peaked at l(J) = J + 1/2 = 16 with spread
  = 1, 2, 3,
p
15 (dotted, dot-dashed, dashed and solid curve) on the regular torus
triangulation T2,8 (i.e. with N [2] = 18 ⇥ 82 = 1152 triangles). Right: deviation of
ds from the classical case.
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Figure 4.15.: Left: ds for a sum over seven random states with spins in IJ for J+1/2 = 16, 32, 64
(solid, dashed and dot-dashed curve) on the triangulation T2,4 (N [2] = 288). Right:
deviation of ds from the classical case.
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states (figure 4.15). Again, the di↵erence with respect to the classical triangulation
randomized around is of order O(10 2).
It is worth noticing that, in all the above examples of quantum states, the di↵erence with
the corresponding classical state is rather marginal. The key result of the calculations
for coherent states on a given regular triangulation is that the quantum corrections are
very small, since by varying spins J and spread   one gets deviations from the classical
spectral dimension only of order ⇠ 10 2ds.
4.3.3. Summing semi-classical states
A basic feature of quantum mechanics is the superposition principle. The coherent and
randomized states already are a typical example in this sense, as they are superpositions
in the spin-network basis; but one can probe the quantum features of spatial geometry
also by constructing other kinds of superposition states. One obvious strategy is to
superpose coherent states themselves. There are various ways one could do so. Possible
choices would be sums in the coherent-state labels J , K and  ,
|c, {cJe¯,Ke¯, }i =
X
Je¯,Ke¯, 
cJe¯,Ke¯, | Je¯,Ke¯c i , (4.119)
or over di↵erent complexes and their dual graphs c:
|{ac}, Je¯,Ke¯, i =
X
c
ac| Je¯,Ke¯c i . (4.120)
In the following, the focus is on superposed states on the same complex (4.119). Super-
positions over complexes (4.120) are the topic of the next section 4.3.4, and in a more
general setting of section 4.4.
In the case of superpositions on a fixed graph c (4.119), the expectation value of the
heat trace does not simplify to a single sum over the expectation values of squared
coe cients. Assuming trivial intertwiners,
h[P (⌧)ic =
X
Je¯,Ke¯, 
X
J 0¯e,K 0¯e, 0
X
je¯,j 0¯e
c⇤Je¯,Ke¯, ( 
Je¯,Ke¯
c,je¯
)⇤cJ 0¯e,K 0¯e, 0 
J 0¯e,K 0¯e
c,j 0¯e
hc, je¯|Trce⌧ b c |c, j0e¯i
=
X
Je¯,Ke¯, 
X
J 0¯e,K 0¯e, 0
c⇤Je¯,Ke¯, cJ 0¯e,K 0¯e, 0
X
je¯
Y
e¯2Ec
e 
(Je¯ je¯)2
2 2
  (J 0¯e je¯)2
2 02  i(Ke¯ K 0¯e)je¯Trce⌧ c(je¯).
(4.121)
Assuming a fixed extrinsic curvatureKe¯ there is no phase causing interferences. Further-
more, for sharply peaked coherent states the cross terms with Je¯ 6= J 0¯e are suppressed.
In this case, one would expect that
h[P (⌧)ic ⇡
X
Je¯, 
X
{je¯}
|cJe¯, |2
"Y
l2c
e 
(Je¯ je¯)2
 2
#
Tr e⌧ c(je¯) (4.122)
is still a good approximation.
When summing over coherent states peaked at di↵erent spins, it makes a crucial dif-
ference whether one considers them as peaked at classical geometries of di↵erent size
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Figure 4.16.: ds for the superposition of coherent states l(J)2 = J+1/2 = 16, 32, 64 on a regular
torus triangulation T2,4 (N [2] = 288) compared to the states summed over (dashed
curve; cf. figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.17.: Left: ds for the superposition of coherent states l(J)2 = J + 1/2 = 16, 32, 64 on
the regular torus triangulation T2,4 (N [2] = 288) with rescaled Laplacian compared
to the states summed over (dashed curve; see figure 4.13). Right: deviation of ds
from the classical case.
or at the same classical geometry obtained by fixing the scale a = aJ = l(J). In both
cases, the spectral dimension turns out to be an average of the spectral dimensions of
the parts summed over. However, in the first case (figure 4.16) these individual profiles
are shifted with respect to one another such that the superposition has dimension of
order one only in the regime where most of them overlap. In the second case (figure
4.17), all profiles have features at the same scales, so that the superposition yields a
ds plot close to the classical geometry peaked at; the quantum correction is even less
pronounced, i.e. smaller than for the individual coherent states (figure 4.13).
4.3.4. Superpositions of complexes
The focus of this section is the spectral dimension of superpositions of states on distinct
combinatorial complexes. In general, the heat trace expectation value of such states
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(4.120) is of the form
h[P (⌧)i /
X
c
X
je¯
|ac|2
    Je¯,Ke¯c,je¯    2 hc, je¯|Trce⌧ b c |c, je¯i . (4.123)
Comparing with the heat-trace expectation value of the superposition of coherent states
on the same complex (4.121), the sum here does not contain cross terms since the
Hilbert space of states (4.96) is a direct sum over graphs. The numerical calculations
in this section focus on states with trivial superposition coe cients ac = 1, though I
have numerically tested a few other cases as well. More general classes of states can be
tested with an analytically tractable model which I will present in section 4.4.
Furthermore, for reasons of feasibility, here I approximate the coherent states | Je¯,Ke¯c i
to be summed over by the corresponding classical geometries. This can be understood
as the extreme case of minimal spread  , that is, states sharply peaked at the intrinsic
curvature but totally randomized in the extrinsic one. But even more generally, the
results in the last two sections have already shown that the e↵ect of quantum fluctuations
in coherent states is only of order 10 2. It is thus reasonable to expect that the e↵ect of
superposing truly quantum coherent states is reproduced by the superposition of discrete
geometries associated with their peak values. Indeed, the results will show that e↵ects of
superposing graphs are of order higher than 10 2. This justifies the approximation of the
full sum, which in the case of superposition of graphs is considerably more challenging
from a numerical point of view.
In e↵ect, the setting here is very similar to CDT. There, equilateral triangulations are
the only dynamical degrees of freedom. The fact that the spectral dimension of the
spacetime sum-over-histories is scale dependent in the CDT ensemble [44, 46] is thus a
consequence of (and eventually needs to be explained by) the way it is summed over a
class of simplicial manifolds. Although the setting here is restricted to kinematical spa-
tial states and their superpositions, when summing with certain weights over simplicial
manifolds one is in a setting quite comparable with CDT, and similar results could be
expected. The main di↵erence is that, while in CDT there is a precise description for the
integration measure given by the exponential of the Regge action of equilateral trian-
gulations, in the context of kinematical states of quantum geometry there is no unique
prescription for how these states should be superposed on di↵erent complexes, in order
to obtain some approximately smooth geometry. Therefore, the present investigation
is somewhat explorative and driven mainly by the aim of unveiling generic features of
superpositions of complexes.
Coming to the results of the spectral dimension calculations, as before it turns out to
be crucial whether the superposed complexes are taken as purely combinatorial or as
refinements of the same smooth geometry through rescaling the edge lengths (figure
4.18). In both cases the result can be described qualitatively as an averaging of the
spectral dimension plots of the single states summed over (depending on the weights ac)
The di↵erence is that in the first case, this e↵ect takes place at larger di↵usion scales,
in contrast with the small-di↵usion-scale regime of the second.
The second (rescaling) case shows some more interesting features, in particular when
summing over a larger set of complexes. Since all complexes summed over are trian-
gulations of the same smooth geometry, it can be interpreted as a special case of a
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Figure 4.18.: Sum over the T 2 triangulations T2,N with N = 3, 6, 12, 24 (included as dashed
curves for comparison, cf. figure 4.8) with trivial coe cients ac = 1, unrescaled
(left) and rescaled (right).
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Figure 4.19.: Sum over all rescaled regular T 2 triangulations T2,N of size N = 3, 4, . . . , 43 (solid
curve) and, for comparison, the individual N = 3 and N = 43 cases (dotted and
dot-dashed curve).
semi-classical state incorporating a (kinematical) continuum approximation. Though in
the numerical context here, it can only be implemented up to some finite order, though.
A first interesting feature is that the discreteness artefact of a peak does not appear
for these states. Calculating not only the superposition of a few rescaled triangulations
but of all regular triangulations T2,N of the type described in section section 4.2.3 up
to some maximal size Nmax (figure 4.19), the result is a more extended plateau. Thus,
from these calculations one would expect the appearance of a plateau at the topological
dimension for sums over more and larger triangulations, but without the discretization
e↵ect of a peak at the characteristic lattice scale. Indeed, this numerical result will be
confirmed by the far more general analytic model in the next section 4.4.
In the explorative spirit of this section, the same can finally be done for the randomly
subdivided triangulations. The e↵ect of summing is, again, an averaging of the ds
profiles. Qualitatively, these are quite di↵erent from the regular triangulations and
one can hardly conjecture any more specific properties for the general case of larger
superpositions.
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Figure 4.20.: Sum over randomly subdivided T 2 triangulations (dashed line, for comparison; see
figure 4.11), unrescaled (left) and rescaled (right).
In this section 4.3, I have investigated the spectral dimension of coherent states and
superpositions of these on toroidal complexes. Quantum corrections turn out to be small
in the small-spin regime (figure 4.13), for large spreads (figure 4.14) and even for total
randomization in a given spin interval (figure 4.15). On a fixed complex, superpositions
of coherent states peaked at the same geometry smoothen out the quantum deviations
even more (figure 4.17). Only superpositions of states peaked at di↵erent geometries
show a distinct behaviour. This happens when the spectral dimension of the individual
states is noticeably di↵erent from one another (figure 4.16).
On the other hand, the superposition of states on distinct combinatorial complexes re-
sults in a more interesting behaviour of the spectral dimension. For a superposition of
torus triangulations approximating the same smooth geometry but of di↵erent combi-
natorial size, I find that the discreteness artefact of the the peak, appearing in classical
cases, disappears (figure 4.18) and a plateau with the topological dimension is obtained
(figure 4.19).
Still, there are no hints for an e↵ective smaller dimension at smaller scales in one su-
perposition state. The running of the spectral dimension in the profiles of the figures is,
in fact, mainly due to discreteness artefacts (ds ! 0 at small ⌧) and topological e↵ects
(ds ! 0 at large ⌧). On the other hand, superpositions of 1-3 Pachner subdivisions have
a ds plateau at a height smaller than the topological dimension (figure 4.20). Summa-
rizing, the averaging e↵ect stemming from superposition states is the only manifestation
of additional geometric data in the profile of the spectral dimension of the states inves-
tigated here, which would be otherwise reproduced by a classical triangulation.
Nevertheless one has to note that, due to the involved and expensive numerical tech-
niques used for the calculations, the class of states feasible to calculate their spectral
dimension is limited in a twofold way. On the one hand, it has been possible to consider
states based on complexes only up to a combinatorial size of N [2] = O(104) cells. On
the other hand, in the superposition over complexes only simple choices of superposition
coe cients such ac = 1 have been chosen. Both limitations can be overcome by a simple
analytic model which covers a much broader class of applications than semi-classical
(2+1)-dimensional LQG states. Its surprising results are the topic of the next section.
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4.4. Dimensional flow in discrete quantum geometries
The aim of this section is to present a special class of superpositions of discrete quantum
geometries with a dimensional flow, characterized by a real-valued parameter ↵. This
parameter controls the scale-dependent values taken by the spectral dimension, and
therefore the dimensional flow. Such states can be considered as a generalization of
the LQG superposition states (4.119) and (4.120) of the previous section to arbitrary
dimension. Motivated by the detailed numerical computations described there, the
states considered here are based on a number of assumption such that the analytical
results of section 4.2 can be used.
For simplicity, the superposition states are sums over regular complexes corresponding
to hypercubic lattices to which a single quantum label is assigned uniformly to all cells
of a certain dimension. Such states occur indeed in the Hilbert space Hkin of the discrete
quantum gravity theory considered here (chapter 3). Because of the uniform labelling,
these superpositions are also similar to the discrete geometries in CDT, although the
complexes are not considered as regularization tools for physically smooth geometries
here but as fundamentally discrete structures with their own physical interpretation.
Contrary to the CDT setting, I interpret the superposed complexes as defining quantum
gravity states, not histories, and the coe cients in the superposition have no immediate
dynamical content. However, it is important to point out that this interpretation enters
only minimally in the actual calculations and it could be generalized.
Using the known analytic expression (4.56) for the spectral dimension of single mem-
bers in the superposition, I compute numerically superpositions over up to 106 discrete
geometries. On these grounds, one finds strong evidence for a dimensional flow, charac-
terized by the parameter ↵.
For these states one can furthermore use the analytic solutions for the walk dimen-
sion and Hausdor↵ dimension presented in section 4.2.2 and perform again numerical
calculations of superpositions. However, these observables do not display any special
properties for superpositions as compared to states defined on fixed complexes.
I will start in section 4.4.1 with a brief discussion of the class of states under consider-
ation, presenting then the setup for the spectral dimension calculation and discuss its
result in section 4.4.2. Similarly, the outcomes of the calculation of the Hausdor↵ and
walk dimension will be the topic of section 4.4.3. In section 4.4.4, I will conclude with a
discussion of these results with a particular focus on the question of a fractal structure.
4.4.1. A general class of superposition states
Let me first explain in detail the construction of superposition states of interest, and
the calculation of their spectral, walk and Hausdor↵ dimension.
Generalizing the case of spin-network states in the LQG Hilbert space, here I denote
as a discrete quantum geometry a state |jc, Ci which is given by an assignment of some
quantum numbers jc to a certain subset of cells c 2 C of a combinatorial complex C,
diagonalizing volume operators of these cells
d
V (p)c0 |jc, Ci / lp(jc0)|jc, Ci . (4.124)
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Thus, spin-network states in LQG are an example of such states, based on the 1-skeleton
of the dual complex C?, with the j’s identifying irreducible representations of SU(2).
They diagonalize length operators (4.23) in D = 2 + 1 and area and volume opera-
tors (4.24) in D = 3 + 1 spacetime dimensions as explained above. Generic quantum-
geometry states are superpositions of the discrete quantum geometries |jc, Ci.
In the following, I will restrict to superpositions with nonzero coe cients only for states
|j, Ci labelled by a single quantum number jc = j for all cells. Thus, one can consider the
individual states |j, Ci as corresponding to equilateral lattices. Generic superpositions
are then of the form
| i =
X
j,C
aj,C |j, Ci . (4.125)
In particular I am interested in states constrained to a fixed overall volume V0 which
can be interpreted as continuum states:
| , V0i =
X
j,C
aj,C  (hj, C|bV |j, Ci, V0) |j, Ci , (4.126)
where the delta is a Kronecker delta.
Furthermore I restrict the sum to the hypercubic lattices C =  dN of spatial dimension
d and size N introduced in section 4.2.2. In this case, the fixed volume condition is
explicitly
V0 = hj, dN |bV |j, dN i / Nd ld(j) , (4.127)
which fixes the lattice size N = N(j) for a given j.
In general, there are three scales involved in such superposition states, denoted
|V0, jmin, jmaxi :=
jmaxX
j=jmin
aj |j, dN(j)i , (4.128)
summing (or for a continuous label j, integrating) over a finite range from jmin to jmax:
A minimal length scale l(jmin), an intermediate scale l(jmax) and the overall volume
size V 1/d0 / N(jmin)l(jmin) = N(jmax)l(jmax). Note that a finite volume V0 bounds also
possible cuto↵s jmax (since N is a positive integer).
One can also consider the limit of noncompact geometries N(jmin) ! 1, where all
complexes in the superposition state (4.128) converge to the infinite lattice  d1. Thus,
such a state is technically the same as a superposition on the fixed complex  d1 (similar
to (4.119) in section 4.3.3), although the physical interpretation is di↵erent. Due to
the combinatorial simplicity, the results of infinite-size calculations in section 4.2 can be
directly applied to the finite-volume case.
Having defined the special class of superposition states, I can move on to the evaluation
of the geometric observables of interest, i.e. the e↵ective dimensions.
4.4.2. Dimensional flow in the spectral dimension
For the discrete quantum geometries |jc, Ci it is reasonable to assume that they are
eigenvectors of b C , based on the definition of these labels (4.124) and on then general
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form of b C (4.30). In the case of (2 + 1)-dimensional LQG states I have shown this in
detail (section 4.3.1). Then, according to (4.33), the heat-trace expectation value of the
states (4.125) of interest here is
h[P (⌧)i =
X
j,C
|aj,C |2TrC e⌧hj,C|b C |j,Ci . (4.129)
One simplifying assumption is however needed in order to proceed with systematic
computations on extended complexes. Motivated by the results in the specific LQG case
in section 4.3, assume that the expectation values of the coe cients of the Laplacianb C scale as
hj, C|b C |j, Ciab / l 2(j) ( C)ab , (4.130)
where  C is the combinatorial Laplacian (4.17) on the complex C. This assumption is
sensible if the Laplacian can be expressed as a function of the volumes (4.124) which is
possible in most quantum gravity cases (cf. appendix A.1). A similar ansatz is, in fact,
made in [50], although in that work it is not justified on the basis of a detailed analysis
of the underlying graph and on the complete expression for the Laplacian, such as the
one presented here (2.64).
The spectral dimension on the lattice superposition states has now a simple expression.
Under the assumption (4.130), the expectation value of the return probability further
simplifies to
h[P (⌧)i /
X
j,C
|aj,C |2TrC e⌧ l 2(j) C . (4.131)
This expression can be computed most e ciently considering the limit of infinite lattices,
for which the analytic solution (4.56) for the heat trace is available. Thus, the spectral
dimension of a state |V0, jmin, jmaxi, (4.128), in the limit N(jmin)!1, is given by the
scaling of
h[P (⌧)iV0,jmin,jmax /
jmaxX
j=jmin
|aj |2
n
el
 2(j)⌧I0[l
 2(j) ⌧ ]
od
. (4.132)
For various classes of coe cient functions aj , values of spatial dimension d and cuto↵s
jmax I have carried out numerical calculations of the spectral dimension using asymptotic
power-law spectra
l(j) ' j  , (4.133)
where   > 0 as usual in LQG, e.g. (4.23) and (4.24). In the examples presented here
jmin = 1, though calculations with lower cuto↵s of the same order (e.g. jmin = 1/2) have
been computed with similar results. Notice also that the same finite minimal value for
the geometric spectra could be obtained in correspondence with a quantum label j = 0,
for choices of quantization map that give a nonzero value for cG in (4.24).
A dimensional flow in the spectral dimension is found for a class of coe cients with
power-law functions,
aj / j  . (4.134)
Depending on the range of values of the parameter
↵ :=  2  + 1
 
, (4.135)
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Figure 4.21.: Left: spectral dimension of a superposition with ↵ = 2 in d = 1, 2, 3, 4 (dotted,
dashed, dot-dashed, solid curve) with cuto↵ jmax = 104d.
Right: spectral dimension of superpositions with ↵ = 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2 (dotted, dashed,
dot-dashed, solid curve) in d = 3 with cuto↵ jmax = 105.
the dimensional flow is found for 0 < ↵ < d. More precisely, I find the following
behaviour for the spectral dimension of the state under consideration in this parameter
regime:
(a) In the IR, i.e. for large length scales ⌧   l2(jmax), ds(⌧) = d (figure 4.21). This
is of course a consistency check for the validity of the formalism, since at large
scales one recovers the topological dimension of the space the quantum states
are supposed to represent. It is however already a nontrivial test, as identifying
quantum states with the right semiclassical continuum properties at large scales
is no small task in background-independent quantum gravity.
(b) Below the smallest lattice scale, i.e. for ⌧ ⌧ l2(jmin), ds(⌧) = 0. This is the usual
discreteness e↵ect also found for individual lattices (cf. section 4.2), which remains
at the Planck scale for discrete spectra induced by holonomies valued in compact
groups [89–91,235,236]. For noncompact groups, spectra are typically continuous
and no volume discreteness e↵ect at Planck scale occurs, as jmin ! 0 [234].
(c) Between these scales, there is a plateau with value ds(⌧) = ↵ (figure 4.21). This
plateau indicates a regime in which the e↵ective dimension is physically smaller
than the topological one, and thus a proper dimensional flow. In the light of the
results in the previous section 4.3, which are performed on a particular instance
of these quantum states, but without considering large superpositions of lattice
structures, this result can be regarded as a genuine quantum e↵ect stemming from
the superposition of states |j, Ci with geometric spectra on di↵erent scales and
based on complexes of di↵erent size. It is interesting that, at such intermediate
scales, the e↵ective dimension depends on the superposition coe cients but is
independent from the topological dimension.
(d) In particular, for infinite superpositions (jmax ! 1) this plateau takes the value
↵ and extends indefinitely (figure 4.22). Formally, one can express this behaviour
by
 ⌧
  
ds=↵
 !
jmax!1
1 . (4.136)
Notice that this only means that the topological dimension d is obtained further
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Figure 4.22.: Spectral dimension of superpositions with ↵ = 2 in d = 3.
Left: for cuto↵s jmax = 1, 10, 103, 105 (dotted, dashed, dot-dashed, solid curve).
Right: summing over positive j 2 1qN up to jmax = 104 for q = 1/2, 1, 2, 10 (dotted,
dashed, dot-dashed, solid curve).
away at large ⌧ . Physically, one never takes the infinite limit in practice: for large
spin labels, the plateau is long but has finite extension  ⌧ .
(e) Moreover, these results are independent of the spacing of the quantum labels j.
Summing over j 2 1qN for some q 2 Q slightly changes the results only at the scale
l(jmin) (figure 4.22). Therefore, neither the IR nor the UV regime depends on the
spacing of the state label j. The numerical calculations show, in particular, that
this should also be true in the limit q !1, i.e. for positive real j.
For ↵ < 0, no superposition e↵ect occurs and the profile of the spectral dimension equals
approximately the one of the single state |jmax, d1i:
dV0,jmin,jmaxs (⌧) ⇡ djmax, 
d1
s (⌧). (4.137)
This result is numerical, for which, at present, a complete analytical or physical un-
derstanding is lacking. Nevertheless, there is an intuitive explanation for ds ⇡ ↵ at
su ciently small scales, in the range 0 < ↵ < d. On a continuous medium, the case
↵ < 0 would correspond to an unphysical one with negative dimension. This situation is
meaningless both in the conventional di↵usion interpretation of the spectral dimension
(where the probe would do “less than not propagating”) and in the resolution interpre-
tation of [221,230]. In the latter, the return probability P (⌧) ⇠ (p⌧) ds ⇠ ` ds ⇠ (res)ds
is the probability to find the probe anywhere when the geometry is probed at scales `,
i.e., with resolution 1/`. For positive ds, this probability decreases with the resolution:
if 1/` is too small, there is a chance that the probe is not seen at all. On the other
hand, a negative ds implies that the coarser the probe, the greater the chance to find it
somewhere. In the current case, this pathological behaviour is screened by discreteness
e↵ects and ds is saturated by the lattice with labels jmax.
For ↵ > d, no superposition e↵ect occurs and the profile of the spectral dimension equals
approximately the one of the single state |jmin, d1i,
dV0,jmin,jmaxs (⌧) ⇡ djmin, 
d1
s (⌧). (4.138)
In the continuum limit, ↵ > d would imply a spectral dimension larger than the am-
bient space. Similarly to the previous case, for an intuitive explanation, one has both
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the di↵usion and the resolution interpretation at hand. In the conventional di↵usion
interpretation of the spectral dimension, the case ds > d may be regarded as physical:
the probe e↵ectively sees more than d dimensions and tends to superdi↵use. In the
resolution interpretation, the probability of finding the probe somewhere grows more
steeply than for the normal case (Brownian motion) and probes with large resolution
(small scales `) become even more e↵ective. However, in the present quantum frame-
work there is a limit to which one can probe the microscopic structure of geometry:
volume spectra are discrete with minimum eigenvalue determined by jmin. Again, the
variation of the spectral dimension is dominated by lattice e↵ects, this time governed
by the lower cuto↵ in the spin labels.
A partial understanding of the results with 0 < ↵ < d, in particular concerning the
dependence of the UV value of ds on the powers   and   in (4.135), is provided by the
following rewriting of the heat trace (4.132). A redefinition of variables k(j) := l ↵(j)
demands a change of summation-integration measure by
dk
dj
=
d
dj
l ↵(j) =  ↵d ln l(j)
dj
l ↵ 1(j) . (4.139)
In particular, for the power-law spectra (4.133) and the definition of ↵ (4.135)
dk
dj
=  ↵  j ↵  1 (4.135)= (2  + 1) j2  (4.140)
which is proportional to |aj |2 for the power-law coe cients (4.134). Thus, the heat trace
on these superpositions is a uniformly weighted sum in the k-variable, over the range
corresponding to (4.132),
h bP (⌧)iV0,jmin,jmax /X
k
h
e k
2/↵⌧I0(k
2/↵⌧)
id
. (4.141)
Therefore, genuine dimensional flow comes from a subtle balancing of d and ↵ in this
expression, while a negative ↵ yields just a dominant kmax = k(jmax) contribution in
the sum. Indeed, I have also calculated the spectral dimension directly from (4.141)
for various values of d, ↵ and summing ranges of integer k’s, obtaining qualitatively
similar results as discussed above for (4.132). As a consequence, dimensional flow has
some dependence on the form of the spectrum (4.133) but only in combination with
appropriate superposition coe cients.
Still maintaining the power-law spectrum (4.133) (which is the most reasonable assump-
tion, consistent with known results in LQG and related approaches), I have calculated
the spectral dimension for various other classes of coe cient functions. In most cases,
there are no surprising results: (a) For example, exponential coe cients aj / ebj let
either the maximal state jmax dominate when a > 0, or the minimal one jmin when
a < 0. (b) Gaussian coe cients, on the other hand, result in a dominance of the j0 at
which they are peaked. (c) Trigonometric functions add some oscillations to djmax, 
d1
s
in the intermediate regime, depending on the relation of the periods to the spacing of j
in the sum. In all these cases, therefore, the overall behaviour of the spectral dimension
is the same as that found for coe cients given by simple powers.
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Figure 4.23.: Spectral dimension of superpositions with coe cients |aj |2 = j 4 + 200j 7 sum-
ming from jmin = 1/2 to jmax = 200 for d = 3 and   = 3 (to be able to numerically
cover enough scales with a feasible number of states in the sum). According to
(4.135), two di↵erent UV regimes with dimension ds ⇡ 2 and then ds ⇡ 1 can be
observed.
More interesting is the case of coe cients which are linear combinations of power func-
tions in j. Then one finds, for their asymptotic behaviour aj ⇠ j  , the same e↵ect
as for power-law coe cients. In particular, if there are several regimes with di↵erent
approximate scaling  1,  2, . . . , one obtains plateaux in the spectral dimension plot of
di↵erent values ↵1,↵2, . . . accordingly. An example is shown in figure 4.23. This e↵ect
coincides, both in its qualitative shape and origin, to the one obtained in the multiscale
generalization of the di↵usion equation with di↵erent powers of the Laplacian [179].
In general, all coe cient functions with an approximate power-law behaviour in some
regime give rise to dimensional flow at those scales. Details such as the value of jmin and
the spacing in j are not relevant for the value of the spectral dimension in these inter-
mediate regimes, in agreement with the discussion in [179] on the role of regularization
parameters in the profile of ds. The details of regularization schemes are nonphysical
and a↵ect only transient regimes in ds(⌧), not the value of the plateaux.
4.4.3. Walk dimension and Hausdor↵ dimension of superpositions
The spectral dimension is only one of the possible dimensional observables. The su-
perposition state model is well-suited to analyse other observables such as the walk
dimension (4.38) and Hausdor↵ dimension (4.29) as well, and it is interesting to do so
because there exist several relations among them, in classical and continuum spaces.
Only a detailed analysis of their combined behaviour can give solid indications on the
nature of the quantum geometries corresponding to quantum gravity states.
Quantum superpositions |V0, jmin, jmaxi are characterized by the Laplacian (4.130).
Therefore, along the same lines as (4.132) one can evaluate the expectation value of
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the mean square displacement (4.35) in terms of its lattice solution (4.83),
D
\hX2i(⌧)
E
V0,jmin,jmax
=
jmaxX
j=jmin
|aj |2 hX2i 
d1
0 [l
 2(j)⌧ ] (4.142)
= d
jmaxX
j=jmin
|aj |2 l 2(j)⌧ (4.143)
/ ⌧ . (4.144)
According to the definition (4.38) of the walk dimension dw as the scaling of the mean
square displacement, this result for quantum superpositions yields the standard value
dV0,jmin,jmaxw = 2 , (4.145)
independent of the form of the coe cients aj . Notice that the dependence on the
topological dimension in (4.143) is only through a proportionality coe cient. Therefore,
(4.145) is valid both for space and spacetime.
The Hausdor↵ dimension of a quantum state is defined in (4.29) in terms of the scaling
of the expectation value of the volume dV(r) (4.26) of a ball with radius r.
With the volume spectra (4.124), the evaluation of dV(r) on a single discrete quantum
geometry state |j, dN i in the large size limit N !1 can be expressed in terms of the
classical lattice solutions V d1(r) (4.88) as
hV (R)ij, d1 / ld(j)V d1(R/l(j)) (4.146)
/ ld(j)
d 1Y
n=0
[R/l(j) + n] . (4.147)
Thus, its Hausdor↵ dimension corresponds to the lattice solution (4.89), i.e.
dj, 
d1
h (r) = r
d 1X
k=0
1
r + k l(j)
=
r
l(j)
[ (r/l(j) + d)   (r/l(j))] , (4.148)
where  is the digamma function. At large scales, dh approaches the topological dimen-
sion d, while at small scales it tends to 1:
dj, 
d1
h '
⇢
d , R  1
1 , R⌧ 1 . (4.149)
For generic superposition states, this gives a nontrivial expectation value
hV (R)iV0,jmin,jmax /
jmaxX
j=jmin
|aj |2ld(j)
d 1Y
n=0
[R/l(j) + n] (4.150)
like for the spectral dimension (4.132).
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Figure 4.24.: Hausdor↵ dimension dh of a superposition with ↵ = 1, 2 (solid and dash-dotted
curve) in d = 3 summing up to jmax = 105, compared to dh on single states
|1, d1i (dashed curve) and |jmax, d1i (dotted curve).
Nevertheless, numerical calculations on the same classes of states as investigated above
for the spectral dimension show qualitatively similar results to the Hausdor↵ dimension
dj, 
d1
h on single states (figure 4.24). That is, in all instances there are plateaux as in
the pure lattice case (4.149). Only the scale and steepness of the flow between these
plateaux is modified. For example, for power-law coe cients (4.134) the fall-o↵ is much
steeper and occurs, as ↵ increases, closer to the scale as in the case of the single state
|jmin, d1i.
4.4.4. A fractal structure in (loop) quantum gravity?
The calculations presented show that a flow in the spectral dimension occurs in quan-
tum gravity, at least for a specific class of superpositions of regular (both from the
combinatorial perspective and for what concerns the assignment of additional quantum
labels) quantum states of geometry. These quantum states, although restricted by the
regularity assumption, are exactly of the type appearing in the discrete quantum gravity
formalisms of loop quantum gravity, spin-foam models and group field theory considered
in this thesis. Though they are more general, and can, for example, also simply be seen
as quantum states of lattice quantum gravity, in the spirit of quantum Regge calculus.
On the other hand, no dimensional flow due to quantum e↵ects occurs in the Haus-
dor↵ and walk dimension. This conclusion is based on the interpretation, maintained
throughout this thesis, that the flow of an e↵ective dimension observable of a quantum
geometry is a mere e↵ect of discretization whenever it approximately coincides with the
form of scale dependence for the related combinatorial complexes.
The results are of particular interest from the point of view of loop quantum gravity.
Under the assumptions made for the action of the quantum Laplacian on the states (a
very simple scaling behaviour), an important example of the states studied are kinemat-
ical LQG states where length (D = 2+1) or area and volume operators (D = 3+1) are
diagonalized by spin-network states. In this sense, I have identified a class of LQG states
with a dimensional flow. More precisely, for any 0 < ↵ < d there is a class of states
in the kinematical Hilbert space with a dimensional flow from the spatial topological
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dimension d in the IR to a smaller value ↵ in the UV. The UV value depends on the
exact superposition considered but not on the topological dimension.
This result is in contrast with earlier arguments in LQG [50]. There, the author argues
for evidence of dimensional flow for individual spin-network states (thus, for a given
graph or complex), and the same result is claimed in [223,224] for simple spin-network
states with additional weights given by a 1-vertex spin foam (thus, not yet in a truly
dynamical context). The starting point in [50] is an assumption about the scaling of
the expectation value of the Laplacian, very similar to (4.130). The essential part of
the argument is then the further assumption that the momenta p of the scalar field
defining the spectral dimension are directly related to a length scale set by the quantum
numbers as p / 1/pj. The scaling of the Laplacian in j is finally translated in a modified
dispersion relation in p and the result depends on the precise form of the spectrum (4.24)
with cG = 0.
In the present case, no further assumption beyond (4.130) is made. Calculations are
based on the momenta of the scalar field on the lattice-based geometry, that is, the
spectrum of the Laplacian, but the spectral dimension is computed directly as a quantum
geometric observable evaluated on quantum states. Furthermore, in section 4.3, I have
found no e↵ects on the spectral dimension for individual quantum-geometry states of
LQG based on given graphs or complexes. On the other hand, the genuine dimensional
flow that occurs here for the states |V0, jmin, jmaxi is crucially related to the superposition
of spin-network states also with respect to the underlying combinatorial structures, and
it is not solely the result of the discreteness of geometric spectra. In this deeper sense,
dimensional flow can indeed be seen as an e↵ect of quantum discreteness of geometry.
The detailed results of all the three e↵ective dimension observables allow also to ad-
dress the question, whether such quantum geometries are e↵ectively fractal geometries.
Quite often in the literature of quantum gravity, dimensional flow has been advertised
as spacetime being fractal. However, strictly speaking not all sets with varying dimen-
sionality are fractals. Although no unique operational and rigorous definition of ‘fractal’
exists, one property all fractals generally possess is a special relation among the spectral
dimension ds, the Hausdor↵ dimension dh and the walk dimension dw:
dh =
dw
2
ds. (4.151)
On the hypercubic lattice superpositions considered, dw = 2 and the above relation
simplifies to dh = ds. This is trivially obtained in the IR regime, where both dimensions
take the value of the topological dimension. In the UV regime above the lattice scale
(recall that below such scale any scaling e↵ect is arguably unphysical), the Hausdor↵
dimension takes the classical value d 
d1
h ' 1. Thus, (4.151) is only obeyed in the
case of a scaling ↵ = 1 such that also the spectral dimension takes this value. Only
then can one call the quantum superposition |V0, jmin, jmaxi an e↵ective one-dimensional
fractal. This is indeed a perfectly allowed choice of quantum states and one can conclude
that the results show a particular class of quantum geometries that corresponds, by all
appearances, to a fractal quantum space.
However, one should mention a caveat here. For these geometries to be safely regarded
as fractals, the origin of the dimensional flow should be the same in the left- and right-
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hand side of (4.151), which may not be the case for here: the left-hand side flows due
to discreteness e↵ects, while the right-hand side flows due to physical quantum e↵ects.
This situation might suggest either that one should not place particular significance
in the fulfilment of (4.151) or that the discrimination between discreteness e↵ects and
physical quantum e↵ects is somewhat too strong and should be revised. I do not attempt
to solve this mild conceptual issue here, which is harmless for the main results. Still, it
will deserve further attention.
Interestingly, the geometry with ↵ = 1 is also the only one where the spectral dimension
of spacetime reaches the value Ds = ds + 1 ' 2 which is very often commented upon
in the literature of quantum gravity. Its appearance across independent approaches
such as causal dynamical triangulations, asymptotic safety, Horˇava-Lifshitz gravity and
others [38–40] triggered the suspicion that this “magic number” could be a universal
characteristic of frameworks with good ultraviolet properties or, in other words, that a
two-dimensional limit of the spectral dimension might be tightly related to the renor-
malizability or finiteness of quantum gravity. By now, it has become clear that this is
not the case in general, as there exist counterexamples of nonlocal field theories with
good renormalization properties with Ds 6= 2 in the UV [219], as well as of local theo-
ries whose renormalization properties are not at all improved by dimensional flow [249].
The superposition states investigated here provide another instance pointing towards
the same conclusion: the value of ds is governed by a choice of states which, by itself,
is not (su ciently) connected with the dynamical UV properties of the underlying full
theory.
In this section 4.4, I have investigated the e↵ective structure of quantum superposi-
tions of regular (hypercubic and homogeneous in label assignment) states of quantum
geometry. It is possible to identify states with a flow of the spectral dimension to a
dimension ↵ in the UV, provided the superposition includes fine enough combinatorial
structures and a large enough number of (kinematical) degrees of freedom of quantum
geometry, and a particular set of expansion coe cients (4.134) related to ↵ (4.135).
For the Hausdor↵ and walk dimension, I do not observe any physical quantum e↵ects,
although discreteness e↵ects do alter the value of the Hausdor↵ dimension across scales.
A fractal structure in the strict sense, i.e. where (4.151) relating the three dimensions
is fulfilled also in the UV, is realized in the case ↵ = 1. In particular, these results
provide evidence for a dimensional flow in a certain class of kinematical LQG states,
also available in the spin-foam and group field theory context.
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The main goal of this thesis has been to analyse the fractal structure of discrete quantum
geometries in LQG, SF models and GFT and check if there are any more solid hints
for a dimensional flow as observed in other quantum gravity approaches [41–50]. This
has been accompanied by several side topics such as question of theory convergence
in these approaches, the possibility of a purely combinatorial description for quantum
geometries in a fundamentally discrete setting, the development of discrete calculus to
provide the conceptual framework for the notion of e↵ective-dimension observables, as
well as the extension of group field theories to cover the whole state space of discrete
quantum geometries as demanded in particular in LQG. Addressing all these issues, I
have accomplished the following:
First, I have sketched a logical reconstruction of the relevant five discrete quantum
gravity proposals, QRC, CDT, LQG, SF models and GFT, according to the structuralist
view on scientific theories. On this basis I have argued that these theories should be
understood as distinct theories in the first place. This is the precondition for any
meaningful (nontrivial) theory relation between them. I have then discussed several
main relations between the theories, both conceptually and on the level of dynamics, in
terms of which all of them turn out to be connected, at least on the level of particular
models. This has led to the conclusion that there is no theory convergence between
them in a stricter sense. On the other hand, a precise notion of theory crystallization
seems to apply well to the web of theories. In this sense, one can therefore understand
at least a subset of the approaches as likely developing into a single theory eventually.
This investigation has not been comprehensive and there are many ways in which it could
be expanded. I have only sketched how the theories are logically reconstructed and the
framework of structuralism allows a much more detailed analysis which would strengthen
the consequent statements substantially. From a physicist’s perspective, though, it is
probably more interesting to stay on a more informal level of theory assessment but
retrace in more detail the various intertheoretical relations between the approaches
of which I have explained only a number of examples. Finally, the probably most
interesting challenge from a philosophical perspective is to strengthen the hypothesis
that a crystallization process indeed improves the epistemological status of the involved
theories. For this purpose, an interesting framework might be Bayesian epistemology
[250] where mathematically strict results for such questions (e.g. [251]) are possible.
Second, I have given an exhaustive description of the discrete structures playing a role
in the discrete quantum gravity approaches under consideration. I have shown how
these can be defined in a purely combinatorial way, extending the notion of abstract
simplicial complexes to polyhedral complexes and generalizations of these given by a
certain subdivision structure. A particular focus has been on the molecular 2-complex
structure underlying amplitudes in SF models and GFT for which I have given a detailed
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description and a classification of the various relevant subclasses. This classification
complements, but also clarifies and completes the one in [35], which formed the basis
for the first combinatorial generalization of SF models.
Third, I have shown how GFT can be extended in a meaningful, manageable way to
entail boundary states based on graphs of arbitrary valence. With the ground properly
set, it is straightforward to define a generalization of the well known simplicial GFT
using arbitrary atoms. I have presented explicitly how this can be obtained by a multi-
field GFT. Since it is extremely di cult to turn such a formally defined field theory
with a potentially infinite number of fields into a controllable one allowing for concrete
calculations and physical insights, there is need for an alternative. To this end I have
presented GFT models with a dual weigthing which generate a general class of molecules,
but are based on standard simplicial GFT and are similarly manageable. The dually
weighted GFT models are based on the combinatorial possibility to obtain arbitrary
boundary graphs from simplicial molecules, implemented on the dynamical level. This
implementation provides an example of a useful application of tensor-model techniques
to LQG and SF models via a GFT formulation. In both cases, the inclusion of the
dynamics of gravitational SF models, generalized to arbitrary complexes, is possible.
The extension from simplicial to more general complexes raises questions concerning
the implementation of simplicity constraints. I have shown how their implementation in
the known models can be straightforwardly applied to the extended GFT models in the
same spirit as in [35]. However, the derivation of all these models rests on the classical
geometry of simplices. A spin-foam atom with arbitrary combinatorics, in contrast,
corresponds rather to a polytope. Consequently, taking the arbitrary closed graphs
of LQG seriously, an adaption of the simplicity constraints and their quantization to
polytopes is needed.
Another issue concerns the possibility of an extension of arbitrary molecules to higher
dimensions. In the simplicial case, the good behaviour of a SF or GFT model depends
on the molecules possessing an extension to a full D-dimensional orientable complex.
As shown, this is necessary for the definition of the di↵erential structure; but it is
also important for the control of divergences [207–215], as well as for di↵eomorphism
symmetry [124, 125, 252–254]. A solution to the issue could be to pass over to coloured
GFT models. This is directly possible in the case of dually weighted GFT which will then
generate e↵ectively all polyhedral D-complexes in terms of their simplicial subdivisions.
Still, one may want an encoding of the topology of general D-complexes directly at the
level of arbitrary SF molecules. This remains an interesting open problem.
Apart from such conceptual issues, the most relevant task is the investigation of the
field-theoretic properties of the dually weighted GFT models presented. Among them,
the large-N [121,138,139,159,255] and double-scaling [256] limits are of primary interest.
Finally, the probably most important question concerns the renormalizability of these
models. As explained, the extension from simplicial interactions to a sum over tensor
invariant interactions can be directly transferred to the dually weighted GFT. Inves-
tigating the renormalizability of such models is thus possible using the same methods
already applied in the GFT literature [207–215].
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Fourth, I have introduced a discrete calculus on discrete geometries consisting in an
assignment of geometric data to purely combinatorial complexes, in this way extending
formalisms relying on an ambient space [148, 149, 161–163]. This should open up novel
ways to investigate the physical and geometric properties of discrete quantum gravity
theories. To this end, I have given explicit expressions of the Laplacian in geometric
variables used in any of such approaches: edge lengths, face normals, fluxes, and area-
angle variables. In particular, the calculus provides a setting to rigorously define a
discrete Laplacian operator. I have shown that this operator satisfies all physically
desirable properties of its continuum analogue. I have used the Laplacian to give a
meaningful definition of spectral and walk dimension as observables for discrete quantum
geometries, in particular for states in a direct sum H =LCHC of Hilbert spaces HC for
a class of distinct complexes C. This provides the setting for the investigation of these
observables in discrete quantum gravity approaches.
A natural field of application of the discrete calculus formalism is the addition of matter
fields onto quantum geometry. In any phenomenologically more relevant application of
quantum gravity it is necessary to consider appropriate matter fields coupled to pure
gravity. It is already rather well understood how to canoncially quantize theories of
matter coupled to gravity in the spirit of LQG [257–259], and there are ideas how
matter field degrees of freedom could directly be added to spin-foam configurations
[260–262], interpreted as topological defects [263–267], or obtained in e↵ective actions
of GFT [268,269]. The discrete calculus allows now to properly define matter coupling
directly on the fundamentally discrete geometries as they occur in SF models and GFT
setting the stage for a more rigorous analysis of their interaction with the geometric
degrees of freedom.
Fifth, I have explored the spectral dimension of states of quantum geometry in the case
of (2+1)-dimensional LQG as well as in a general setup of superpositions of discrete
quantum geometries in any spatial dimension. I have shown how one can define ob-
servables of the Hausdor↵, spectral and walk dimension for quantum states of geometry
in terms of the scaling of the quantum expectation value of the volume, the heat trace
and the mean square displacement, respectively. A systematic classification of topo-
logical e↵ects and discreteness artefacts in classical settings has set the ground for the
quantum case and I have pushed the analysis to analytic expressions whenever possible.
On this basis I have calculated the spectral dimension of coherent states in LQG in
2 + 1 dimensions, both as superpositions of geometries on the same complex and as
superpositions of complexes, in particular triangulations of the same geometry. To this
end I have set up an algorithm to compute the spectral properties of the relevant discrete-
geometry configurations the states are defined by. A main result of the calculation of
the spectral dimension of coherent states on a single complex is the lack of any strong
indication of a dimensional flow.
On the other hand, I have identified a generic dimensional flow for a particular class
of large superposition states in any spatial dimension d, characterized by superposition
coe cients with a power-function dependence on the quantum numbers in the discrete
quantum geometries of spin-network type that are summed over. For any real number
0 < ↵ < d there is a state in this class which has a spectral dimension flowing from d on
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large lengths scales to ↵ on small scales. I have found further that the quantum walk
dimension shows no di↵erence from the classical case and that the classical behaviour
of the Hausdor↵ dimension with a flow to d = 1 on small scales due to discreteness
transfers qualitatively to the quantum case. Taking all these results together, there is a
single state in the class of superpositions characterized by the parameter ↵ = 1 which
can be understood as providing an e↵ectively fractal geometry.
These results can be further generalized in various directions, e.g. for lattices of di↵erent
combinatorics, as well as refined within individual theories of quantum gravity. Further-
more, though already based on analytic solutions, the precise reason for the dimensional
flow in the superposition is not yet fully understood; a detailed understanding of the
relevant aspect in the structure of the superpositions causing the flow could help to
generalize and classify further the class of states with potential fractal behaviour. In
parallel, it becomes manageable to explore the phenomenological consequences of the
discovered dimensional flow and (when applicable) fractal nature of quantum space as a
direct e↵ect of the full quantum theory. Such a possibility is especially interesting in the
context of quantum cosmology, where a change of dimensionality can bear its imprint
in the early stage of cosmic evolution [270–272].
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A.1. Classical expressions of the Laplacian
In this appendix which is based on the appendix of [58], I give explicit expressions for
the Laplacian on discrete geometries in the various variables playing a role in quantum
gravity approaches.
The general form of the discrete Laplacian introduced in section 2.3 depends both on
the combinatorial structure of the underlying combinatorial complex and on its dis-
crete geometry through the various volume factors. The Laplacian takes then di↵erent
concrete expressions, depending on the variables used to encode the geometry of the
combinatorial complex. These expressions would be needed for explicit calculations in
di↵erent formulations of classical discrete gravity and, successively, in applications to
quantum gravity models. In the following, I provide some examples for the discrete
Laplacian constructed in the geometric variables used in various approaches to classical
and quantum gravity.
A.1.1. Regge edge length variables
The most common variables to describe the geometry of an n-dimensional simplicial
pseudo-manifold Csim are the squared edge lengths l2ij assigned to all (ij) 2 C[1]sim. In
the standard version of Regge calculus [69, 273] which is the starting point for QRC as
outlined in section 1.1.1, these are taken as configuration space for the geometries of
piecewise flat triangulations.
The expressions for primal volumes, i.e. volumes of the p-simplices  p in Csim, are well
known in the Regge literature. They can be obtained from the Cayley–Menger deter-
minant
V p =
1
p!
( 1) p+12
2
p
2
          
0 1 · · · 1
1 0 l2ij
...
... l2ij
. . .
1 · · · 0
          
1
2
. (A.1)
The particular relevant examples in 4-dimensional spacetime are
V 2 =
1
4
sX
i
⇣
2l2ijl
2
ik   l4jk
⌘
(A.2)
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and, after some manipulations,
V 3 =
1
12
sX
(ij)
l2ij
⇣
l2ikl
2
jl + l
2
ill
2
jk   l2ijl2kl
⌘
 
X
(ijk)
l2ijl
2
ikl
2
jk , (A.3)
V 4 =
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X
(ijkl)
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jkl
2
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2
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X
(ij)
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2
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2
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2
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35 12 , (A.4)
where all sums run over all subsimplices of the given kind.
Thus, the only geometric data needed for defining the dual scalar Laplacian   are the
dual edge lengths l?ab for pairs of dual vertices va, vb 2 C?[0]sim . I subdivide the dual edges
into two parts l?a and l?b, associated respectively with the dual simplex   = ?va and
?vb, such that l?ab = l
?a+ l?b. These dual edge lengths depend on the chosen embedding
of dual complex into the primal one.
In the barycentric case, when l?◆ˆ
a is the length of the edge dual to the face (012 . . . ◆ˆ . . . n)
contained inside the simplex   = ?va = (012 . . . n), the dual (half-)edge is given by
l?◆ˆ
a =
1
n (n+ 1)
s
n
X
j
l2ij  
X
(jk)
l2jk . (A.5)
This can be seen as follows. In coordinates x the position of the barycentre xbc of a
p-simplex  p is
xbc =
1
p+ 1
pX
i=0
xi . (A.6)
The distance from the barycentre of   to the barycentre of (12 . . . n) in these coordinates
is
l?
0ˆ
a =
      1n+ 1
nX
i=0
xi   1
n
nX
i=1
xi
      =
     nx0   1n(n+ 1)
nX
i=1
xi
      , (A.7)
and choosing coordinates where x0 is the origin and using xi·xj = gij = 12
⇣
l20i + l
2
0j   l2ij
⌘
[28] this reduces to
l?
0ˆ
a =
1
n(n+ 1)
vuut nX
i=1
xi
!2
=
1
n (n+ 1)
sX
i
x2i   2
X
(ij)
xi · xj
=
1
n (n+ 1)
s
n
X
i
l20i  
X
(ij)
l2ij . (A.8)
Besides the simple two-dimensional case this formula was also proven before for the
tetrahedron (theorem 187 in [274]).
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Then the matrix elements of the Laplacian (2.64) have the form
wab
V?va
= n (n+ 1)
1
V012...n
V12...n
l?
0ˆ
a + l?
0ˆ0
b
(A.9)
where furthermore ?vb = (0012 . . . n). These are well defined on simplicial geometries
satisfying the strong generalized triangular inequalities, that is, V p > 0 for all  p 2
C[p]sim ⇢ Csim. In particular, these conditions ensure that the dual lengths l?a are non-
zero and positive.
This is not the case for the circumcentric dual where each l?a 2 R can be negative or
vanishing, and thus it is possible to have l?
0ˆ
a + l?
0ˆ0
b = 0. This pole in the expression for
the Laplacian, moreover, cannot be absorbed into the volumes as they depend only on
the edges of   = ?va but not of ?vb. On the other hand, except for these singularities,
the circumcentric Laplacian might be well defined even on degenerate geometries with
V  = 0. This is true, for example, for n = 2, 3 where explicit expressions of the
circumradius are known. In n = 2,
w(ijk)(jkl)
Aijk
=
8
±
⇣
l2ij + l
2
ik   l2jk
⌘
± AijkAjkl
⇣
l2jl + l
2
kl   l2jk
⌘ , (A.10)
and in n = 3
w(ijkl)(ijkm)
Vijkl
= 12A2ijk
✓
±
q
(2AijkAijkl)2   (3lijljklkiVijkl)2 (A.11)
± Vijkl
Vijkm
q
(2AijkAijkm)2   (3lijljklkiVijkm)2
◆ 1
.
The sign of each dual length part is positive if the circumcenter lies inside the n-simplex
  and negative if outside.
This is based on the following calculation of dual circumcentric edge lengths: In n = 2
one gets dual edge lengths from the circumradius Rijk =
lij likljk
4Aijk
:
l?(ijk)jk =
s
R2ijk  
✓
ljk
2
◆2
=
ljk
2
vuut l2ijl2ik
4A2ijk
  1
=
ljk
4Aijk
q
l4ij + l
2
jk + l
2
ki   l2ijl2ik   2(l2jkl2ij + l2jkl2ik) . (A.12)
Since
4l2jkl
2
ik   16A2ijk = l4ij + l4jk + l4ki   2(l2jkl2ij + l2jkl2ik   l2ijl2ik)
= (l2ij + l
2
ik   l2jk)2 , (A.13)
this simplifies to
l?(ijk)jk =
l2ij + l
2
ik   l2jk
4Aijk
ljk
2
. (A.14)
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The matrix elements of the Laplacian are
w(ijk)(jkl)
Aijk
=
1
Aijk
2
±
r
l2ij l
2
ik
4A2ijk
  1±
r
l2jll
2
kl
4A2jkl
  1
(A.15)
=
4
±
q
l2ijl
2
ik   4A2ijk ± AijkAjkl
q
l2jll
2
kl   4A2jkl
=
8
±
⇣
l2ij + l
2
ik   l2jk
⌘
± AijkAjkl
⇣
l2jl + l
2
kl   l2jk
⌘ . (A.16)
For n = 3, there is a formula relating the circumradius R of the tetrahedron (ijkl) to
the area Aijkl of a triangle with the product of opposite edge lengths in the tetrahedron
as its edge lengths [274]:
6VijklRijkl = Aijkl . (A.17)
The circumcentric dual length to a face (ijk) thus is
l?(ijkl)◆ˆ =
q
R2ijkl  R2ijk =
q
(2AijkAijkl)2   (3lijljklkiVijkl)2
12AijkVijkl
, (A.18)
and the Laplace weight
w(ijkl)(ijkm) = 12A
2
ijk
 
±
s✓
2AijkAijkl
Vijkl
◆2
  (3lijljklki)2 (A.19)
±
s✓
2AijkAijkm
Vijkm
◆2
  (3lijljklki)2
! 1
.
A simplification to avoid the square roots, as in n = 2, remains to be found.
With these descriptions of the Laplacian at hand, one can compare with other discrete
Laplacians in the literature.
Sorkin’s discrete Laplacian
In [275] a formalism with special “barycentric” coordinates (not to be confused with
the mathematical notion, where unit vectors are attached to corners) is developed. As
done also in [196], it can be expressed in terms of the dihedral angles as a “cotangens
Laplacian” (with inverse volume factor) for primal scalar fields. In n = 2, with ↵ 2ij the
angle opposite to the edge (ij) in the triangle  2, it is given by
  ( 0 )i = 1
V?(i)
X
j
0@ X
 2>(ij)
cot↵ 2ij
1A ( i    j) , (A.20)
and it is easy to show its equivalence to the Laplacian coming from discrete calculus
with circumcentric duals since elementary geometric arguments yield
l?◆ˆ
(ijk) =
q
R2   (ljk/2)2 = ljk2 cot↵
 2
ij . (A.21)
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In n = 3,
  ( 0 )i = 1
V?(i)
X
j
0@ X
 3>(ij)
l 3◆ˆ|ˆ cot↵
 3
ij
1A ( i    j) , (A.22)
where the opposite dihedral angle ↵ 2ij now is between faces sharing the opposite edge
l 3◆ˆ|ˆ in the tetrahedron  3. From the equivalence in n = 2 it is tempting to conjecture
equivalence also for n   3, but this remains to be proven.
Laplacian in dynamical triangulations
As discussed with the introduction of CDT in section 1.1.2, a complementary way of
encoding the simplicial geometry of a piecewise flat triangulation, still based on the
Regge calculus description, is to fix all edge lengths to some constant value, and allow
only changes in the combinatorics of the simplicial complex itself. For such equilateral
configurations, the Laplacian coming from discrete calculus drastically simplifies (up to
an overall factor) to a purely combinatorial graph Laplacian [172] of the form (2.65),
  / D  A , (A.23)
where the weights here are wab = 1 if va and vb are incident.
While in the Lorentzian version, named causal dynamical triangulations, this is modified
by introducing negative length squares for timelike edges parametrized by the factor ↵
(1.7), this modification is not performed since the theory is Wick rotated to Euclidean
signature and actual calculations are performed in a reduced ensemble of Euclidean
triangulations (those that can indeed be obtained by Wick rotating Lorentzian ones) [31]
Still, in that case, the Laplacian of causal dynamical triangulations has to be calculated
explicitly from the full simplicial case, in terms of the functional dependence of volumes
on ↵.
A.1.2. First-order Regge calculus with face variables
For a simplicial complex Csim with a geometric realization as a piecewise linear space of
dimension D, the frame field can be considered as a set of discrete edge vectors
eI = eIµdx
µ 7! eIij(↵) = [xi(↵)  xj(↵)]I , (A.24)
where the coordinates x(↵) are given by a choice of origin and frame for every D-
simplex  ↵ the edge (ij) is face of. The index ↵ = 1, 2, . . . , N [D] labels the D-simplices.
Accordingly, the volume form of a p-simplex  p in the coordinates of a D-simplex it is
a face of is
!
 p
Ip+1...ID
(↵) = ✏I1...ID
pY
k=1
eIkk (↵) , (A.25)
in terms of p linear independent edge vectors ek belonging to  p. The p-volume  p is
the norm of the volume form,
V p = |! p | =
1
p!
vuut X
Ip+1<···<ID
   ! pIp+1...ID    2 . (A.26)
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An alternative version to edge-length Regge calculus is in terms of the (D   1)-face
normals ! D 1(↵) (expressed in the reference frame of the D-simplex  ↵) and Lorentz
rotations (parallel transports) U(↵,↵0) from frame to frame across neighbouring sim-
plices. In turn, the latter define holonomies (around closed plaquettes)
W↵(h) = U↵,↵+1U↵+1,↵+2 . . . U↵ 1,↵ (A.27)
which are rotations in the plane orthogonal to hinges h 2 C[D 2]sim [70,74,75] and measure
the local curvature. The class angles corresponding to the holonomies are therefore the
deficit angles ✓h = 2⇡ 
P
↵ ✓
↵
h , as could be obtained from the dihedral angles ✓
↵
h at the
hinge h in each D-simplex  ↵ sharing it.
I show how all geometric data needed for the Laplacian   have an expression in terms
of the face normals ! D 1(↵).
While the (D   1)-volumes are just the modulus of the face normals themselves,
V D 1 = |! D 1(↵)| , (A.28)
the D-volumes of simplices  ↵ can also be expressed by D of the face normals !i(↵) =
! D 1=(012...◆ˆ...D) as [74]
V↵ ⌘ V ↵ =

1
D!
✏I1...ID✏i1...iDj!
i1
I1
(↵) . . .!iDID(↵)
  1
D 1
, (A.29)
where capital indices I, J, ... are in internal space. By the closure relations, it does not
matter which face (012 . . . |ˆ . . . D) is left out if  ↵ is closed. Alternatively, one could also
average over the choices of reference face.
An explicit expression of dual lengths can only be obtained using position coordinates
on  ↵ as functions of the face normals. Barycentric coordinates z(↵), that is coordinates
for which the sum over vertices satisfies
PD+1
i=1 z
I
i (↵) = 0, can be derived inverting the
expression of the face normals in terms of discrete vielbeins (see eq. (A.24)) in these
coordinates [74],
!iI(↵) =
1
(D   1)!2
X
k 6=i
✏J1...JD 1I✏
i,i1...iD 1,kzJ1i1 (↵) . . . z
JD 1
iD 1 (↵) , (A.30)
leading to
zIi (↵) =
1
(D   1)!
1
(V↵)
D 2
X
k 6=i
✏J1...JD 1I✏i,i1...iD 1,k !
i1
J1
(↵) . . .!
iD 1
JD 1(↵) . (A.31)
The barycentric dual length is particularly simple in these coordinates. It is just the
distance from the barycenter of the tetrahedron with coordinate zI = 0 to the barycenter
of a face
l?◆ˆ
  =
      
X
j 6=i
zj [!
i( )]
       . (A.32)
For the circumcentric case no such simplification can be expected. Still, primal edge
lengths can be expressed in the coordinates z(↵), taking then advantage of the above
expressions (eqs. (A.9), (A.10) and (A.12)).
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As an example, I can give the (further simplified) expressions in D = 3. On  ↵ = (ijkl)
(suppressing the frame label ↵),
zIi =
1
2
1
V↵
X
r 6=i
✏IJK✏imnr!
m
J !
n
K =
1
2V↵
⇣
!j ⇥ !k + !k ⇥ !l + !j ⇥ !l
⌘I
, (A.33)
and the tetrahedron volume in terms of three of its face triangles is
(V↵)
2 =
1
6
✏IJK✏ijkl!
i
I!
j
J!
k
K . (A.34)
Therefore, the dual length is
l?i
↵ =
1
3
|zj + zk + zl| = 16V↵
   !j ⇥ !k + !k ⇥ !l + !l ⇥ !j    (A.35)
=
r P
(mn)2(jkl)
[!2m!
2
n   (!m · !n)2 + (!m · !r)(!r · !n)  (!m · !n)!2r ]
6V↵
.
Using the closure condition
P
!i = 0, this further simplifies to
l?ij
↵ =
1
2V↵
   !j ⇥ !k    =q!2j!2k   (!j · !k)2 (A.36)
for some faces j, k. The matrix elements of the Laplacian (2.64) can then easily be
computed combining all the above expressions.
Finally, I note that the volume form !h(↵) of a hinge h =  D 2 can be expressed in
terms of two normals to two faces  ↵+1,↵,  ↵,↵+1 sharing it, in the frame of  ↵ [74]:
!hIJ(↵) =
1
V↵
!↵ 1,↵[I (↵)!
↵,↵+1
J ] (↵) . (A.37)
This gives a connection to flux variables, discussed in the next section, which are exactly
these (D   2)-face normals.
A.1.3. Flux and area-angle variables
In D = 4, a useful alternative set of variables in simplicial geometry are the bivectors
bIJijk = e
I
ij ^ eJik associated with triangles (ijk) (or their internal Hodge duals XIJijk =
✏IJKLb
KL
ijk ), known as fluxes, and playing a prominent role in both canonical loop quantum
gravity and spin-foam models [16, 193, 225]. In a geometric 4-simplex (ijklm), the
triangle areas are
Aijk = |Xijk| , (A.38)
and volumes of tetrahedra can be computed using three of the fluxes associated with
the four triangles on their boundary [201], regarding the bivectors as linear maps:
V 2ijkl =
8
9
Tr (⇤Xijk [⇤Xjkl, ⇤Xkli]) . (A.39)
Volumes of 4-simplices can be taken from the wedge product of two fluxes not lying in
the same 3-hyperplane (thus not belonging to the same tetrahedron),
Vijklm = |Xijk ^Xilm| . (A.40)
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Primal edge lengths can be expressed using the generalized sine formula as
l2ij = 2
|Xijk|2|Xijl|2   (Xijk ·Xijl)2
Tr (⇤Xijk [⇤Xjkl, ⇤Xkli]) . (A.41)
This gives all the buildings blocks for explicit expressions (eqs. (A.9), (A.10) and (A.12))
of the barycentric and circumcentric discrete Laplacian   with elements (2.66).
In the spin representation in D = 3 + 1 LQG and D = 4 spin-foams (adapted to
a simplicial context), the easiest variables to use are triangle areas and 3-volumes of
tetrahedra. However, it is known that they form an overcomplete set of data to spec-
ify a four-dimensional simplicial geometry, and should be supplemented by additional
constraints whose explicit form is not known [71, 72]. A more natural choice is to use
areas Aijk and dihedral angles  
ij
k,l between faces (ijk) and (ijl) hinged at the common
edge (ij) [70, 73]. This set of data encodes the same information as the fluxes Xijk. In
these variables, the relevant geometric data to compute the discrete Laplacian have the
following expressions. The 3-volumes are
V 2ijkl =
Aijk
9
sX
j
A2ijl sin
2  ijk,lA
2
jkl sin
2  jki,l  
X
(ij)
A4ijl sin
4  ijk,l . (A.42)
Using the generalized sine law according to which the angles ✓ijkl,m between 3-simplices
(ijkl) and (ijkm) are functions of the area dihedral angles of the form [73]
cos ✓ijkl,m =
cos ijk,l   sin ijl,m sin ijm,k
cos ijl,m cos 
ij
m,k
.
one obtains the 4-volumes
Vijklm =
3
4
1
Aijk
VijklVijkm sin ✓
ijk
l,m[ ] , (A.43)
as well as the primal edge lengths
lij =
2
3
1
Vijkl
AijkAijl sin 
ij
k,l . (A.44)
Again, this is all the information needed to build the Laplacian  .
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